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STRUCTURAL FEATURES IN THE TYRONE - Kf. UNION LINEAMENT, ACROSS THE NITTAN~ 
ANTICLINORIUM IN CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA 

by 
M. R. Canich and D. P. Gold 

Introduction 

An alignment of stream and river valleys, wind and water gaps, and tonal 
variations on LANDSAT-! imagery is apparent for approximately 150 km (90 miles) 
through central Pennsylvania. This linear feature, known as the Tyrone-Mount 
Union lineament (Gold et al., 1974), extends from the Blue Ridge physiographic 
province northwestward across the Appalachian fold mountain belt and into the 
Allegheny Plateau. The absence of mega- and macro-scopic scale faults in this 
region is difficult to reconcile with this major transgressive geomorphic 
feature. In a field study, Canich (1976) compared the structures and strati
graphic relationships on sections (see Fig. lb) straddling the lineament, and 
examined the bedrock conditions within the lineament zone. It soon became 
apparent that at least in the Tyrone - Petersburg part of the lineament there is 
no major fault, but rather a zone about 1 km wide of anomalous fracture con
centration. 

The study area encompasses a 9 km (5.5 mile) wide and 16 km (10 mile) long 
swath, centered on the Little Juniata River between Tyrone and Petersburg, in 
Blair and Huntingdon Counties (Fig. la). A number of active quarries are 
located within the valley expression of the lineament, and a serviceable country 
road network provides access to most of the area. The lineament crosses the 
Sinking Valley anticline, a southwest plunging anticlinal domain of the Nittany 
Anticlinorium in the westernmost first-order anticline of the Valley and Ridge 
Physiographic Province of central Pennsylvania. Although a linear base metal 
mineral trend has been recognized in the Juniata River valley (Smith et al., 
1971), it was not until LANDSAT-I imagery became available (1972) that the 
feature was mapped and named the Tyrone- Mt. Union lineament (Gold et al., 
1974). The area around the northern segment of this lineament has been the 
focus of geological investigations for some time. Although the various geologi
cal maps differ only in detail, interpretations of their subsurface significance 
differ greatly. 

The history of work in this area dates back to the mapping of Rogers 
(1858), followed by Platt (1881), Lesley (1885), Butts (1918), and Butts et al. 
(1939). These were regional studies, conducted by The Pennsylvania Geological 
Survey. More recently, detailed studies of an area where a window exposes late 
Ordovician to Early Silurian units near Birmingham, have been made by Zeller 
(1949), Fox (1950), Moebs and Hoy (1959), and Schmiermund and Palmer (1973). 
Besides the above reports, in which cross-sections are presented by all except 
Rogers (1858) and Butts (1918), subsurface interpretations have been published 
by Stose (in Butts et al., 1939) and Gwinn (1964 and 1970). Each cross-section 
exhibits a different subsurface configuration and presupposes a different kine
matic and dynamic model for the Nittany Arch. 

It is apparent that 
lineament are ambiguous. 
complexity is related to 
the fracture studies are 

the subsurface interpretations of geology near this 
This study was intended to test whether the structural 

the presence of the lineament. The results of some of 
summarized in this paper. 
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:Stratigr<!lrphy 

Stratigraphic units from Cambr1qn to Silurian age are exposed. The 
oldest, the Pleasant Hill Limestone, is located near Huntingdon Furnace; the 
youngest unit, the Wills Creek Formation, is located in the eastern part of 
the study area near Petersburg (see Fig. la). The stratigraphic column 
shown in Fig. 2 does not distinguish the Lower Ordovician Larke Dolomite, 
as noted by Butts et al. (1939) and Donaldson (1959), nor is it mapped as 
a separate unit on the geologic map (Fig. la). Donaldson, who has developed 
detailed sections near Honest Hollow and Spruce Creek along the Little 
Juniata River, has shown that the Larke Dolomite intertongues with the 
Stonehenge Limestone. Discriminating the tongues of the Larke Dolomite from 
the Mines member of the Gatesburg Formation, below the Stonehenge Limestone, 
and the Nitt;my Dolomite, ;,bove, is difficult and only of ncadl'mic interest. 
Because ils precise position has litti.e bearing on this paper il has been 
mapped with the dominant adjacent dolomite unit: either with tile overlying 
Nlttany Dolomite or the underlying Mines member of the Gatesburg Formation. 

Frscture Studies 
Fractures are apparent on LAt~DSAT-1 imagery, low altitude aerial photo

graphy, and in field outcrops. These are referred to as mega-, macro-, and 
meso-scopic scale fractures, respectively. The worldwide pervasiveness of 
fractures has been demonstrated by the compilation of Gay (1973). The ortho
gonal fracture patterns, which he referred to a 11pairsets 11

, are thought to be 
genetically related to basement fractures, 

In order to determine the bedrock nature of a lineament, mesoscopic 
and macroscopic features along the Tyrone - Mount Union lineament were 
mapped and analyzed. Field data were obtained from road and railroad cuts, 
quarries, and natural outcrops. Each outcrop was investigated for composi
tion, stratigraphic position, bedding thickness, location with respect to 
second-order folds, and various structural elements of interest; such as 
bedding and joint orientations, joint density, fault planes with associated 
slickenlines, sense of movement on slickenlines, and attitude of fold axes 
and axial planes. Station numbers were assigned to the outcrops, the forma
tions exposed at each station were identified, and the structural elements 
present were measured according to the criteria listed in Table 1. 

It can be seen from the table that the measurement of joint density 
imposed some special require~ents not inherent to the other data collected. 
Because joint density varies with bedding thickness and lithology, measure
ments were made only in areas of similar lithologies, and where two or more 
roughly orthogonal cuts \vere available for a ]-dimensional determination of 
joint spacing. 

For frequency determination, the joints were described as being systematic 
or non-systematic, according to a modified version of joint description 
developed by Hodgson (1961). Although this terminology is useful in describ
ing joint frequencies, it was not practical in the joint orientation studies 
here because the systematic joints varied greatly in definition and frequency. 
Thus for orientation data, a three-fold classification was used, where joints 
were referred to as dominant, subordinate, and rare. This ordinal quality 
scale can be equated to the systematic and non-systematic terminology by 
considering the dominant and subordinate joints as the former and the rare 
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Table 1. Criteria for Measurement of Structural Elements 

Structural Element Parameters 

Joint Orientation 

Fault 

Fold 

Bedding 

Dominance or 
type 

Density 

Orientation 

Direction of 
motion 

Sense of motion 

New movement 

Orientation of 
axial line 

Orientation of 
axial plane 

Order 

Sense of rota
tion 

Orientation 

Restrictions on Measurement 

None 

None 

Only in similar lithologies 
where orthogonal faces 
could be sampled 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

One reading for each cell at 
each sample site 

joints as the latter. The number of joint orientations was determined by 
an intergraded count of frequency from the entire outcrop. This value was 
then applied to the local setting in order to filter out, where necessary, 
localized joint sets induced by blasting. By contrast, the dominance 
quality was determined by inspection of the entire outcrop to compensate 
for very localized zones of high joint density. 

The selection of joints to be measured was as random as possible, 
considering the bias of outcrop availability. Sample points were located 
at equal intervals along the outcrop and all joints present at each site 
were measured. The presence, attitude, and sense of calcite-or quartz
filled joints and tension cracks or gashes were also noted. 

As shown in Table 1, the attitudes of faults and associated slicken
lines were measured. If the sense of motion could be determined by inspection 
of the jogged slickenlines, the direction of motion of the hanging wall was 
given by an arrow symbol in the stereographic plots. For many faults the 
sense of motion and the net slip were not apparent, but both parameters 
were readily observable for wedge faults (described by Cloos, 1964) on 
the mesoscopic scale. For these, the sense of motion and amount of slip 
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were determined from slickenlines and the geometry of the competent beds 
comprising the wedge (Fig. 3, Gold and Pohn, this volume). Consistent with 
Cloos' observation, wedge faults were found to occur preferentially in the 
cores of anticlines. The attitudes of the axial planes and axial lines were 
measured for these anticlines as well as for all other folds observed. To 
determine the geometric compatibility of the different orders of folds, the 
scale and sense of folds were noted. 

Six 1:24,000 7.5 minute USGS quodrangle maps were compiled for a topo
graphic base map and the Tyrone quadrangle geologic map by Butts et al. (1939), 
on a scale of 1:65,000, was enlarged to 1:24,000 to give a general geologic 
reference base. Low altitude aerial photographs (1:20,000), U-2 photographs 
(1:135,000) and LANDSAT-1 imagery (1:230,000) were used in conjunction with 
the field work. Positional data from all scales were plotted on the 1:24,000 
topographic map to produce a fracture trace and lineament map and 
a detailed geological map (Fig. la), and cross section profiles of the struc
ture and geology either side of the Tyrone - Mount Union lineament were 
drawn (Fig. lb). 

The fracture trace map was developed from linear features mapped on 
stereo-pairs of low altitude aerial photographs (1:20,000), using conventional 
photo-geologic techniques. The megascopic data were mapped on rnonoscopic ortho
images, with a time limit set for each map section. The LANDSAT image was 
enlarged and cropped, yielding a 1:230,000 image of central Pennsylvania, 
encompassing the Nittany Anticlinorium and portion of the Allegheny Plateau 
and the Broadtop Synclinorium, 

Results 
Joints 

The S-pole diagram (Fig. 3) contains all of the joint orientations 
0 

measured. It exhibits a point maximum of 045 and a subsidiary peaked 
cluster at 130°. These maxima correspond respectively, to a subvertical plane 

0 set centered on 130 strike, and a predominantly northwest dipping set 
striking about 045°, The former joint set is generally dominant in expression 

fig1.He 3. Synoptic S-pole diagram of 2316 
joint att it1.1des, contoured at 2, 3, 4, and 
6% per 1% area. Planes associated with the 
peak concerntratioos are inclined at 045" 
arnd 130". 



and frequency in the field. However, this does not imply that it is the 
dominant joint or joint set at each outcrop. Variations are apparent in the 
individually contoured S-pole diagrams for some of the locations shown in 
Figure la. These diagrams reveal how joint orientations vary with location 
on the second and third order folds present, as well as across the lineament. 
It was also noted during this study that joint density decreases with an 
increase in bedding thickness; thus comparisons are valid only between units 
of similar thickness and lithology. 

The pole representing the mean bedding plane for an outcrop is included 
on the individual contoured joint diagrams in Fig. la. The strike orienta
tion is nearly constant within most of the outcrops but the dip angle varies. 
Therefore, the mean bedding plane was determined by finding the arithmetic 
average of dip angles and using the approximate strike orientation. In view 
of the contorted nature of the beds, this pole could not be included for 
some localities. The geometry of the joints with respect to an assumed 
horizontal bedding attitude before folding was determined by rotating measured 
joint orientations about the bedding strike and through the dip angle of the 
beds to a horizontal attitude. Because joints in flat-lying strata are 
commonly parallel and perpendicular to the bedding planes (De Sitter, 1956), 
those sets parallel or orthogonal to bedding planes were interpreted as 
joints inherited from pre-Alleghenian orogenic events, and the others were 
interpreted as superimposed. This assumption, however, cannot be used to 
unambiguously sort out pre- or post-folding joint sets nearly perpendicular 
to bedding strike (i.e., the axis of rotation). Determination of the age 
of origin for each joint set should be made in an area of through-going 
joints, oblique to the bedding strike. For example, nearly vertical joints 
oriented at 130° are observed in most outcrops regardless of the bedding 
attitude. From geometric considerations, the age of this joint set is 
ambiguous for outcrops with a bedding strike of 040° but definitely is post
folding for other bedding orientations. 

Faults 

High angle faults with small displacements are ubiquitous throughout the 
study area, and some appear to form conjugate sets. A synoptic, contoured 
S-pole diagram of 159 of these fault orientations yielded maxima with strikes 
of 110° and approximately 140° (Fig. 4a). In conjugate sets of faults, the 
o2 axis (intermediate principal stress axis) is defined by the attitude of 
tne line of intersection, and the position of the maximum principal stress 
axis, a

1
, coincides geometrically with the perpendicular bisector of the acute 

dihedra angle between the fault planes, shown in Fig. 4a as the line X- Y, 
the bisector of the obtuse dihedral angle between poles to the fault planes. 
The plunge of the slickenlines associated with these faults forms a broad 
girdle about the 120° plane, and most of the slickenlines plunge to the 
southeast and northwest at moderate angles (Fig. 4b). 

The polarity of slickenlines on the fault planes from a few well exposed 
localities along the lineament are portrayed in Figs. Sa and Sb~ The stereo
graphic plots show not only the plunge of the slickenlines, but also a short 
segment of the fault plane through it and the sense of motion of the hanging
wall block. The sampling locations are, Tyrone Gap (Locations 1 and 2), a 
roadcut near Union Furnace (Location 17), and two Locations (30 and 31) in an 
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figure 4a. Synoptic S-poie diagram of 159 fau!t pianes, contoured at 2, 4, ai'ld 6% interva~s 
per 1% area. The poie maxima represerrutt stdl<e directoorrus of 110° ai'ld 140", respective~y. 

Uoo X-Y is the perperrudicuiar bisector of the acute dihedrai al'lg!e betweei'l the dominarrut fault 
attotudes. 

figure 4b. Orientation diagram of 136 sikl<eniol'les, contoured at 1, 4, al'ld 6% per 1% area. 

area 150 m (500 ft) east of the railroad tunnel in Spruce Creek Gap (see Fig. 
1a). The data from Tyrone Gap are plotted in Fig. 5a and those from locations 
17, 30, and 31 are plotted in Fig. 5b. 

At Tyrone Gap, the general trend of motion to the northwest and southeast 
differs from the north-south motions recorded in the west limb of the Scotch 
Valley syncline near Union Furnace (Location 17 and Diagram 17 on Fig. la). 
Most of this difference can be reconciled if the beds are rotated to a horizon
tal attitude; the difference may also be attributed to redistribution of 
stresses in the nose of the syncline. The former solution is favored because, 
by rotating the bedding attitudes at Location 17 back to horizontal through the 
dip angle the slickenlines correspondingly rotate to a shallow northwest
southeast plunging orientation. This orientation is consistent with those 
measured in Tyrone Gap (Fig. Sa), as well as with the overall trend in the 
synoptic slickenline diagram (Fig. 4b). 

The interpretation of fault type from slickenline polarity requires a 
knowledge of fault chronology, because the slickenlines generally represent only 
the latest movement(s). The initial attitude of the fault plane must also be 
known because it may have changed as a result of folding events. For example 
many conjugate faults exposed in the Tyrone Gap section exhibit non-unique 
slickenline directions in their surfaces. Most of these fault sets, developed 
in the sandstone planes and shale beds of the Bald Eagle Formation, have a 
subhorizontal line of intersection oriented about 140°. Other fault planes in 
the same outcrop contain two sets of slickenlines, with a subhorizontal set 
superimposed on a steeply plunging set. 

In a conjugate set near Station 12 on Figure 2 (p. 169), Gold and Pohn, this 
volume (STOP #2), the slickenlines on one fault are subparallel to the nearly vert-
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figure 5a. Stereographk plot of slkken
line polarity in Tyrooe Gap. fifty-seven 
obserwtioos are pioUed. A segrnent of 
the fault plane (---) and the sei"Bse of 
mot ooo of the hangi 11g wa II (-) are shown. 

Figure Sb. Stereographic plot of slicken-
1 ine poia rnty at locat OOI"DS 17' 30' and 31 • 
A segrne11t of the fault pia11e (-·-) a11d the 
sense of motio11 of the ha11gi11g waH ( -) 
are shoWI"D. 



ical bedding surface (indicating a dip-slip movement) • whereas the subhori~ 
zontal striae on the other fault indicate that it is essentially strike-slip 
in nature. This variation in slickenli.rne attitude may have resulted from a 
southeast-northwest directed stress acting intermittently on a fault plane 
while the beds were being rotated during the development of the Nittany 
anticlinoriu!!il. It may also be the result of rotation of the stress field. 
producing early dip~~slip faults and later strike~·slip faults • both with small 
displacements. The former hypothesis is favored, mai because (a) dip 
separations on either side of the lineament are not apparent from the 
detailed lithologic • and (b) many mesos rtght and left strike~ 
slip faults with compensating displacements were mapped in the lineament 
zone. Thus the dip-·slip fault that is nearly perpendicular to the bedding 
surface deve as a strike~slip fault or to folding, when 
the beds were subhorizontaL Reactivation of the ugate fault plane 
after the ode, by similar compressive stressesp would account 
for its current. in si_tu dip-slip normal mode. 

About 3.5 km (2 miles) northwest from STOP 
ft) east of the railroad tunnel in Spruce Creek 
la). the plunge directions of slip lines vary 
of the gap to the other, a distance of approxima 

# 5, in the area 150m (500 
Gao (Sites 30 and 31 in Fig. 

" 0 ' 
at least 20 from one side 

180m (600ft). 

Mesoscopic scale folds are ubiquitous, and seem to occur preferentially 
where competent and relatively incompetent units are interbedded, such as the 
Bald Eagle Sandstone in Tyrone Gap and the Mifflintown Fonnation near Barree. 
·~1ere the competent unit is dominant, folds tend to be larger, from J to over 
30m (10 to over 100ft), than in the areas where the incompetent unit is 
dominant, \vhere the folds range from 0. 03 to 3 m (0, 1 to 10 f t). All of the 
fold axes mt~asured are compatible with a northwest direction of transport. 
which is consistent with the orientations of slickenlines and fault planes 
and the general geometry of the Nittany Anticlinorium. Not all of the minor 
folds are consistent in drag sense with their location on higher order folds, 
These minor folds may be disharmonic, with scale-related decoupling between 
the third and higher-order folds, i.e., where a decollement in the stratigraphic 
section separates folds of different scale and style (Nickelsen 1963). For 
example, a fourth~order kink fold in Tyrone Gap is incompatible in drag sense 
with its location in the west limb of a first-order anticline, the Nittany 
Anticlinorium. Slickenlines on the bedding surface perpendicular to the fold 
axis suggest a flexural slip mechanism for these kink folds. A nearly vertical 
fault plane, obliquely transecting the fold, contains subhorizontal slicken
lines. These relationships suggest that an early flexural slip-foldi.rng event 
preceded the transgressive strike-slip faults of small displacement. 

The entire study area. 9 by 16 km (5.5 by 10 miles), was covered by photo
geologic studies at different scales. A strip 3.2 km (2 miles) wide, centered 
on the Tyrone ~ Mount Union lineament, was mapped in detail in the field. With 
the improved data base (aerial photographs and satellite imagery) the author 
was able to extend coverage of units into areas of limited or poor exposure. 
These mapping methods proved to be complementary and enabled the author not 
only to extend in detail the geological and structural mapping of Butts et al. 
(1939) with additional faults and folds, but also to correct the positions of 
subsequently mapped faults and lithologic contacts. This new data base has 
spurred new interpretations and necessitated a reinterpretation of the earlier 
data. 
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the following list of observations and interpretations are considered to 
be the more important contributions of this paper: 

1. The trace of the Shoenberger fault, which Butts et al. (1939) 
showed to terminate in the Nittany Formation. is seen on LANDSAT 
imagery to extend into a N 80° E trending lineament that passes 
through Brush Mountain at Skelp Gap. This lineament probably 
represents the trace of a fault, because right lateral displace
ments of the Middle Ordovician section are apparent near Skelp. 
This movement is compatible with the reverse sense proposed by 
Butts et al. (1939) for the Shoenberger fault. Indeed, the latter 
fault may terminate on the former. 

2. The reversal of dips in beds of the Juniata Formation exposed in 
Plummer Hollow, south of Tyrone Gap (Fig. la), probably reflects 
the presence of a third-order fold confined to this formation. 
this fold does not project across Tyrone Gap to the north (Fig. la). 
Its presence would account not only for increase in the thickness 
of this formation south of the river, but also for the development 
of the strike valley in Plummer Hollow. 

3. Mesoscopic scale strike faults that duplicate beds occur singly 
or in conjugate pairs in the Tyrone Gap exposures (Krohn 1976). 
Although their present attitude requires them to be classified 
as normal dip-slip faults, they have been interpreted as pre-
folding compressive or wedge faults (Cloos 1964). On some of the 
faults, superimposed slickenlines attest to a late strike-slip 
movement, consistent with the motions on mesoscopic dip and oblique 
faults that cut the earlier "wedge" faults. The late strike-slip 
faults also occur in conjugate sets, in which adjacent faults may 
exhibit right and left lateral displacements, respectively. The 
apparent lack of offset across the lineament in Tyrone Gap indicates 
that the mesoscopic scale strike-slip displacements are compensa
tory. 

4. The area around Birmingham (STOPS # 3 and 4) has long been recognized 
for its structural complexity (Butts et al. 1939; Fox 1950), with 
anomalous thinning in overturned beds of the Upper Ordovician and 
Lower Silurian formations in a local fenster called the Birmingham 
window (see Figures 5 to 12, Gold et al., this volume). The Knarr 
window, 2.4 km (1.5 miles) to the northeast, exposes Ordovician rocks 
within Cambrian formations. Detailed mapping of the Birmingham window 
by Moebs and Hoy (1959) (see Figs. 9 and 10, Gold et al., this volume), 
Schmiermund and Palmer (1973) (Fig. 12a, Gold et al., this volume) and 
Canich (1976) (Fig. la) show the juxtaposition of overturned Reedsville, 
Bald Eagle, Juniata. and Tuscarora beds against upright Black River
Chazy Group beds south of the river. Cross sections drawn by Moebs 
and Hoy (1959) (Figs. 9 and 10. Gold et al., this volume) from drill 
core data imply varying thickness or attitude of the Upper Ordovician 
Juniata and Reedsville units beneath the Sinking Valley fault. even 
though no mention was made of these variations in their text. The sub
surface configuration shown here (Fig. lb) is inferred from an analysis 
of the drill data presented by Moebs and Hoy 0959) and projections 
of the outcrop mapping done by Canich (1976). The "surprising difference 
in the beds exposed" (Fox 1950) and the absence elsewhere of any of 
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the units exposed in. the Birmingham '">lindow, even though equivalent 
and lower topography is developed on the southwest side of the river, 
suggest the presence of a ramp in the thrust plate coincident with 
the river. A fault of sufficient displacement to fit the observed 
geometry is inconsistent with the outcrop pattern of the Birmingham 
and Honest Hollow faults. 

5. A thrust fault of undetermined displacement is exposed in the 
north wall of Warner's Main Quarry at Union Furnace, and is 
expressed as a fracture trace on aerial photographs (1 :20,000). 
Its reverse sense of motion is compatible ~rith the compressional 
regime in the core of the Scotch Valley syncline above the intrados 
surface. 

6. The Water Street fault (Butts et al., 1939), a high angle fault 
with a downthrown east side, may be genetically associated with a 
fracture zone and anomalous bedding orientations along the Little 
Juniata River in Spruce Creek Gap (Fig. la, and Fig. 14, Gold et al,, 
this volume). Farther east, a low angle thrust fault (Location A 
in Fig. 14 (p. 188), this volume), gently inclined to the northwest, has 
a measured stratigraphic separation of 30 m (100 ft), This antithetic 
fault zone has strata rotated counter~clockwise on a thrust slice 
between the main fault (lower) and an associated splay fault (upper). 
An increase in the dips of beds close to the Water Street fault 
suggests that the local thrust fault (A) may have formed in response 
to flexures induced by movement of the Water Street fault (see cross 
section in Fig. 14 in Gold et al. , this volume). 

The acute downstream junction of Spruce Creek with the Little 
Juniata River and the diversion of the river around a spur of Bald 
Eagle Sandstone are anomalous. High level gravels preserved on 
this spur above the railroad tunnel (Butts et al., 1939) indicate 
that the river in Spruce Creek Gap at one time followed a more 
linear course, subparallel to the Tyrone-Mt. Union lineament. The 
saddle 0.5 km (0.31 mile) east of the village of Spruce Creek 
(Fig. 1a), which is part of the Spruce Creek Gap, is at the same 
elevation as the gravel deposits on the opposite spur, and may 
represent the fossil course of Spruce Creek. The abrupt change in 
the Little Juniata River course probably is a result of capture 
along the fossil Spruce Creek drainage, which is controlled by a 
fracture zone through the sandstone ridge (see Fig. 14 (p. 188), 
Gold et al., this volume). Structural evidence for a fault in 
Spruce Creek Gap is seen (a) in the alignment of highly fractured 
rocks on the northern tip of the Bald Eagle spur, with disturbed 
beds exhibiting highly variable slip line orientations 150 m (500 
ft) to the east of the Spruce Creek Gap railroad tunnel; (b) a 
slight offset in the projection of geologic contacts across the 
river; and (c) a variation in bedding attitude in the Bald Eagle 
Sandstone, from 70° to 85° on the spur to 15° to 25° S on the north 
side of the river. The authors interpret these data to indicate 
that a fault, the Spruce Creek Gap fault (Fig. 14 (p. 188), Gold et 
al.~ this volume), intersects the Water Street fault near Spruce 
Creek and exerts structural control over the present diversion of 
the Little Juniata River. 
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Other manifestations of the Water Street fault may be seen in 
the steep dip of the Tuscarora beds exposed in the ganister quarry 
on Short Mountain, 1.1 km (0.7 mile) northeast of Water Street 
(Fig. 1a, Location 26). Elsewhere, along Short and Tussy Mountains 
these beds have a dip of 15° to 20° S. Drag flexures associated 
with eastside downward movement (Fig. 14 (p. 188), Gold et al., this 
volume) on the fault plane would account for the anomalous dips in 
the vicinity of the fault. 

7. Field follow-up studies on two fracture traces mapped on aerial 
photographs showed them to be underlain by highly jointed zones up 
to 45 m (150 ft) wide. The mesoscopic fractures in one of these 
zones, exposed in the railroad cut between Spruce Creek and Union 
Furnace (see Fig. la), are seen to dip approximate.ly 60° SE. 
However, a vertical dip is implied by the essentially linear trace 
of this zone, which suggest an en echelon disposition of the in
clined mesoscopic fractures in a-vertical macroscopic fracture 
zone. The other fracture trace is located on the western limb 
of the Barree syncline, where the Keefer formation is offset by 
a fault with a vertical throw of approximately 6 m (20 feet). 
This fault zone is exposed only in an abandoned mine pit, and 
no fracture density studies were attempted. 

8. A curve in the trace of Bald Eagle Mountain (Fox, 1950) is evident on 
the LANDSAT imagery as a sharply bounded segment from Tyrone Gap 
to south of the village of Bald Eagle. This salient may represent 
the movement of a small thrust plate bounded by tear zones (Gwinn, 1964; 
Kowalik, 1975), expressed as lineaments on the LANDSAT images. (The 
northernmost of these two lineaments is outside the study area, and 
therefore not plotted on Fig. 1a.) These boundaries are envisaged 
as diffused zones of structural decoupling, i.e., the domain boundary 
concept of Gold and Parizek (1976), rather than as discrete tear faults. 

9. Landslides which developed during and after construction of the 
Route 220 Bypass near Tyrone appear to be related to lineaments. 
Two slumps flanking Tyrone Gap, and another 8 km (5 miles) to 
the north, near Bald Eagle, are on lineaments mapped by Krohn 
(1976) and Kowalik (1975). An increase in pore pressure along 
the lineament near Bald Eagle was monitored in a drill hole in 
the road bed during the spring of 1975. Local slumps occurred 
high in the road cut, and "quick" conditions developed near the 
base, disrupting the road bed for approximately 100 m (300 ft) 
and delaying the opening of this section of highway (Gold and 
Krohn, in Gold and Parizek, 1976). These observations support 
the concept that some lineaments and fracture traces are the 
surface expression of secondary structural zones of increased 
porosity and permeability (Gold and Parizek, 1976). 

10. A discordance of 15° in the strike of the Tuscarora and Bald Eagle 
beds with the ridge crest trend of Brush and Bald Eagle mountains 
between Skelp Gap and Vail Gap (John Way and M. Dennis Krohn, 
pers. comm.) is largely accommodated by right lateral offsets 
of small displacement (Krohn, 1976). Some larger faults with the 
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same right lateral sense of displacement have been mapped (see 
Fig. la). e.g., the fault mapped by Butts et al. (1939) east of 
Vail. The reason for the pattern of small displacement faults in 
the competent beds is not known, but they appear to be more common 
in the vicinity of lineaments, particularly the Tyrone - Mount 
Union lineament. 

11. The only outcrops of the A.xemann Limestone in the study area are 
between Union Furnace and Spruce Creek, in the core of the Eden 
Hill School Anticline (Fig, la). The general absence of this unit 
in the southwestern portion of the Nittany Anticlinorium was 
attributed by Butts et al. (1939) to sedimentary processes (non
deposition or a facies change to dolomite). 

The Tyrone - Mount Union. lineament is a cross-strike topographic feature 
that appears to be the locus of structural and topographic anomalies such as 
a high density of mesoscopic scale faults and fractures, truncation of tectonic 
windows, termination of folds, and juxtaposition of beds of contrasting 
attitude and thickness. Gold and Parizek (1976) suggested, from gravity and 
seismic data, that this lineament is underlain by a fracture zone that acts 
as a domain boundary, separating blocks of different strain (structural 
style) even though stresses in each may have been similar. Conceptually, 
this zone would act as a buffer, enabling folds of different magnitude and 
style to develop in neighboring blocks,or attenuating fold forms across from one 
block to another. For example, the Scotch Valley syncline extends at least 
16 km (10 miles) south of its intersection with the Tyrone - Mount Union 
lineament, but it terminates just north of its intersection. with the lineament, 
as does the Eden Hill School anticline. Many third- and fourth-order folds 
in the Silurian shales near Alexandria do not extend north of the southern 
branch of this lineament. The Shoenberger and Birmingham faults also appear 
to terminate in the vicinity of the lineament (see Fig. la). The former 
extends from Skelp Gap eastward for 6. 5 km (4 miles) and dies out about 1.6 km 
(1.0 mile) north of the lineament, whereas the latter extends approximately 
48 km (30 miles) to the north in Nittan.y Valley and terminates in Sinking 
Valley anticline 2.3 km (1.5 mile) south of the lineament. 

Estimates of northwestward lateral shortening in the Appalachian fold 
belt during the Alleghen.ian orogeny range from 32 km (20 miles) by Chamberlain 
(1910) to 80 km (50 miles) by Gwinn (1970). Manifestations of the northwest 
transport direction are seen. in the map area by (a) a northwest-southeast 
girdle of slickenlines in the synoptic orientation diagram (Fig. 4b); (b) fold 
axes coincident with the pole of the slickenlin.e girdle; (c) a strike of 110° 
to 140° for the slickenline plunges of most faults (Fig. 4a); and (d) the 
northwest-southeast compression implied by the geometry of the Nittany Anti
clinorium. Greater foreshortening north of the lineament than south of it 
is indicated by the pattern of the Water Street and Yellow Springs faults. 

These faults extend individually for some distance to the south of the linea
ment. However, to the north they converge with a number of smaller faults, 
associated with another thrust and a high angle reverse fault shown in cross
section A-A' on Figure lb. 
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Other indicators of differential foreshortening are the salient in Bald 
Eagle mountain north of the Tyrone ~ Mount Union lineament and the Round Top 
and Leading Ridge anticlines south of the lineament and east of Tussey mountain. 
Additional folds in these second-order anticlines expose more Tuscarora ridges 
on the north si.de, and imply greater crustal foreshortening, than on the south 
side of the lineament. Much of the differerut:ial foreshorteruing on the north 
side may have been taken up in the Scotch Valley syncline to the southwest. 
The misaligrnnent of structural features caused by differential foreshortening 
across part of the lineament has led to the domain boundary or strain boundary 
concept, a zone along which local foreshortened segments or displacements in 
the cover rocks cornperusate over a longer distance. This subvertical zone of 
superimposed structural discontinuities is interpreted as a decoupling zone 
to Alleghenian deformation as well as the locus of late deformations, such as 
small displacement right and left lateral strike~slip faults. 

The formation of wedge faults and kink folds early in the deformation 
process has been noted by Cloos (1964) and Faill (1973). The curved fault 
surfaces and superimposed sets of slickenlines of mesoscopic wedge faults 
attest to their early formation. Such faults are particularly abundant in 
Silurian shales. Compressional slip motions arre indicated by wedge faults, 
and by the bedding slip lines in the kink folds. The Sinking Valley, 
Birmingham, and Honest Hollow faults, and some kink bands which have a 
sense of rotation incompatible with their location on lower order folds and/ 
or have anomalous plunges, are examples of structures formed early and geo
metrically altered as deformation continued. 

Evidence for the additional motion of the crustal block north of the 
lineament was mentioned earlier. The mechanism causing this differential 
motion includes participation of the Birmingham fault in the formation of 
the Nittany Anticlinorium. The salient in Bald Eagle mountain could have 
been a result of the overriding thrust plate of the Birmingham fault, north 
of the lineament, moving farther to the northwest than in the adjacent areas 
due to basement 11 uncoupling. H 

Another possible model (Kowalik & Gold, 1976; Gold, 1980) involves a ramp 
in the Sinking Valley fault with differential movement of thrust plates. 
This model is preferred because a ramp in the Sinking Valley fault is implied 
by the stratigraphic offset and structural anomalies present in the Birmingham 
window area. This differential motion was followed by continued folding, evi
derut in the present geometry of the Nittany Anticlinorium. The late formation 
of the high angle and/or westerly dipping faults is indicated by the apparent 
truncation of the Birmingham fault by the Shoenberger fault in the Sinking 
Valley anticline. 

It is concluded that the Tyrone - Mount Union lineament originated not 
later than late Paleozoic time, and the presence of a dominant pervasive 
joint set parallel to it infers a continuation of influence of the lineament 
until at least the termination of the Alleghenian orogeny. The 130"' joint 
orientation (parallel to the lineament) was noted in each outcrop, with joints 
ranging in number from one or two to many per outcrop (sufficient to apply a 
quality of usubordinateH to it), regardless of the orientation of the rotation 
axis (strike of beds). Therefore, in the areas where the strike of .the beds 
is presently neither parallel nor perpendicular to 130"', vertical joints, 
particularly those oriented at 130"', must be superimposed after folding (i.e., 
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in the post-Alleghenian orogeny) because it is unlikely that this unique 
geometry would be preserved through folding rotations, Post-tectonic joints 
rna~ be very young, and may even be forming today as a result of earth tides 
(Blanchet, 1957; Gold et al., 1973) causing various size blocks, determined 

the locat.ion of lineaments, to reaet with a sl tly different amount of 
vertical motion. Such diurnal motions might activate fractures in fossil 
fracture zones (dormant lineaments) and thus enhance degradation processes 
and topographic expression of lineaments relative to other structures in 
the area. 

Although the morphological expression of the Tyrone - Mount Union linea
ment is con.f ined to a narrow belt between 0" 5 to 2 km ( 0. 35 to L 2 miles) 
wide, its structural manifestations may be more extensive. However, its 
limits cannot be determined unambiguously from the data currently available. 
Not do the two segments of the lineament overlap en_ echel£_~ between 
Alexandria and Barree, but the short lineaments and fracture traces 
which occur throughout the area, influence the local joint density. In 
addition, some segments bounded by fracture zones within the major lineament 
are essentially free of deformation effects. It can be seen, therefore that 
the size of the sample area is important. It is apparent from the data and 
these discussions that the nature of the surficial bedrock character of this 
lineament is difficult to establish for three major reasons: 1) the lack of 
continuous exposure across the lineament; 2) the size of the feature; and 
3) a lack of experience with similar features. 

The key question, and an even more difficult problem on which to gather 
data, is the subsurface nature and extent of the lineament. However local
ization of base metals and geophysical data permit some inferences regarding 
its nature at depth. The localization of five base metal sulfide occurrences 
and one formerly productive lead-zinc ~ine (the Keystone Mine near Birmingham, 
circa 1795) (Smith et al., 1971; Smith, 1977) along the 'fyrone-Mt. Union 
lineament, suggests the migration of ore fluids in a zone of increased 
porosity and permeability. The Bouguer anomaly gravity map of Pennsylvania, 
compiled by P. M. Lavin (reproduced as Fig. la, Gold and Pohn, this volume, 
from Parrish and Lavin, 1982) shows a truncation of the regional anomalies 
coinciding with the Tyrone-Mt. Union lineament. A steep gradient near and 
perpendicular to the lineament implies an involvement of the basement rocks 
in its location and expression. Disturbed contour patterns in the aero
magnetic maps (see Fig. lb, Gold and Pohn, this volume) are interpreted to 
represent changes in the basement topography coincident with the Tyrone-
Mt. Union lineament. A structural link from the basement structure through 
the Paleozoic cover rocks to the surface is suggested not only by the 
attenuation of seismic waves across this zone (Alexander and Abriel, 1976), 
but also by evidence that the lineament JLs the locus of current micro-seismic 
activity (S. S. Alexander, pers. comm.~ 1976). 

Summary and Conclusions 

Field data combined with investigation of the geologic map (Fig. la), 
supports the domain boundary hypothesis for the Tyrone - Mount Union linea
ment. Stratigraphic offsets and structural anomalies exist along the 
lineament, and the authors believe these are genetically linked to an 
under ing fracture zone. Thus, the Lineament is thought to represent the 
surface expression of basement fractures modified in various ways through 

trat ic column and through time. 
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A model of the lineament requires that it (a) be a zone of fractures 
but not a fault, (b) be controlled by a feature in Precambrian rocks of the 
"basement" beneath 3000 to 4000 m (10,000 to 13,000 ft) of sediments, and 
(c) be currently active (at least seismically). This model is consistent 
with constraints on other lineaments mapped in Pennsylvania which. transgress 
the metamorphosed Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks of the Piedmont, Mesozoic 
sediments in the Triassic Basin, Paleozoic strata in the Appalachian fold 
belt, and recent sediments of the Coastal Plain (Gold et al., 1973). The 
model accommodates a fracture zone through the Nittany Anticlinorium that 
locally influenced the "Valley and Ridge" deformation during the Alleghenian 
orogeny (Root,l974). The sequence of events during late Paleozoic Alleghenian 
deformation is envisaged as (a) initial compression and lateral shortening 
in a northwesterly direction with the development of wedge faults and kink 
folds, followed by (b) the main episode of folding and thrusting and develop
ment or reactivation of a decoupling zone with local differential displacement, 
and (c) contemporaneous development of high angle faults with downthrown east 
sides along with low angle westerly-dipping thrust faults during the late 
folding stage, and, finally, (d) development of late strike-slip faults of 
small displacement in the lineament fracture zone. 

The observations discussed here lead to the following conclusions: 

1. The dominant joints in the region (130° and 045°) are related 
geometrically to the Tyrone - Mount Union lineament. 

2. There is a general increase in fracture density as one 
approaches the lineament. 

3. The joint density is influenced by lithology and bedding thickness, 
and by proximity to fracture traces. 

4. The cr1 - a2 plane trends approximately 320° and has been constant 
throughout the Alleghenian orogeny. 

5. The Tyrone - Mount Union lineament is linked to a basement 
fracture, acted as a domain boundary during the Alleghenian 
orogeny, and may still be a slightly active stress relief zone. 
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THE NATURE OF CROSS~STRIKE AND STRIKE~PARALLEL STRUCTURES IN 
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA 

D. P. Gold and H. t,, Pohn 

Introduction 

This field trip will ze the similarity of structural features 
at different scales and the sequence in development of structures, as well 
as introduce a model for the s lel zones of disturbed 
strata, and the cross-strike zones of near vertical fracture 
concentration. 

It is surprising how many structures (features) of similar form and 
style occur over such a wide range in scale. Structural features seen in 
outcrop, such as snake-head folds, concentric and box folds, wedge and 
ramp faults, commonly mimic 2nd and 3rd order structures on the quadrangle 
map 1 and even lst order structures evident in seismic reflection profiles. 

Using superposition and cross-cutting criteria, it is apparent that 
the main episode of faulting (with associated minor folds and faults in 
disturbed zones) predates the development of the major folds in this 
portion of the Appalachian Fold Belto This early event involved layer 
parallel shortening phenomena such as wedge faults, ramp and snake-head 
folds, concentric folds, kink bands and box folds. Many of these faults 
have been rotated or folded the later folding event, In some of these 
the dip direction has been reversed rotation associated with the growth 
of the major folds. The general sequence is (1) early wedge faults and 
other layer parallel shortening structures, followed sequentially by (2) 
splay faults, probably off a decollement, with the development of 
disturbed zones that initiated (3) the growth of the major folds with 
associate uplimb thrusts, and (4) by a late stage with extensional 
faults. 

The concept of '"disturbed zones'" involves a splay fault model in which 
the deformation features ( L e. the amount of strain) varies with depth, 
This is, in a sense, a deformation facies of splay faults, with a 
deminution of strains (displacements) upward from the decollement. 
According to Harris and ~lilic.t ( 1.977) the "lower broken zone which 
overlies the detachment fault and is generally bound above a lesser 
thrust fault, is composed of a series of strata that are separated into 
disconnected irregularly shaped masses and elongate slabs by faults spaced 
from a few to about 10 fee apart. Subhorizontal faults and splay 
thrusts, rotational normal faults, and antithetic normal faults are common 
features of this zone. Dtfferential movement within the decollement zone 
has resulted in internal distortion, so that thrust faults that are 
interpreted to be horizontal when first formed are warped and 
commonly offset by later faults." 

"'The upper .!.E_~ctured!_ ~one is much less tnternally deformed; however it 
shows a gradual upward change .in structural style. The lower part of this 
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zone is dominated by splay thrusting that has a relatively large magnitude 
of throw. This gives way upward to splay thrusts that have low magnitude of 
throw alternating laterally and vertically with areas of normal faults and 
normal shear faults. The upper fracture zone grades vertically into rela
tively undeformed strata" (Harris and Milici, 1977 • p. U ). 

figlnre 1a. Simpie BolHglHer Anomaly map of IPennsyhr.u~ia, showing the location of kimbedhes 
(soUd dots) and cross-strike iineamer11ts. l=A = lawrer1ceviUe=AUka; l-MU = lymU'le-Mt. 
Unioo; H-G = Home-GaHiitzin; B-B = BlairsvUile-Bmadtop; IP-W = IPittsburgh-WashiU'lgtoU'l; R = 
Roelil's ltraU'lscun~mt feahue. (After !Parrish and lavin, 1982.) 

fig1.1re 11b. Aemmagr1ettk map of westem IPerm
syhr.!llnia, conto1.1red ir1 h1.1U'1dredls of gammas. 
lhe shaded Meas are the magnet k highs. Sym
bols, as above, amJJ NY-A = New York-Alabama 
magnet k I ineamer1t • Upper Camb dar1 (C) and 
lower Ordovida11 (0) growth faults are i~"Ddlicated 
by the hadmred lines. (Aher lavi11 et ail., 
1982.) 
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The large cross-strike fracture zones are viewed conceptually as zones 
of fracture concentration (rather than a discrete break) that act as domain 
boundaries or strain discontinuit.ies through long periods of geologic time. 
The increase .in surface area, porosity and permeability of the rocks in 
these zones ensures they are eroded more readily than the surrounding 
rocks, and hence are manifest topographically as depressions across the 
regional structutal grain. They may be the surface expression of the 
boundaries between crustal blocks (Lavin et al •• 1982) that are kept active 
by differential movement in response to earth body tides. It has been 
suggested they are upward projections of intermittently active basement 
faults now largely buried by younger sedimentary rocks, or the trace of a 
paleo-transform fault (Parrish and Lavin, 1982). That they are deep-seated 
is evidenced by the magnetic and gravity discontinuities (see Figures la 
and b). 

Narrower zones of fracture concentration~ from 10 to 50 feet across 
and up to one mile in length, have been termed fracture traces (Lattman, 
1958). The third dimension of some of these fracture traces can be seen 
along the Tyrone bypass. In this region the fracture traces have a 
preferred orientation at about 095° and 170°, i.e., conjugate directions 
about the 140<> trend for the Tyrone-Mt. Union lineament. The relationship 
between joints (mesoscopic scale), fracture traces mapped on aerial 
photographs (macroscopic scale) and lineaments mapped from LANDSAT images 
(macro- and megascopic scale) in the Tyrone-Mt. Union area may be linked 
in orientation and scale through a 2nd order shear model. These geometric 
relationships are depicted below in Figure 2, along with the directions 
of the dominant and pervasive jo.ints .in this area (see Figure 3 • Canich 
and Gold, this volume). The pervasive 140° striking joints represent 
the mesoscopic scale of cross-strike fractures. 

\l 

J 

J-JOINTS 
fT --FRACTURE TRACES 

l-LINEAMENT 

Figure 2. Geometric re!atioost'nip betvveen "hactn..nre forms• mapped 
oo a meso-, macwo-, arndl N~egascopk sca~e irn the Ty rooe-Mt. Urniorn 
area of centra! P'ennsyivarnia. The sltril<e-parad!e~ iirneaments arnd 
fold axes ftrernds (northeast) have beern omitted hom this suze-
orierntatioo summal)' diagram. (Aher Carnich, 1976.) 

Definitions and Terms 

Antithetic thrust - A thrust fault (usually a splay) whose fault plane rises in 
a direction opposite to that of tectonic transport. In Pennsylvania, this 
direction ranges from north to west-northwest. Many (most?) antithetic 
thrusts may be leading edges of intercutaneous wedges. 

Blind thrust A thrust fault which does not reach the ground surface; 
generally dies out upward in a fold. 
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Concentric fold - A fold in which the strata have not changed their original 
thickness during deformation (AGI Glossary, 1973, p. 146). 

Decollement - Bed-parallel detachment structure of strata due to deformation, 
resulting in independent styles of deformation in the rocks above and below 
(AGI Glossary, 1973, p. 182). 

Disturbed zone - A zone of tightly folded and thrust-faulted beds in either the 
hanging wall or the footwall rocks adjacent to a thrust fault, or in a zone 
between a closely spaced pair of series of approximately parallel thrust 
faults (figure 3). In contrast to the intense deformation within a disturbed 
zone, the beds adjacent to the zone are relatively undeformed. Disturbed 
zones range in size from tens to hundreds of meters thick and commonly may be 
traced for a few kilometers to tens of kilometers along their strikes. They 
are distinguished from a horse block or a duplex (figure 4) because neither 
the horse blocks nor the duplexes need to be intensely folded or faulted in 
the fault-bounded zone. 

!Figure 4. ijsollJ'letdc diagram Ito 
niusltraite SOilJ'le thrust fault 
ltermiU'lology. 
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!Figure 3. Characteristics of sollJ'le dlislturlbedl 
zones • (A) llJe'lle lopment of arot hhet k fau Its nro 
1ti'le harogirog waH. (B) llJeformatioo bet~J~~eero 1:\NO 
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The thrust faults bounding disturbed zones may be either bed-parallel or 
Although similar in appearance to drag folds, bed-parallel 

disturbed zones may be differentiated from drag folds in that disturbed zones 
are (1) not restricted to the limbs of a host fold, (2) generally contain 
more intense deformation than drag folds, and (3) may show opposite senses of 
rotation of axial planes of folds within the fault block. 

Duplex - An imbricate thrust system where each splay or subsidiary thrust joins 
two common thrusts, an upper roof thrust and a lower floor thrust 
(Charlesworth and Gagnon, 1985). 

Intercutaneous wedge - A boomerang shaped detached wedge associated with, and 
stacked above the ramp to form an anticline in the covering rocks. The suc
cessive stages of wedge development are illustrated in Figure 5. 

jiNITIA.L STAGt "',,, ________ , 

,.,----

fogur<e! 5. Synthetic modlels showing four stages 
in fl:he deve!opment of an intercutaneous wedge. 
Note fl:he wideroil'1g of ti-ne highest Hat of l:he 
!ower 11:hrus11:, Vllhnch !eads in stage 3 to co!= 
!apse of the footwal i ramp .au-nd iu-ncorporat ioo 
of a horse in the active wedge. The dimeu-ns ioos 
of the horse arod the dosp~acemel'1t aiou-ng the 
u-new segmeu-nt of the lower til rust are such as to 
produce <111'1 au-ntidirual stack, \/\!here the axial 
t races of the a rot id i 1'1es .above and be low the 
thrust .are contiu-nuous. for the sake of dadty, 
ti-ne upper stratigraphic horizol'1s have ibeel'1 
omiUed. Dashed ~nroes represeu-nt incipieu-nt 
thrusts. (After Chades\NOrth aU"'d Gagl'1oo, 1985.) 

Kink fold ~A chevron fold with a narrow hinge and long planar limbs. 

~ An inclined thrust fault that connects two decollements at different 
stratigraphic levels. '"IDecollements tend to form as subhorizontal features 
over great distances only in incompetent zones and shift abruptly upward 
along short diagonal ramps through more competent zones into other incom
petent zones" (Harris and Milici, 1977, p. 5). 

Snake~head fold ~A synclinal flexure and partial anticline over a ramp fault, 
wherre the hanging wall layers (beds) wedge out just beyond the top of the 
ramp (see stages l and 2 in Figure 5). 
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Stacked anticlines - A structural configuration in which an anticline is thrust 
up over an adjacent anticline along a splay fault, resulting in no real 
synclinal axis, only adjacent anticlines separated by a fault. 

Splay fault - A thrust fault which rises from a decollement and continues to 
rise through the stratigraphic column until it penetrates the surface or dies 
out in the core of a fold. 

Synthetic thrust - A thrust fault (usually a splay) whose fault plane rises in 
the direction of tectonic transport. In Pennsylvania this direction ranges 
from south to east-southeast. 
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KU&GIONAL JOINT EVOLUTION IN THE VALLEY AND RIDGE PROVINCE OF 
lP'ENNSYLVMUA IN RELATION TO THE ALLEGHANY OROGENY 

by 
Nebil Orkan and Barry Voight 

IntrodiUlction 

For this conference we present some results of analysis of regional joint 
in, primarily, the Valley and Ridge Province of Pennsylvania. The study was 
initiated in order to describe the geometry, ical features, and sequence of 
development of joint sets, to establish which patterns are :regional in extent, to 
note geometric relationships between joint sets and local and regional structures, 
and to provide some insights on the orogeni evolution of the central Appalachians. 

Wood, Arndt and Carter 0969) examined joints in the western part of the 
Anthracite region in eastern Pennsylvania, and summarized the sparse literature on 
joints in the Valley and Ridge Province. Studies of :regional fracture patterns in 
nearby areas include those of Nickelsen and Hough (1967) in Pennsylvania, Parker 
(1942) and Engelder and Geiser (1980) in New York, and Ver Steeg (1942, 1944) in 
Ohio. One of our original objectives was to compare joint systems within the Valley 
and Ridge and to examine their relationships to those of the Allegheny Plateau in 
Pennsylvania and adjacent Nev1 York. Although correlations of this type had been 
locally attempted (e.g,, Nickelsen, 1974, Fig. 3; 1979; Faill, 1979) and were 
successful in demonstrating that certain fracture sets could cross such major 
structural boundaries as the Allegheny Structural Front, no detailed regional study 
had yet been conducted. Furthermore, though mineral fillings are rarely present in 
the Allegheny Plateau (Nickelsen and Hough, 1967, p. 616; Engelder and Geiser, 1980, 
p. 6333), as characteristic features of fracture sets in the Valley and Ridge they 
open further avenues for research. We hoped to be able to utilize fluid inclusion 
studies on vein minerals enclosed within fractures in order to establish some 
conditions of temperature and pressure associated with fracture formation, and hence, 
with various phases of orogeny. We thank Kirby Young for proofreading this 
manuscript. Kirby, who found parts of the paper "understandable but confusing", 
therefore must share the responsibility for all errors of fact or interpretation 

Field Methods 

In the summer of 1979 and 1980 fractures '\;Jere studied at 48 stations, mainly 
in the Pennsylvania Valley and Ridge Province (Fig. l). A few stations were located 
in the Great Valley, which in southern Pennsylvania is intimately connected to the 
Valley and Ridge (e.g., Root, 1971, Fig. 29-30). In station selection, priority was 
given to locations displaying both adequate fracture development and fracture 
fillings suitable for fluid inclusion analysis. Stations were concentrated at 
several stratigraphic levels in order to examine the role of depth in regional 
comparisons of fracture development and fluid inclusion data. Ordovician limestones, 
lower Devonian li.mestones, and the Llewellyn Formation sandstones seemed especially 
sultable because of regional continuity and adequacy of exposure. Stations were 
mainly grouped near four transects crossing the regional structural trend, as denoted 
by traces of major anticlines. 
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Figure 1. Map of joint strikes, Valley and Ridge Province: data rotated about bedding strike. (Base is synthetic aperture radar irnage rnosaic.) 



At ea.clh station, 16 to 70 fracture orientations were measured by Brunton 
compass. Mearn orierntations of fracture sets were determined graphically from 

contoured (line printer output) equal area nets (Jeren and Mashey, 1970). 
Cross-cutting relatiorns were recorded in order to establish relative ages (cf. Grout 
arnd Verbeek • 1983 • Fig. 15A). 

Data Presentation 

Fracture data are grouped by stations. r1lean orientations of fracture sets • 
relative ages, vein mineral sample numbers. bedding orientations, and unfolded mean 
orientations of fracture sets are summarized ln Orkan and Voight (manuscript in 
prep.). In Figure l we present a simplified view of regi.onal trends, using as a base 
an airborne radar map* To reduce the influence of foldlng, beddi.ng planes were 
rotated to hori.zontal; the resultant rotated strike orientations of fracture sets are 

Figure 1. Plunge angles of major folds in the Valley and Ridge are 
small and rotating fractures about the strike of bedding at individual 

stations was considered reasonable as a first-approximation approach to analyze local 
fracture patterns. 

Finally, because our sampling localittes comprised rather small areas, we 
have supplemented our data with information reported in the literature. These data, 

taken over quadrangle-sized reglons, generally compare favorably with our 
measurements; this suggests that our trends and observations may often be 
ext with some confidence over a larger reg.ion. Furthermore, the results of 
our vein mineral stud:tes may be justifiably considered in terms of regional 

ion. 

Some Results 

1.. Although low to moderate angle (<60" dip) fracture sets are locally 
abundant. most fracture sets generally are nearly perpendicular to beddirng planes. 
The unfolded fracture orientations demonstrate this relation, for in unfolded 

tions the joints tend to be subvertlcal~ with the great majority dipping more 
steeply than 80"'. This relationship suggests (but does not require) that in many 
eases the fractures are pre-folding in age. A strong role is indicated for bedding 
in the transmission of causatlve stresses associated with fracturlng. 

2. At virtually all stations at least two systematic fracture sets are 
evident. At most stations one set is highly oblique to the regional structural 
trernd. and another set either is parallel to regional fold structure or is slightly 

to lt. The terms "transverse" and "longitudinal" may be applied to these 
sets. In some respects. these are slmilar to the "fundamental joint system'" defined 
by Nickelsen & Hough (1967). comprised of an approximately orthogonal systematic and 
nonsystematic set of jo:tnts. We comment further on joint terminology in a later 
sect:ton of this paper. 

3. At some stations, joint sets additional to the transverse and 
longitudinal sets are present~ and certain regions within the study area appear to be 
character:Lzed by exceptionally complicated fracture relationships. Examples of such 
regions include the Williamsport area in the north~ and territory near Bedford and 
Altoona in the southwest. where complex systems of joints are present. These are 
interpreted in terms of overprinting of simple systems, systems which may occur 
without complication in adjacent areas. 

Other causes of complicated patterns include the influence of local 
structures. In the area of this f.ield conference this is demonstrable near the 



TyrtJ!le-Mto llnion lineament. Northwest of Birmingham in a homoclinal sequence (Stops 
3, 4, Trip 4) the fracture pattern is quite regular, with a pole concentration 
oriented at 040° and 130°. Southeast of this point numerous faults slice across the 
folded terrane and the fracture pattern displays marked local variations about a 
persistent 040° set (cf. Canich, 1976; Canich and Gold, this guidebook). 

4. Shear fractures are present locally, but we interpret the regional joint 
sets as quasi-vertical extension fractures (Mode I cracks in the jargon of Fracture 
Mechanics), in agreement with the interpretations of Nickelsen and Hough (1967), 
Nickelsen (1979), and Engelder and Geiser (1980). Vertical joints propagate 
perpendicular to the least principal stress at the time of deformation, thus 
permitting inferences regarding orogenic stress fields. 

5. Transverse fracture sets maintain systematic orientations over large 
areas of the Valley and Ridge and adjacent Allegheny Plateau. Figure 2 compares the 
patterns of systematic shale fractures in the Allegheny Plateau from Nickelsen and 
Hough (1967, Plate 3) and Geiser and Engelder (1983, Fig. 6A), and the transverse 
fracture sets in the Valley and Ridge from this study. Nickelsen and Hough found 
five different sets of systematic shale joints labeled A, B, C, D, and E on Figure 2. 
All of the sets can be traced into the Valley and Ridge. It is emphasized that 
correlation requires consideration of other criteria in addition to geometry, such as 
relative age and sequence of development; discussion of such issues is postponed to a 
later section of this report. 

The best documented set on the plateau is A, which extends northeast along 
the Allegheny Structural Front for a distance of 140 miles, and northwest from the 
Front, into New York State for a comparable distance. This set is widespread in the 
Valley and Ridge, which it completely crosses, and is recognized at some localities 
in the Great Valley (e.g., Station 47). Along bedding strike, it can be traced over 
a hundred mile stretch from Chambersburg to east of Harrisburg. 

In the Plateau, the north-northwest striking D joint set appears in the 
vicinity of Lock Haven; its occurrence seems widespread to the north in New York 
State, and to the east in Pennsylvania and New York. Set D extends into the Valley 
and Ridge, where it is particularly evident at stations in the vicinity of Lock Haven 
and Williamsport (e.g., stations 41-43), and in the Anthracite region. 

Also occurring near Williamsport is the north-northeast striking set E 
(Nickelsen and Hough, 1967), which occupies extensive territory to the east and 
north, at least as far north as Syracuse (data of Engelder and Geiser, 1980). 
Overprinting of the three sets A, D, and E seem to account for much of the complexity 
of the joint fabric between Williamsport and Harrisburg. Most stations show two 
intersecting sets, typically A-D intersections along the "join" 
Williamsport-Harrisburg, and typically D-E intersections further to the east. 
Station data often mirrors the trends of much larger regions; thus station 42 
reflects the pattern of the Montoursville South quadrangle (Faill 1979), which 
displays a dominant D set and subordinate A set. Similarly station 41 displays the 
prominant E trend documented in the Montoursville North, Huntersville, and the 
northern quarter of the Montoursville south quadrangle (Faill, 1979; Wells and Bucek, 
1980). A, D, and E trends can also be discerned in data from the Western Middle 
Field of the Anthracite region (Fig. 2; Wood et al., 1969). 

South of Williamsport we also recognize a distinctive northeast-trending set 
of joints that cuts obliquely across structural grain. Elsewhere in the Valley and 
Ridge fractures of similar trend are aligned with the grain, and hence, as strike 
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joints, could be interpreted as part of the folding process. But the data near 
Williamsport reveal the independence of this set to existing fold structure; we 
interpret these elements as a 'l.A set", that is, an orthogonal set to A and perhaps 
part of the "fundamental joint system" of A in the sense of Nickelsen and Hough. 

South of Tyrone along the Allegheny Front, the A set diminishes and is 
replaced mainly by, the west-northwest-striking C set, which becomes the dominant set 
southwards to at least the Maryland line. The C set can be traced across the Valley 
and Ridge to the Great Valley and South Mountain; many stations in the Valley and 
Ridge show intersections of sets A and C. 

In addition, a B set of orientation intermediate between A and C seems to 
occur on the Plateau, between Johnstown and areas northwest of Altoona. Nickelsen and 
Hough (1967) were uncertain whether the B set was distinct from A or whether it 
represented a slight change in A orientation. We have similar uncertainty, though 
the data of station 24 simulates an A-B intersection and suggests that B may be a 
distinct set associated with local stress reorientation. It appears restricted on a 
regional basis. 

In the vicinity of Bedford we recognize still another joint set of 
north-northwest trend, here called set F which intersects the C set at stations 25, 
27, and 28. Its orientation is similar to that of set D near Williamsport, and the 
two sets may be somehow related although the two regions seem spatially distinct. 
Its orientation is nearly identical to that of north-northwest systematic joints in 
coal in the Windber quadrangle south of Johnstown (Nickelsen and Hough, 1967, plate 
2). The attitude of these coal joints seem abnormal when compared to the regional 
patterns of coal joints on the plateau, but perhaps represents a more local 
northerly-trending variation of joint set II of Nickelsen and Hough (1967, plate 3); 
these coal joints seem genetically related to the shale-sandstone A set. We found no 
A-F intersections, though our data set is small, but it is conceivable that set F 
represents a distinct local reorientation of the "set A stress pattern" in the 
southwest Valley and Ridge of Pennsylvania. 

Bear Valley: SOme Observations 

In a painstaking study carried out in the finest of Cloos traditions, 
Nickelsen (1979) recognized at Bear Valley (Fig. 1, Station 16) the following 
sequence of structural events: 

(I) Extension jointing in coals at azimuth 050-070, prior to 
the Alleghany orogeny. 

(II) Extension jointing in sandstone and ironstones as the first 
Alleghany event; the initiation of layer parallel 
shortening. 

(Ill) Spaced (pressure solution) cleavage in shales and small 
wavelength intrabed folding in ironstones, offsetting 
earlier stage II joints. 

(IV) Conjugate wrench faults, and (probably slightly later) 
wedge thrusts. Slickenlines on wrench faults parallel 
fault-bed intersections, proving pre-fold relations. 
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(V Buckling to large wavelength finite amplitude 
f 

) Stretching in the outer arc of folded sandstones, creating 
strike grabens and transverse grabens, some following 
earlier wrench faults; upthrusts in fold cores. 

(VII) Wrench faults associated locally with major topographic 
gaps and lineaments (Nickelsen, 1983). 

STAGE TE P C PRESSURE bars 

no Fl data 

183 1040 

196 1060 

205 1200 

206 1150 

f ig1.1 re 3. IEvoiut ion of s\t r1.1Ctl.l rad stages at !Beat r Vat Uey Mine (a her Nkke is en, 1979) with 
temperat1.1re and press1.1res established by this study. 
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Because all structural stages are superimposed at one locality, progressive 
deformation and relative timing of various phases could be proven. The major fold 
trend is 072°, with mean cleavage-bedding intersections about 065-078°. The mean 
acute bisector of the conjugate wrench system is about 330° and for the thrust system 
about 340°; these may be taken as estimates of the maximum compression azimuth during 
the later stages of layer parallel shortening. Two different sets of stage II 
extension joints were reported at Bear Valley. Some stage II joints are 
perpendicular to rock cleavage and are partly contemporaneous with cleavage (hence, 
they might be considered as stage III joints) whereas others are intersected by 
cleavage at oblique angles, and have been offset by cleavage related pressure 
solution. 

Joint sets A, D and E seem represented in the regional compilation of Wood 
et al. (1969), which suggests the dominance of a NNW D set throughout the Western 
Middle Field, the presence of E, and A in the southwest quarter of their area of 
investigation (Fig. 2). At Bear Valley the D set orientation lies approximately 
perpendicular to the major fold trend, whereas the earlier-developed stage IV wrench 
fault bisector closely approximates the A trend. 

Geiser and Engelder (1983) recognize this relationship (Nickelsen, 1979, Fig. 
4) and suggest that the system of structures at Bear Valley "correlates almost 
precisely" with their set Ib joints and their Lackawanna phase of deformation, the 
earliest of two major deformations recognized by them. Some aspects of this 
interpretation raise problems. Set lb in western New York includes elements that 
seem to correlate geometrically, by interpreted gradual azimuth change, with both 
sets A and D in Pennsylvania; yet the precise parallelism of especially set A and the 
various localities in Pennsylvania where A and D intersect in both the Plateau 
(Nickelsen and Hough, 1967, p. 618) and Valley and Ridge (Fig. l, e.g. near 
Williamsport) suggest that sets A and D are distinct structural elements. 

Comments on Origin of Joints and a Proposed Classification 

The discussion of Bear Valley structure provides background for a 
classification of fractures, particularly for those produced as Alleghanian 
structures in the Valley and Ridge. This classification is intended to provide a 
framework for interpretation of local and regional joint patterns. For jointing 
transverse to structural grain, the following categories are considered. 
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'fhe classification recognizes that orogenic regional jointing of most rocks 
begins with layer-parallel shortening, but stipulates that jointing continues as 
orogeny proceeds. In early parts of the layer-parallel shortening, vertical 
e~tension fracturing is the principal structural element created. Extension 
fracturing however continues through stages III and IV, where fractures are 
contemporaneous with additional LPS structural elements such as cleavage and wedge 
faults. The attitudes of joints may change from vertical to horizontal where stress 
reorientation occurs, e.g. in the transition from wrench to wedge faulting in stage 
IV by exchange of G""z and G3 stress axes (cf. Voight, 1976, p. 349-50; Nickelsen, 
1979, p. 234). Folding is encouraged by vertical u3, the direction of easiest 
relief, and by horizontal fractures which reduce critical buckling stress via a 
decrease in mean layer thickness of the multilayer. Horizontal fracturing may also 
encourage decollement propagation. Jointing continue$through stage V and VI in 
association with the buckling process, and both transverse and longitudinal sets may 
develop. Regional layer-parallel stress components are overprinted with stress 
components generated in buckling, and the resultant stresses-at-points control 
fracture generation and propagation. Stage VI is dominated by vertical extension, 
resulting in layer-parallel extension in rotated steeply dipping beds. Extension 
fractures form on fold limbs in longitudinal position, bisecting strike-grabens, and 
in transverse position, bisecting transverse-grabens formed by axial stretching. 
Extension fractures may also develop in association with late wrench faults having 
horizontal slickenlines cutting fault-bed interactions at angles approaching 90u 
(Nickelsen, 1983). 

Finally, extension jointing may occur because of changes in stress associated 
with denudation. Elastic and thermoelastic stress components are generated by 
denudation; these stress changes are superposed upon the existing 
tectonically-influenced stress components to control the attitude of fracture 
propagation (Voight and St. Pierre, 1974). Removal of overburden occurred during and 
following orogeny, being of more importance in some areas than in others. Engelder 
and Geiser (1980, p. 6333) alluded to some role of load removal in the formation of 
joints in New York State. 

Temporal and spatial relations need to be independently considered. The 
initiation of Stage IIA fractures, for example, is presumed to have passed as a 
"tectonic. front", from southeast to northwest. The oldest IIA joint in the central 
Valley and Ridge are therefore older than the first-formed IIA joints at the 
Alleghany Structural Front, and these in turn are older than similar joints in 
northwest Pennsylvania. At any given locality, joints of A orientation may be 
comprised of fractures produced in several stages by progressive deformation, Stage 
IliA and VA joints may exist with similar attitudes adjacent to IIA joints in the 
same outcrop. Relative ages as deduced by examination of the relation of, say, 
individual A joints to tectonic elements (e.g. cleavage) may thus differ at a given 
outcrop, providing challenges for interpretation. Whereas elements of a given stage 
may not necessarily be presumed to be age equivalent everywhere, elements of 
different ~~a~~~ may be contemporaneous at different spatial locations. Thus, a IVD 
joint set in the Valley and Ridge may form contemporaneously with a IIID joint set at 
the Allegheny Front, and with a liD joint set in the Allegheny Plateau. 

Fluid Inclusion Analysis of Vein Minerals 

Laboratory ~thods 

Laboratory work was an especially prolonged and painful process; we here 
minimize the reader's pain by making its description brief. 
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Prepared samples were examined by petrographic microscope, and domains 
containing inclusions suitable for thermal analysis were identified in each sample. 
Small chips were then subjected to analysis in a thermal stage, following procedures 
described by Roedder (1979). A crushing stage was used to identify condensed gases 
in inclusions (Roedder, 1970). 

Fluid inclusions were investigated at Penn State on Chaix-Meca and U.S. 
Geological Survey Gas Flow heating and freezing stages. Both instruments have been 
described elsewhere (Woods et al., 1981; Hollister et al., 1981). 

Terminology for Fl~id Incl~sion Analysis 

The following definitions are adhered to: 

Primary Inclusion: An inclusion which formed during the crystal's growth. 

Secondary Inclusion: An inclusion which fanned as a result of the healing 
process of a later rupture in the crystal. 

phases 
phase. 

Homogenizat:ILon Temperature Th: The temperature at which liquid and vapor 
in an inclusion become a single phase due to heating in the absence of a solid 

Also called the filling temperature. 

Trapping Temperature Tt and Trapping Pressure Pt: The temperature and 
pressure at which the fluid inclusion originally formed. 

freezing Temperature Tf: The temperature at which the first solid phase, not 
present at room temperature. crystallizes in an inclusion due to cooling. In actual 
pract:ILce. freezing temperature is determined as the final melting temperature of a 
solid inclusion crystal produced by over-cooling in a laboratory (Roedder. 1962). 

Solubility Limit: The solubility of a given substance in an inclusion fluid 
at the Tt• and Pt conditions. 

Cbmposition and PVT Determin~tion 

Data needed in order to determine trapping conditions Tt• Pt from fluid 
inclusion analysis are the chemical composition of the inclusion fluids, and the 
phase relationships and P-V-T-X properties for the fluid of that composition (Roedder 
and Bodnar, 1980). 

Temperature data for phase changes were the only data directly recorded 
during the laboratory study. for the conventional HzO-NaCl system inclusions, P-V-T 
diagrams, and composition determination charts from freezing temperatures were 
readily available and were employed in this study. For C0z-CH4 system inclusions, 
P-V-T diagrams were constructed using experimentally measured compressibility 
factors, and a procedure was developed to calculate the composition of the inclusion 
fluid. 

Trapping Temperature 

The methods used to estimate trapping temperatures (Tt) are summarized in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1. A brief summary for trapping temperature (Tt) estimation methods used in 
this study. {1) Tp.c. (pressure effect correction) based on estimated 
depth from Tt and temperature gradient=35°/km. 

:Group 

!Group 4 
I 

!Group 

!Group 2 

IGroup 3 

!Characteristics 

ICoevally trapped 
ICH4-rich and aqueous 
l (aq,) inclusions 

IAq, incll.Jsions 1 

!dissolved gases at 
!solubility limit 

1Aq, inclusions, 
!some gases 

IAq, inclusions, 
!negligible gases 

ITt Calcul<dion 

iTt= 1/4 t3Tt(min) + Tt(maxlJ 
ITdmin)= h 
:Tt(max)= Th + T.,.c.<al 

Group 4: Samples in this group contain coeval methane-rich and water-rich inclusions. 
Crystallization occurred in an environment containing immiscible fluids, 
with the main components water (with minor sodium chloride), and methane 
(with minor carbon dioxide). The methane proportion of such an immiscible 
fluid mixture at trapping conditions must have exceeded the solubility limit 
of methane in water in order to have permitted a discrete methane-rich 
immiscible phase. Likewise, the quantity of methane in the coexisting 
water-rich phase must have been at its solubility limit under the trapping 
P,T conditions. In this instance, Tt=T801=Th and no pressure-effect 
correction is necessary in order to estimate Tt from homogenization 
temperature. 

Group 1: All the inclusion fluid is interpreted similarly to the water-rich 
inclusions in the samples of group 4. Samples of both groups should have 
very similar gas contents. Because dissolved methane is presumed at or near 
the solubility limit, no pressure-effect correction is required for these 
samples: Tt=T801=Th. 

The error produced by treating such an inclusion as a conventional aqueous 
fluid is substantial and leads to a gross overestimation of Tt• For 
sample 55 the overestimation of trapping temperature is by as much as 90°C. 

Group 2 Inclusion fluids in these samples are interpreted as aqueous with the 
methane proportion below the solubility limit at trapping P,T conditions. 
Because neither the methane content nor the salinity of the aqueous solution 
is known, it is not possible to select a unique P-V-T diagram for 
pressure-effect correction of filling temperatures, though limits can be 
specified. In this paper, a rough approximation for regional interpretations 
of Tt for inclusions in this class is given by: Tt=l/4 [3Tt(min)+Tt(max)] 
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Group 3; No condensed gases were detected by crushing stage tests, and 
pressure-effect corrections for Th are of the conventional type for aqueous 
solutions. P-V-T relations for 10 mol% NaCl equivalent salinity are used 
for samples for which freezing temperature was not determined. 

An example of pressure-effect correction follows, based on group 3 sample 
88 for which Th=l6l°C. For this example fluid pressure is assumed to be 
hydrostatic, with complete saturation of ground to the earth's surface. 
Assumed gradient G is 35°C and surface temperature is 20°C. Solution is by 
trial and error. 

For trial (l) let estimated Tt=l6l°C. 

Estimated overburden depth Z= 
T - T 

t surface ----- -· ------- -~-

G 

14l°C 
35~0°C/k~ 4.03 km. 

Fluid pressure is then Pt=Zw x Hydrostatic pressure gradient ( lOObars/km) 
Pt=4.03km x 100 bars/km = 403 bars, leading to a revised estimate, 
Tcl93°C. 

For trial (2), Z= 4.94 km, 

Pt=494 bars, and revised Tt= 199°C. The trials continue because the fluid 
pressure-overburden ratio must be assumed, no unique determination of Tt is 
possible with this procedure. 

Trapping Pressure 

Determination of Pt is essential to approximate the pressure 
effect correction Tp.c. for the samples of group 2, and 3. 

Group 4; Samples that contain coexisting primary water-rich and methane-rich 
inclusions are especially valuable because they permit the unambiguous 
determination of both trapping temperature and pressure. In this study 17 
samples fall in this category, some of which are listed in Table 2. 

The two types of inclusions are considered separately. First, water-rich 
inclusions saturated with soluble methane are considered. As previously 
discussed such inclusions yield filling temperatures that are identical to 
trapping temperatures; with a pressure effect lacking, trapping conditions 
are represented by a vertical path passing through T=Th=Tt in a P-T space. 
Next, coexisting methane-rich inclusions are examined. The filling 
temperature associated with sub-zero phase separation of methane defines a 
Pt-Tt path along the isodensity line defined by Th(CH4) in the appropriate 
CH4 or CH4-C02 P-V-T diagram. The intersection of these two paths in P-T 
space uniquely defines Pt• Tt the conditions of entrapment. 
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Group 2~ and 3: Trapping pressure Pt cannot be determined uniquely for samples of 
these groups. In order to estimate Pt, overburden depth Z is assumed. In 
this study Z was estimated by 

Z= 
T ~ T 

t surface 
G( te~perature gradient) 

using an assumed surface temperature of 20°C and a normal temperature 
gradient of 35°C/km. (Paleo-temperature gradient for Pennsylvanian rocks 
was found to be less than 37°C/km at station 16). Then, Pt can be 
estimated by, 

where ). is fluid pressure ratio and ~ is specific weight ( 'If =2. 4 g/m3 for 
saturated condition). Estimates of Pt depend on assumed values of G and~. 
lLithostatlc ( :A =LO) and hydrostatic (A =0.4) conditions were taken as 
upper and lower limits of tlne fluid ratio, and th.e corresponding estimates 
of Pt were given as Pt(max) and Pt(min). 

Paleotemperatures and Pressures During the Alleghany Orogeny 

We begin discussion with. station 16, the Bear Valley Strip Mine, perhaps the 
best exposure to demonstrate th.e sequence of structural stages of the Alleghany 
Orogeny (Nickelsen, 1979). 

Paleotemperature and pressure data were determined in this study for stages 
II through V from quartz mineral fillings in tension joints and tension gashes 
related to the appropriate structural features. 

Samples for stage II extension joints were collected from ironstone carbonate 
concretions. A sample from a small longitudinal extension joint~ parallel to a 
small-scale fold axis, is interpreted as stage III because it is cut by a wrench 
fault (stage IV). In th.e classification presented here, this fracture may be 
classified as set Ill~ because of its azimuth. Stage IV samples are from 
north-northwest trending quartz-filled tension gashes clearly related to wrench. 
faults (hence, set IVA). Stage V samples were collected from longitudinal extension 
joints parallel to the major fold axis, on the outer arc of the whale-back anticline 
(set V.LD). 

All samples analyzed from Bear Valley were categorized in "Group 4", as they 
are characterized by CH4-rich inclusions trapped coevally with H20-rich inclusions. 
CH4-rich and HzO-rich inclusion pairs from individual samples permitted the 
determination of paleotemperatures and paleofluid pressures at the time of mineral 
precipitation. Results are summarized in Table 2. 

CH4-rich inclusions in the Bear Valley samples mainly comprise a mixture of 
CH4 and COz. Although the samples represent different stages of the Alleghany 
Orogeny, the inclusion chemistries of mixed CH4-c02 inclusions remained approximately 
uniform throughout these stages. Inclusion composition is estimated at 85 mol%CH4, 
and l5mol% C02. Mean freezing temperature TfC02 shows a range in between -76.5 to 
-77.5°C which correspond to composition of 14.5 and 15.2mol% COz, respectively, in 
the CH4-COz system. 
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Table 2. Fluid inclusion data of group 4 samples in stations 16, and 17. (l) Station 
17 sample. 

:Stag~ of ~~~ 

: Alhghillny : Saep h 
:Orog~ny lNumb~rs 

l5h,b,~ i·77.~QC l-80.5°C ll4,5XCO, t BS.5~CM. 

_____ J .. --~-··---·--·-J ___ , ______ , ___ _L ____________ ... ~ --·· _______ J_. _________ , ___ .t __ 
~ I l 1 
I j ) l 

: +!B3•t 
1 I l I l J I 

!..-··-~··-··~-· -·-- . L~-----~---- ----·--1---·-~·-·~--·--L·---·,.-·~·---·~··-··-··--·"·----,--L---··-·-··-·«----~·· .! ... ________ ,. _ 

i 1 l 
II! 

l I I I l I l ~ 
L- _____ -.-l_ ____ L__ ---L------~--1 -----~----------~....1~------ ----L- ------- l 

I 

IV I t ~ I I 1 I 
I ____ _J _______ ._L _________ , ---···--- ----.L~-·-·~-----···L._·-··----·-·---1.--. -~-

: 
i 1220 h~r~ : 103"C 

1 0 I I --- L _____ ..L __ . ______ _j L_ __ --·--··-·--·-L_, __ o_ _______ .L._. _____ ----'--

l ! l : I 
! Y l60a 0b9c ! .. 76~5°C ! .. S1~0{)C !i5a2%C02 * S4.~l[H4 H20~°C l!140 bars l 206°C 
l~_.~----"·--<·J._ --~--_,~.-~L·«· .. -····--·--J-··----~-.1 ________ --··-·-~-~ ... ~J ... _________ , ___ J_ ... -... --~--·-·-·-J ... --··--·-~J 

l I t i •! 
I l I I 1 

Relatively pure-CH4 inclusions were also detected in stage II samples. 
Although homogenization temperatures Th were different by l0°C for pure-CH4 and 
CH4-C02 inclusions, practically identical entrapment P, T conditions (1000 bars, 
183°C for pure-CH4 inclusions, and 1030 bars, l83°C for mixed CH4-COz inclusions were 
estimated using the appropriate P-V-T diagrams. 

Figure 3 summarizes the estimated temperatures and fluid-pressures for Bear 
Valley. In general, T and P seem to progressively increase at this locality with 
stage of Alleghanian deformation (Orkan and Voight, 1983). Highest T and P occur for 
stages IV and V. 

Overburden depth is estimated froQ the relation 

where G'v is total pressure and ~ is specific weight. Since the fluid 
pressure ratio is by definition ~= P I ~v• overburden depth can be written as 

Z = P /A}{. 

Assuming the lithostatic conditions for fluid pressure ().=l) • and taking P 
=1150 bars (kg/cm2), and ~ = 2.4 g/cm3 

z = 
2 

_Ll_?_Q_l_C lOOO __ g4E_m_ = 479166 em =4,8 km, 
l x 2.4 g/cmJ 

The geothermal gradient (G) implied by this depth is given by 

G = 205 20 
.8-- 37° C/km, 

assuming 20°C as a reasonable estimate for ground surface temperature. 
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Estimates of depth and temperature gradient depend on the assumed values 
of ~ • For the compressional regime, moderate to high values of appear justified 
(A ))0.4). The sensitivity of the analysis to assumed values of can be examined by 
considering the moderately high value~= 0.70; for this case 

z =6.8 km, 

and 

G 
205-20 -·- ----·---
6.8 

=25° C/km. 

These estimated burial depths of 5 to 7 km (implying values in the range of 
0.7·-l.O) compare well with Paxton's (1983) estimate of 6-7 km for the Semi-Anthracite 
region, using mudrock and sandstone bulk-density and porosities. The maximum 
temperature, T=205°C, is in excellent agreement with estimates of maximum 
temperatures using "Level of Organic Metamorphism" (10M) converted from vitrinite 
reflectance (see Hood, et al., 1975). 

A maximum heating temperature for the coals in the Bear Valley Strip Mine is 
estimated as 206°C based on LOM=l6 (converted from Hower (1978) reflectance data) and 
50 M.Y. effective heating time. Using the 10M approach, Levine (1983) suggested a 
maximum temperature of l85°C for the western edge of the Western-Middle Coal Field 
based on 2.5% vitrinite reflectance. For the Bear Valley location, however, the 
temperature estimate would be about 200°C, since it falls approximately on the 3% 
vitrinite reflectance contour (Levine, 1983, Fig. 25). 

Other data in Pennsylvanian age rocks were recorded for stations 17 and 18, 
east of Bear Valley. Sample 61 from a set D fracture at station 17 was categorized 
in "Group 4", and paleotemperature and paleopressure were determined from coevally 
trapped CH4-rich and HzO-rich inclusions pairs in the sample. Locally, set D has 
concurrent mineral filling with a longitudinal fracture set parallel to the local 
3rd-order fold axis. Thus, the set may have been formed or reactivated during the 
stage V (large scale folding), rather than stage II; we regard it as a VD set. 
Entrapment P, T conditions are estimated as 1170 bars, and 2l2°C. These P, T 
estimates are similar to but slightly higher than stage V conditions proposed for 
Bear Valley, 20 km west. 

In order to estimate a paleotemperature and a paleopressure at station 18, a 
pressure correction was applied to measured homogenization temperatures. 
Paleotemperature was estimated as 222°C for the sample 64 which was collected from a 
stage V bedding fault filling. P, T estimates for two other samples were collected 
from longitudinal fracture sets which are interrelated to large folding (V D). 
Assuming the intermediate pressure condition A~ 0.7, paleotemperature was 
estimated at 232°C. 

An additional paleotemperature datum was gathered from fold related (V D) 
extension fractures at station 51 in the Irish Creek member of the Catskill 
formation. It bears coevally trapped CH4-rich and H20-rich inclusions. A 
paleotemperature of 236°C was estimated for the Irish Creek member. Normalized to the 
Llewellyn formation using a normal temperature gradient of 30°C/km, 

Normalized Tt=236°C- (30° C x 1.5 km) = l9l°C 
km 
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Data from the Pennsylvanian rocks were projected on a WNW-ESE traverse line and 
plotted against fold related (Stage V) paleotemperature estimates (Fig. 5). Linear 
regression analysis yields 

Tt 183 + 0.74 x Distance 

with a correlation coefficient of 0.999. 

The increase of paleotemperature is 0.74°C/km. Using the paleotemperature 
estimate of G=30°C/km, the local horizontal temperature gradient corresponds to an 
increase in overburden depth of 

24. 7m/km 

that is, 24.7 m for each km of horizontal distance in SEE direction. 

Paxton (1983) estimated a change of overburden depth as 27m/km (Slope of 
1.5°) across the Northern Anthracite Field in NW-SE direction. If one accounts for 
this difference in section orientation, the estimates are remarkably similar. 

An easterly increase in magnitude of P, T conditions resembles the regional 
increase in coal rank from west to east in the Pennsylvania Anthracite region (Hower, 
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1978). Hower suggested that a geothermal gradient of approximately 79°C/km was 
needed for the same region if the overburden depth was constant for Pennsylvanian 
rocks throughout Pennsylvania. On the other hand, Orkan and Voight (1983) argued 
that the geothermal gradient had to be lower than 37°C/km. Abnormal high geothermal 
gradient seem unlikely to be the cause of these high paleotemperatures. Increasing 
paleotemperatures in Pennsylvanian rocks are better interpreted as a result of 
thickening overburden in the same direction. 

Interpretation of Overburden EStimates 

The magnitude of overburden required by the paleopressure data and the 
restricted available time suggested by comparison of the age of the youngest exposed 
deformed sediments, and age estimates for the Alleghanian Orogeny, preclude the 
development of this much overburden through ordinary sedimentary processes. In our 
interpretation the bulk of the overburden was tectonically produced, e.g. by the 
emplacement of a stack of thrust slices or an olistostrome over the anthracite 
region. A similar conclusion has been considered by Levine (1984) in his Penn State 
Ph.D. study on coal reflectance. The emplacement of the allochthonous slices and an 
associated sediment wedge must have been accomplished in association with 
layer-parallel shortening in subjacent rocks. The data of Figure 3 show that high 
temperatures and pressures were already present during the layer-parallel event, and 
increased with time. The progressive increase in T, P noted at Bear Valley may be 
reasonably interpreted in terms of an advancing superjacent allochthonous wedge. 

In our interpretation the approximate western boundary of the thrust 
sheet -- which we informally refer to as the "Anthracite Nappe" -- is aligned in a 
north-south direction just west of the Susquehanna River. We believe that the 
boundary of the nappe is marked approximately in this region by the CAl 4 contour of 
Harris et al •• 1978 (Fig. 4), which simulates a boundary between low-temperature 
terrane to the west and higher temperature terrane to the east. The regional extent 
of the nappe is unclear, but CAl contours suggest that it may have swung eastward or 
northeastward from Williamsport. The nappe boundary is perhaps reflected in a sharp 
eastward gradient in coal rank that occurs north of Harrisburg (see Levine, 1983, 
Fig. 24). 

The Pennsylvania Culmination (Nickelsen, 1963) connects high points on 
individual folds across the salient; to the east, the folds plunge into the 
anthracite coal basin of eastern Pennsylvania, a deep basin which has been referred 
to as the Anthracite Depression (Nickelsen, 1963). Reasons for the culmination have 
been poorly understood, and some authors have considered it a product of Triassic 
basin uplift transverse to Alleghanian folding (Gwinn, 1970). We observe that the 
line of inflection separating the Pennsylvania Culmination from its adjacent 
depression is aligned approximately north-south near the Susquehanna River. This 
feature, the Susquehanna Inflection, closely coincides with the inferred western 
boundary of the Anthracite Nappe. We propose that the culmination may be reasonably 
interpreted as a forebulge effect in front of the advancing nappe, which was 
buckled and severely compressed during orogeny. 

Speculations on the ~Big Picture~ 

Regional relationships during the Alleghanian Orogeny are depicted on a 
non-palinspastic base in Figure 6. Approximate boundaries of tectonic zones are 
indicated by A to E, which represent regions characterized by distinct joint sets of 
similar designation, following the Nickelsen and Hough (1967) terminology. The 
uniformity of joint sets in individual zones requires relatively uniform causative 
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figure 6. Kinematic interpretation of Ai Omgeny in the central Appalachian foreland. 

stress directions, 
thin-skin loading and 

regularity ln the boundary conditions associated with 
acement patterns. 

In our in tation, progressive deformation began as a WNW compression, 

N 

aligned in perpend cular fashion to the Al Front and related decollement along 
a 220 mile stretch from Altoona to Whi ur Springs. With continued compression, 
propagation of a decol n central vania to the WNW, with stress 
trajectories maintaining unus in the A joint set. The B set 
appears to be related stres entation in strike of the 
Allegheny Structural Front East of the Susquehanna the A set developed 
in Pennsylvanian age rocks r large overburden, suggesting the presence of a 
supe acent Anthracite ress orientation in the central Appalachian foreland 
apparently then shifted further to~;Jard north (set D; and perhaps F) and then to the 
NNE (Set E). 

Tectonic overprint invo ng the A set followed by more 
northerly-directed compression, has been documented by the Bear Valley studies 



(Nickelsen, 1979) and further supported by the New York State studies of Engelder and 
Geiser (1980). The latter authors preferred the concept of two separate (WNW and N 
directions) events because of the distinctiveness of two structural trends and the 
assumption of rapid response of an orogen to stress loading (Geiser and Engelder, 
1983, p. 170). On the other hand, our work suggests that the P, T conditions at Bear 
Valley sustained insignificant change between phases IV and V (Fig. 3), associated 
with these two trends (A and D). We also recognize four distinct trends (C, A, D, G) 
rather than two. The matter remains open for debate, but our present view tends to 
support a relatively continuous event in which, in Pennsylvania, the stress field 
rotated almost 90° clockwise. 

Alleghanian structures display distinct incremental changes in orientation, 
rather than a continuous range of orientations, and this feature of the deformation 
pattern requires explanation. We interpret this phenomenon as a reflection of 
incremental kinematic adjustments of distinct riser-decollement systems. The lateral 
boundary conditions of separate decollement plates constrained the kinematic 
alternatives at the western edge of an orogenic core structure, a core structure that 
applied compression in Pennsylvania in a relatively continuous clockwise fashion 
throughout the Alleghanian Orogeny. This change in compression direction may in turn 
reflect the geometry of a corner of the plate tectonic indenter impressed in a 
plastic foreland. 
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Stop localities for field Trip #4, pioued oo Radar Map of part of Central Pennsylvarnia (STAR-1 
Imagery courtesy of INTIERA Tedmologies Inc., September, 1'984). 



Miles 

o.o 
1. 8 
7.25 

7.5 

7.6 

7.75 

FIElD TRIP #4 

FIELD GUIDE - CROSS-STRIKE AND STRIKE-PARALLEL DEFORMATION 
ZONES IN CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA 

Prepared by D. P. Gold and H. A. Pohn 
Field Leaders: D. P. Gold, A. L. Guber, B. Voight, H. Pohn, 

and M. R. Canich 

Interval 

o.o 
l. 8 
5.45 

0.25 

0.1 

Leave Holiday Inn and turn left onto Rte 322. 
University Park Campus - Nittany Lion Inn on left. 
Carsons Corner - intersection with Rte 550. Continue on 
Rte 322. 
Note exposure of Reedsville Shale in quarry to left 
(south) of road. 
The 500 foot road-cut to the right exposes a gradational 
contact from dominantly shale (Reedsville) to dominantly 
quartzite beds (50 em to 2 em thick) intercalated with 
thin (up to 50 em) shale beds of the Bald Eagle 
(equivalent to Oswego) Formation. The contact is taken 
as the same marine fossil bed seen at STOP #2. The 
general bedding attitude of 080°/78°5 is not compatible 
with the ridge crest trend of 060°, and probably 
represents rotational strain associated with an unusual 
density of fractures (140°/vert) and faults (000°/80°W) 
in the Sky Top wind gap. The rusty appearance of these 
outcrops is due to limonite staining and encrustations 
from sulfides in these fractures. Slickenslides plunge 
30°/320°. 

0.15 The next road-cut to the right exposes steeply dipping 
(080°/vert) red greywackes and shales of the Juniata 
Formation. 

8.0 0.25 STOP #1. SKYTOP OVERLOOK, on crest of Bald Eagle 
Mountain. 
Park vehicles on right hand side and walk 50 
yards northwestward to edge of embankment. The steeply 
dipping Juniata beds across the road to the southeast 
can be contrasted with the overturned (085°/60°) beds of 
Tuscarora Quartzite in the small excavation behind us. 
The view from this Tuscarora ridge reveals the Schooley 
Peneplain surface on the western horizon (see Figure l) 
at a higher elevation (2400 ft) than where we are 
standing (1520 ft). In fact, the drainage divide is 
farther west where some of the highest elevations of the 
Pennsylvanian Appalachian Belt are preserved. 

THEME: 
- The Catskill Delta; axis of the central lobe. 
- The Allegheny Front; boundary between the Valley and 

Ridge and Allegheny Plateau Provinces. 
- Northwesterly trending fracture control of tributary 

valleys. 
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(a) 

Schooley peneplain 

~·:' ..... .--:-..· .. -. ~ ·: ~-

(b) 

Figure 1. View from Skytop overlook along the axis of the Catskill Delta through progressively the Trimmers Rock/
Brallier Formations (Dbt), the Lock Haven Formation (Dih) and Catskill Formation (Dck) to the skyline ridge of the 
Pocono Formation (Mp-Mb) capped locally by the Burgoon Sandstone. The Appalachian Front is defined physiographi
caliy as the escarpment, but structurally as the Bald Eagle Valley (foreground), where steeply dipping and overturned 
beds characteristic of the Valley and Ridge province give way to gently dipping strata of the Allegheny Plateau prov-
ince (skyline). (a) Panoramic photograph, and (b) annotated sketch. 



NARRATIVE: SKYTOP OVERLOOK 

We are standing on the axis of the central lobe of a Devonian 
drainage/depositional system knol>m as the Catskill Delta. The successive 
delta lobes that prograded westward from. a point near to our current 
position, are preserved as a step-like ridge on the far side of Bald 
Eagle Valley (see Figure 1). The valley floor is underlain by shales of 
the Brallier (Trimmers Rock) Formation, which represents deep water 
deposition. This shale intertongues with and grades upward into Trimmers 
Rock shales and siltstones that are expressed topographically as the 
lowest ridges on the western side of Bald Eagle Valley, and represent a 
continental slope setting. The next lateral series (with open fields) 
and the low ridges beyond underlie the shelf sett deposits of the Lock 
Haven Formation. The next lateral ridges are ILmderlain by the Sherman 
Creek and Duncannon Members of the Catskill Formation~ and represent the 
meandering stream facies of the delta. The upper ridges and skyline are 
underlain loy the braided stream alluvial deposits represented by the 
!Pocono Formation and lBurgoon Sandstone. 

The influence of lithology on topography is reflected in the overall 
geometry of the delta. Not only do the beds in this prograding delta 
complex attain their maximum thickness along the axis and diminish 
laterally, but the ridges also can be seen to diminish in size in the 
view to the north. 

Note the periodicity and orientat:i.on of the tributary valleys. Most of 
these are controlled by zones of increased fracture density that trend 
140°. Some of these extend to water and wind gaps in the Valley and 
Ridge !Province. Does the structural relief of some 15,000 to 20,000 feet 
between us and the !Plateau account for their contrasting styles of 
deformation? 

Miles Interval 

8. l 

10.35 

10.6 

U.4 
11.8 

13.15 
13.5 

O.l 

2.25 

0.25 

0.3 

0.5 
0.4 

l. 3.5 
0.35 

Return to vehicles and continue on Rte 322 W. 
Note the overturned beds of Tuscarora Quartzite in the 

road-cuts to the left. Although the dip of these beds 
may be modified by soil creep (40° and as low as 15°SE), 
the general strike of 060° is similar to the regional 
ridge axis. 

Turn left at intersectlon with. Rte 220S, into Bald Eagle 
Valley. 

The hills to the west (right) are underlain by Upper 
Devonian rocks (lBrallier/Trimmers Rock Formation) 
dipping gently to the northwest. The hills to the left 
(east) are underlain by llidgeley Sandstone (Oriskany 
Group). These rocks have a proven potential for oil and 
gas farther west. 
Note shallow dips in the quarry to the right. 

lBrallier shales and siltstones in road-cut. 
Note th.e well developed joints ( 135° /vert) in Brallier 

shale and siltstone (bedding attitude 035°/30°NW). 
Traffic light in village of !Port Matilda. 
Long road-cut in Brallier Shale (bedding 020°/30° to 

40°NW; joints l40°/80°SW to vert). 
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Miles Interval 

20.9 

21.9 

22.5 
22.7 

23.0 to 
23.15 

26.2 

26.45 
26.7 

26.95. 

27.05 

7.4 

1.0 

0.6 
0.2 

0.3 

3.2 

0.25 
0.25 

0.25 

0.1 

Note the gap in the ddge to the left (east): this marks 
the trace of an oblique fault. 

Traffic light near Bald Eagle. Turn left onto Rte 220 
bypass. 

Bridge over Bald Eagle Creek. 
Note scar of landslide in the northbound road-cut to the 

left. This marks the trace of a lineament mapped on 
Landsat imagery as trending l/40°. The Ridgeley 
Sandstone (Upper Lower Devonian - formerly Oriskany 
Group) at the base of the scar was in a quick condition, 
and drill holes through a heaved portion of the road bed 
adjacent to the toe, had a hydraulic head of more than 5 
feet. The black top section of road indicates the area 
affected by the landslide shortly before the opening of 
the bypass during the Spring, 1975. 

The dark shales (Marcellus Formation - Middle 
Devonian), that are exposed in the road-cut to the 
southwest, directly overlie the Ridgeley Sandstone in 
this area. A northeast trending fault with a right 
lateral separation duplicates this section farther along 
the road, where grey shales and limestone beds of the 
Shriver Formation are exposed in a nearly vertical 
attitude beneath locally highly fossil.iferous Ridgeley 
sandstone beds. 

Turn right on Tyrone exit. Note the overturned (030°/80-
550SE) red and green shale beds of the Bloomsburg 
Formation (intertongues with the Wills Creek Formation) 
on the left (eastern) side of the highway. 

Turn left on Rte 453E at interchange. 
For the next 0.35 mile red shales, siltstones and sand

stones of the Juniata Formation (Upper Ordovician) are 
exposed in the road-cut to the left (northeast). Note 
how the attitude of the beds steepen from about 60°SE 
(overturned) to vertical at the southeastern end of the 
road-cut. 

Turn right and cross bridge. 

Stop near railroad line and walk southeast for 0.3 mile to 
the railroad cut 40 yards beyond the signal box, to 
Station If 1. Busses can back down the side road and park 
near the signal box. CAUTION - this is a busy railway 
route. PLEASE keep clear of the tracks! 

STOP f/2. BONTA FARM RAILROAD CUT. 
From Station #1 follow the schematic cross-section guide 
(Figure 2) for 300 feet to the northwest. 

THEME: 
- Close look at the rocks of the Upper Reedsville and 

Bald Eagle Formations. 
- Early "layer parallel shortening" features such as 

wedge faults, snake-head folds in individual beds, 
concentric folds, kink bands and some associated box 
folds, rotated strike-slip faults. 

- Late extensional (normal) faults. 
- Pervasive 140° fractures (faults and joints) and 

conjugate sets about this axis. 
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STOP II 2 • 

20 _Bonta Farm railroad cut. Reedsville Formation 
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60 

4()-
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10-
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Reedsville Formation 

4 90 
Bald Eagle Formation 

l s () 
Bald Eagle Formation 

Bald Eagle Formation 

Figure 2. Schematic cross-section of railroad cut. 
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NARRATIVE: THE BONTA FARM RAILROAD CUT. 

These outcrops are located on. the south side of the Tyrone Gap, in. 
the northwest limb of the Sinking Valley-Nittan.y anticlinorium. The 
Tyrone-Mt. Union. lineament passes through the gap and extends 
northwestward into the Allegheny Plateau. The shale unit intercalated 
with thin. sandstone and limestone beds is part of the Reedsville 
Formation. The contact with the Bald Eagle Formation, farther along the 
cut, is gradational, but a change in structural style is apparent in the 
greater abundance of 3rd and 4th order folds in the latter. Many of the 
minor folds are disharmonic in sense with the Valley (Nittany) 
anticline, suggesting their development prior to the main folding 
episode. Although folds of different scale may be decoupled in the same 
event, the presence of bedding plane slickenlines, perpendicular to the 
minor fold axes, suggest an early flexural-slip folding process. 
Mesoscopic scale wedge faults that local cate beds, also are 
related to this early compressional event. 

A number of structural features that are common in the Valley and 
Ridge province in Pennsylvania, are exposed in this outcrop. Perhaps the 
most conspicuous are the wedge faults, a pre-folding, layer parallel 
contraction fault (Norris, 1958; Cloos, 1964; Berger et al., 1979), that 
can be seen at virtually every outcrop on the field trip (e.g., near 
Station #11). That they preceed folding is well illustrated here, where 
wedge faults can be seen to curve around fold hinges. We believe that 
the wedge faults promote the instatiliby that focusses the growth of 
anticlines. Certainly, most of the early and smaller anticlines are 
cored by wedge faults, and we suspect that most of the larger (3rd and 
2nd order) may be as well. Wedge faults commonly produce zones of high 
fracture porosity in brittle units, and are believed (Pohn) to be the 
brittle rock equivalent of disturbed zones in the more ductile rocks 
(Pohn and Purdy, in preparation). 

A second common feature here is the presence of strike-slip 
slickenlines. Some of these have been flagged with dayglow orange tape. 
The strike-slip refers to movement sub-parallel to the bedding surface 
before rotation into the first order anticline. Slickenlines on the dip 
fault through the folds at Station #7 give a relative sense of timing. 
The minor folds here formed prior to the fault movement, because the 
slickenlines on the fault maintain a constant orientation through the 
hinge zone of the fold. In turn the strike-slip slickenlines must 
predate, or be contemporaneous with the deformational event that produced 
the Nittany anticlinorium, i.e., the beds have been rotated to a vertical 
attitude after (or during) the strike-·slip movements. This same sequence 
is apparent elsewhere :ln this region. The presence of two or more 
directions of slickenlines on a fault surface suggests that the 
strike-slip movements were contemporaneous with the growth of the Nittany 
anticline. This supposition is confirmed where an age sequence of 
slickenlines from early (steep) to late (shallow) can be determined, as at 
Station Ill L 

Other features apparent in these rocks include conjugate fault sets, 
several compressional faults of unknown displacement, and several 
extensional faults of small displacement (e.g., at Station 7a). 

* * * 
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Miles Interval 

27.75 

28.05 

28.5 

28.1 

28.9 

29.15 
29.2 
29.75 

29.93 

0.7 

0.3 

0.45 

0.2 

0.2 

0.25 
0.05 
0.55* 

0.18 

Retrace route, cross bridge and turn right onto Rte 453E 
at intersect:i.on. 

Intersection with Rte 550. Cross br:i.dge to right on Rte 
453E. 

Cross bJCidge. Note quarry on left, developed in Middle 
and Upper Ordovician carbonates, from the Coburn Lime
stone in the northwest to the Bellefonte Dolomites .in 
the southeast. Also note the thick (1200 ft) section of 
Bellefonte Dolomite in the road-cuts up the hill to the 
southeast. 

Rldge crest in cyclically bedded dolomites of the 
Bellefonte Form.ation. 

Contact with the Nittany }'ormation near road .intersection. 
Note the well-developed cycles of light and dark gray 
dolomite in beds 50 em to 2 m thick. Locally developed 
sandy layers are quarried for skid resistant aggregate. 

Bridge to right. 
Stonehenge Limestone in road-cut to left. 
Turn right, cross bridge and drive through railroad under

pass. 
Turn right on dirt road and park at top of underpass. 
*If busses are used, leave them about 60 yds northwest of 

the Birmingham turnoff on the lefthand side of the road, 
and walk across the bridge and southeast along the 
railroad to the Birmingham Thrust fault. 

STOP #3. THE BIRMINGHAM THRUST FAU1T. 
1eave vehicles on road adjacent to the railway lines, and 

walk 600 yards to the southeast along the railway line to 
Station #1. The Birmingham thrust fault is exposed in the 
railroad embankment, where cherty dolomite of the basal 
Gatesburg Formation(?) overlies Middle Ordovician limestone 
along a well defined low angle thrust plane. Follow sche
matic cross-section guide (Figure 13) for 1700 feet from 
stations l to 16. 

CAUTION: This is a busy railway route. Please keep to the 
inside track~ and watch out for trains. 

THEME: 
- Close look at early "layer parallel shortening" features 

in the Ore Rill Member of the Gatesburg Formation. 
- Depositional cycles in the Ore Rill dolomite beds. 
- Deformation associated with a low angle thrust fault. 
- Difference in lithology of the autochthonous block 

either side of the river, i.e., across the Tyrone-Mt. 
Union lineament. 

- The stratigraphic identity of the sheared hanging wall 
unit. 

NARRATIVE: THE BIRMINGHAM rdRUST FAU1T. 

The Birmingham "thrust"' zone is composed of a number of planar and 
lensoid fault planes in both the hang1ng wall (Gatesburg dolomites and 
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STOP tl 3. Birmingham Fault in railroad embankment. 

Gatesburg Formation 

20-

10-

SE 

Cycles of light and dark 
grey oolitic and algal 

225 3 360 

-40 

-10 

225 ft 

Early "healedou 
faults 

-40 

10 

450 ft 

40-
Cycles of light and dark grey oolitic and algal dolomites 

-40 

..... 
30- -30 

-:..20 --=--
-10 

450 4 540 5 . 1 s~gna 

675 ft 

box 

Cycles poorly preserved - massive dolomites 
-40 

675 7 810 900 ft 6 
Fign.ne 3. Schematic cross-secil:Ooi"l of raihoad Cn.JJil: son.JJil:h of IBirmii"lgham. This sectioo is draWI11 
Warrior Umestoi"le) ovedyii"Bg Middle Ordovidan Umestones. 
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STOP II 3 . (continued) 

Hassive Platy Dolomite 
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4o- Thinly bedded Middle Ordoviciam Limestones 
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20 

10 

Thinly bedded Middle Ordovician Limestones 

20- fracture cleavage 

Very fine-grained 
te ~ sheared ·- 30 

20 
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Birmingham Middle Ord- -'40 
thrust . . . 
fault ov1c1an L1mestones 

//f 
.......: 

ft 

-20 

hom so1.1theast: to oorth~Meslt, and shows members of the Gatesl:nug formatioo (possib~y a1~so Upper 
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sandstones) and footwall rocks (Middle Ordovician to Silurian at these 
localities). A discrete thrust plane is exposed above the abandoned 
quarry at STOP !14, where Gatesburg rocks overlie sheared Black River and 
Chazy group limestone, and in the railroad cut at STOP !13 (at Station !Ill 
of Figure 3), where sheared cherty dolomites and calcareous sandstones 
of the Gatesburg Formation or possibly Warrior Formation (Butts, 1918) 
overlie Middle Ordovician limestones. 

STOP #3 (see Figure 3) is one of the locations visited on the First 
Field Conference of Pennsylvania Geologists during May, 1931. Although 
Butts (1918, p. 530) states that "The overthrust mass is Warrior 
limestone and the overridden beds are Carlim limestone", he records the 
hanging wall rocks as either Warrior limestone or Basal Gatesburg 
Formation in his later publication (Butts, et al., 1939). The highly 
sheared, recrystalline(?) and reconstituted nature of the immediate 
hanging wall rocks precludes a precise stratigraphic identification. 
Lensoid masses of fine-grained dolomite, quartzite, and cherty limestone 
have been identified in this rock in which no primary structures are 
preserved. It is bound about 150 feet to the southeast (Figure 3, 
Station fl9) by a high angle fault that juxtaposes typical Ore Hill Member 
lithologies (Gatesburg Formation), that are relatively undeformed and dip 
at about 15° to the southeast (see Figure 3). 

It is a matter of conjecture whether or not the Birmingham Fault, 
which can be traced from about 2 miles to the southwest intermittently to 
beyond Sky Top (STOP 1), is the major thrust fault in the region or just 
a minor splay off the deeper Sinking Valley fault. Unfortunately the 
simple anticlinal form (Figures 5, 8, 10) of the southern end of Sinking 
Valley is complicated here by faultB, some of which are inferred from 
drill cores (see Figures 9 and 10). The Sinking Valley fault and its 
splays are arched along an axis plunging southwest, which is nearly 
coincident with the axis of the Sinking Valley anticline. The northwest 
limb is displaced about 2 miles. This thrust fault has no apparent 
surface expression except at the two fensters (windows) near Birmingham, 
where Ordovician and Silurian rocks are exposed beneath Cambrian 
dolomites and sandstones. The Sinking Valley fault dips northwestward 
from the fensters at Birmingham under Brush Mountain, and presumably 
continues under the Allegheny Plateau. 

If the Honest Hollow and Birmingham faults are splay faults off the 
Sinking Valley thrust fault, then they represent the bounding faults of 
the Birmingham "window" slice (see Figures 5c and lOb). More 
drill~holes are needed to determine the relationship of the Shoenberger 
fault to the Sinking Valley fault system. 

In the railroad cut at STOP #3, numerous intraformational 
antithetic and synthetic thrust faults of unknown displacement, and 
several extensional faults of small displacement are well exposed in the 
hanging wall rocks (Ore Hill, and Lower Sandy(?) members of the Gatesburg 
Formation). In addition, there are a number of "'healed" fault planes 
that reflect an earlier deformational event (possible early Alleghenian 
in age, or even from an earlier orogeny (Acadian?)). 

The footwall is composed of meters to tens of meters sized horse 
blocks (e.g •• Station #12) with a complex relationship to the main thrust 
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fault. Although most of the larger faults are synthetic, small 
antithetic faults are present. Extension faults of small displacement 
are common; the early "healed" faults are rare. 

One of the most complex structures in the footwall units is located 
240 feet (about 75 m) along the railroad cut (Station #14) northwest of 
the main exposure of the thrust plane at Station //11. This structure is 
a totally isolated block, bounded by a folded fault. The beds within the 
block exhibit a nearly 180° clockwise rotation. 

Some of the features to note in your traverse through this railroad 
cut include: 

(a) the conglomerate and sandy beds near Station Ill. 
(b) the thinly bedded and cyclical nature of the Ore Hill Member on a 

scale of 1-2 meters, starting with a limey algal unit and grading 
upward through dark gray oolitic dolomite to platy gray and buff 
dolomite. These are well developed between Stations #2-7. 

(c) the well developed algal heads at Station #4. 
(d) the healed faults, representing early layer parallel shortening 

on a scale of decimeters, near Station #3. 
(e) the antithetic splay fault and complex deformed zone behind the 

signal box, near Station #5. 
(f) the Birmingham fault at Station #11. Lensoid and curviplanar splay 

faults can be seen in the hanging well rocks between Stations #9 
to 11, and curved "under-splay" faults occur in the footwall 
between Stations #11 and 12. 

(g) the folded faults in the disturbed zone near Station #14. Clockwise 
rotation of the beds is apparent between the main breccia (shear) 
zone and at the fault dipping to the southeast. 

Miles Interval 

30.1 0.1 

31.85 1. 75 
32.65 0.8 
32.8 0.15 
34.0 1.2 
34.25 0.25 
34.3 0.05 

34.6 0.3 

35.95 1.35 
36.75 10.8 
38.65 1.8 

Return to vehicles and retrace route through the under
pass, across the bridge to junction with Rte 453 and 
turn left towards Tyrone. 

Junction with Rte 550. 
Rte 220 - overpass. 
Right turn on Rte 453N (Main Street in Tyrone) and follow 

453N to Y intersection. Leave 453N on righhand fork for 
Tyrone City Park. 

Turn left at gate into park for LUNCH 
LUNCH STOP - Tyrone City Park. 
Return to junction with 453E, and retrace route to 

Birmingham. 
Rte 220 - overpass. 
Junction with Rte 550. 
Birmingham turnoff. Park vehicles on left side of road 

about 20 yds northwest of the turnoff to Birmingham. 
STOP #4. THE BIRMINGHAM WINDOW. 

Walk back along the road some 250 yds northwestward to 
Station #1. Follow schematic cross-section guide 
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NW 

NW 

(Figure 4) back southeastward towards the vehicles and 
along the Birmingham road some 30 yds to Station #3 in 
sheared Bald Eagle quartzite(?). Continue walking along 
Rte 453 for about 200 ft to the southeast and enter aban
doned shale quarry near road sign; follow path to 
Reedsville Shale outcrop at Station #4, and around the 
quarry wall to the south to the spring (at Station #5) in 
Ordovician limestone. 

THEME: 

4 

- The Window, with overturned(?) beds of 
Tuscarora Quartzite, Juniata Shales, and highly frac
tured and sheared Bald Eagle Quartzite, exposed in the 
road-cut, and a reduction of thickness of the Upper 
Ordovician - Lower Silurian section. 

- Contrasting lithology and attHude of the rocks exposed 
within the window on either side of the Tyrone-Mt. Union 
lineament. 
The irregular nature of the contact and inverted stra
tigraphy between the Reedsville (Antes?) Shale and over
lying Ordovician carbonates. Is this a series of small 
displacement splay faults, only lO's of meters apart, on 
the overturned limb of a northwestward verging fold, or 
a sedimentary contact with overturned Middle Ordovician 
carbonate units that have been dragged and attenuated 
beneath the Birmingham thrust fault? 

Juniata Formation 

~Birmingham Fault ----
-- -.._ Gatesburg Formation 
iddle - .__? 
OrdoJJ.j,cian C · b-.._ - _ 

... ;::~ ar onates -

fign.ne 4. Schematic cross-section of ~he road-cut near ~he tum-off at Birmingham. 
Ordovician and SHurian formations are overtumed and thinner than in the Tyrol'le Cap. 
~his redkJJcl:ool'l 01'1 thidmess os audl::mted to sp~ay faults beneath the Birmingham fauh. 

1800 feet 
The Upper 
Part of 

NARRATIVE: THE BIRMINGHAM WINDOW. 

Although faults in the Birmingham area were noted by Rogers in the 
First Pennsylvania Geological Survey Report of 1858, it was not until 
1918 that Butts reported on the anomalous outlier and thrust fault (Field 
trip Stop 113) in the Birmingham area. The "Birmingham Thrust Fault 
Structure" was visited during the afternoon of Saturday May 30, 1931, 
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following an early start (6: 30 A.t1.) from State College to take the 8:10 
A.~1. train from Altoona to Gallitzin, wi.th a walk back to Altoona. In 
keeping with the times, most of the First Field Conference of 
Pennsylvania Geologists Guidebook was devoted to stratigraphic 
descriptions, e.g., of the Bellefonte .w. Swartz), and the 
Geologic Sections of Blair and Counties (C. Butts). No doubt 
the thrust fault and locally overturned formations near Birmingham were 
visited and discussed by Charles Butts on this field trip 1 but neither 
maps nor cross~sections of the Birm.ingham Window were published until 
1939 in his Report on the 

The outcrops of overturned(?) Tuscarora Quartzite (Lower Silurian) Upper 
and Middle Ordovici.an Juniata, e,ald and Re€?.dsville Formations, and 
sheared carbonates of Middle Ordovician age in the road-cuts along Rte 453 
(see Figure 4) and for a restricted area around Birmingham, probably 
has challenged more minds over tlu;~ past 50 years than any other structure in 
central Pennsylvania. Thls window or fenster Is bordered to the 
northwest by Upper Cambrtan Mlnes Dolomlte and Lower Ordovician 
Bellefonte Dolomite across the Honest Valley fault, and to the southeast 
by gently dipping Upper Cambrian Gatesburg Dolomite above the Birmingham 
Thrust fault. This latter fault, which at 15"' to the southeast ir.. 
the railroad-cut across the river to the south (Stop #3), represents a 
vertical stratigraphic separation of some 10,000 feet. One locallty to 
be revisited on the Golden Anniversary Field Trip is the road-cut with 
its overturned(?) and tectonically thinned section~ which has been 
interpreted either as part of a second (lower) plate beneath the Sinking 
Valley Fault and the overlying Ordovic:Lan carbonates (Black River and 
Chazy Groups)~ or as a "dragged" sl:JLce from a syncline to the southeast 
beneath the Birmingham fault. While the configuration of windows 
(fensters) exposed in this area have changed but little through the past 
50 years, there has been a considerable variation in the interpretation 
of the sub-surface geology. The evolutlon in the interpretation is 
summari.zed in Figure 5 to 12. 

Later (Butts et al., 1939) revealed the presence of two 
fensters, no~1 known as the Birmingham and Knarr windows (see Figure Sa). 
The appearance of two models, an overthrust truncated fold lby Butts 
(Figure Sb), and thrust-slice decken Stose (Figure Sc) in the same 
publication (Butts et aL, 1939) illustrates the uncertainty of 
subsurface structural projections from the same surface data. In Butt's 
model (Figure Sb), the Gatesburg Formation is thrust from the southeast 
over an inverted sequence of Black group limestones (Obrc), 
Reedsville Shale (Or), Bald Eagle or Obe), Juniata Formation (Oj), 
and Tuscarora z:lte (St) that have "'been strangely preserved and 
faulted downward on the northwest s::l.de". "'This :ILnterpretation involves 
the complete crushing out of the southeast limb of an overturned 
anticline between Tyrone and and the surv.ival of a fragment of 
the overturned northwest Llmb of a second ant:tcline ly.ing southeast of 

" (Butts et aL, 1939, p. The Stose interpretation 
(in Butts et aL • 1939) involves 3 southeasterly dipping splay faults, 
with the overturned sect.ions as a horse in a duplex system (see Flgure 
Sc). 

Zeller (1949) remapped the area (Figure 6a) and examined two models. 
In his overthrust~~fault model (Figure 6b) an early thrust fault 
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St Tuscarora Quartzite 

Oj Juniata Formation 

Oo Oswego (Bald Eagle) 
Sandstone 

Or Reedsville Shale 
Ot Trenton Limestone 
Ocl Carlim and Lowville 

limestones 
Ob Bellefonte Dolomite 

On Nittany Dolomite 
Os Stonehenge Limestone 
8m Mines Dolomite 
€g Gatesburg Dolomite 
8w Warrior Limestone 
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Figu.He Sa. Geologica! map of the IBirmingllam area, showing the locations of the IBi rmingham 
and Knarr windows. (After Butts et ai., 1939.) 

S.V. anticline 
I 
I 

Ob ~&.~~ 
G or I )7!/??oD!f~\~ ~oUS G' 

Figure Sib. Structural interpretation aiong line G-G' by Butts. 

fault 

NW SE 
--

Figure Sc. St nJJctural interpretation along portion of line G-G' by G. W. Stose (in Butts 
et a I. , 193 9). 

displaces overturned anticlines northwestward, preserving the synclines 
beneath. A second low angle thrust fault (Curly Fault) is inferred for 
the contact between the Reedsville Shale and the overturned Middle 
Ordovician limestones above it. This fault is largely concealed by a 
blanket of the Gatesburg Formation transported on the later and shallower 
Birmingham thrust fault (Figure 6b). In the graben model, the 
overturned section is preserved in a graben (Figure 7a) that formed as a 
result of crustal extension on a fold system overturned to the northwest. 
Early (Curly) and late (Birmingham) thrust faults (Figure 7b), 
associated with compressional regimes, truncated the folds and the graben 
(Figure 7c). 
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~~.t Tuscarora Quartzite 
Oj Juniata Formation 
Obe Bald Eagle Sandstone 
Or Reedsville Shale 
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On Nittany Dolomite 
Oa Stonehenge Limestone 
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figure 6a. Geological map of the fBi rmingham 
area. (After ZeUer, 1949.) 

figure 6b. hometdc diagram depicting the 
Overthmst Model, nn whkh overtl.nmedl folds are 
caHned northwestward on an eady thrust fa~.nlt 
(e) that subseq~.nent ly was ove H idlden by the 
C~.ndy (C) thel"l !Birmingham (IB) faults. 

Stage 1. Graben development on early over
turned folds of the Nittany Anticlinorium. 

Stage 2. Displacement of the graben on the 
Curly Fault. 

Stage 3. Displacement of the graben on the 
Birmingham Fault. 

figure 7. Sci-nematic cmss-secUons depicting 
ti-ne Graben Model. The present emsioo sudace 
is shown as a dashed line. (A her le Ue r, 
1949.) 

The "graben, overridden by thrust sheet" hypothesis was refined by Fox 
(1950), who used Zeller's map (Figure 8a) to develop cross-sections 
through the Birmingham (Figure 8b) and Knarr (Figure 8c) windows. 
Although it was not well received at the time because of the necessity of 
a sequence of compression-extension-compression regimes, this model 
deserves rethinking, recognizing the role of imbricate uplimb thrust 
faults during the growth of anticlines, with down-dropped hinge or core 
zones (Gwinn, 1964). All explanations, except the graben models, require 
that the younger outlier rocks be thrust from the overturned limb of an 
anticline 4 to 5 miles to the southeast, a distance that is difficult to 
reconcile with the limited southward extension (2 miles) of the 
Birmingham fault. 

The presence of a deeper thrust fault (the Sinking Valley fault) was 
demonstrated in a minerals exploration drilling program by the New Jersey 
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B" -IB (bottom), a steep 
dine preserved in a "graben 
fox, 1950.) 

A'-A (top) and 
concave thrust and part of a syn-

the Birmingham fauit. (After 

Zinc Company (Moebs and • 1959). The drill data are summarized in 
maps (Figures 9a and b), and cross-sections (Figures 9c to f). The 
suboutcrop of the Sinking fault, which is exposed in the 
Birmingham and !Knarr windows, is shown to be lnclined to the south and 
west beneath some 350 to 1100 feet to cover ( 9b). This map shows 
the suboutcrop position of Reedsville Shale (350 to 900 feet below the 
surface) and Juniata Formation (400 to 1100 feet deep) that were 
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T'ne introduction. of thin skinned tectonics concepts in the Appalachian 
fold belt has yielded other plausable explanat.ions for the limited aerial 
extent and large displacements, and the arched nature of some thrust 
faults. The deformation cycle is i.nitiated by ral!l!llT!JLng on a decollement 
with the development of a followed by arching over the ramp 
and the synchronous dev·elopm.ent of thrus faults on the flanks of 
the growing anticline in which the core or hinge zones may be depressed 
relative to the limbs (Gwinn, 1964; 1970). The role of synthetic and 
antithetic uplimb faults or imbricate thrust faults on the flanks of 
anticlines, and their relationship to deeper ramp faults~ was recognized by 
Gwinn (1964) as a possible configuration for the Birmingham window. He 
sholflrs lla and ll the Valley fault as an up~arched 
structure that developed with the of the Nittany Arch over a ramped 
decollement at depth~ and a convergence of the Slnking Valley fault with 
the decollement to the northwest. A sim:Uar mechanism involving stepped 
ramps has been proposed by Charlesworth and Gagnon (1985) for the develop-
ment of intercutaneous (see ll''ig. 5, Gold and IP'ohn. this volume) 
that are bounded folded thrust faults beneath an anticlinal structure. 

Piat~eo<~.J r 11 ll any A, c h 

IF re 11c. (Aher Swartz, 1966.) 

!Figure 11. Structural! interpretations of the Bimnirngham 
tooks" concepts. Note the fo~ded nature of the Sink 
amtithetk all'ld synthetic fau~ts as wen as chisel amd 
Gwill'ln"s n10deis require a ramp, with stacked thrust 
of Gwill'ln (1'964, 1970) that roost Appalachian antidines 
iimbs have deve !oped over decollement ramps, has led to 
thrust !Be it. 
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A comparison in thickness of formations in the Tyrone Gap and 
Birmingham window indicates reductions in the order of 65% (400 to 500 
feet from 1200 to 1400 feet) for the Juniata beds, and more than 90% for 
the Bald Eagle Quartzite (50 from 650 feet) and Reedsville Shale (down to 
about 100 from 1100 feet) (Swartz, 1966). Despite the reduction in 
thickness of these units, the Tuscarora and Juniata Formations show 
relatively little internal deformation, whereas the Bald Eagle and 
Reedsville rocks are highly sheared. Blocks of sheared and fractured 
limestone are preserved locally in the abandoned quarry overlying the 
strongly overturned Reedsville Shale. In the far wall of this same 
quarry southeast of the Birmingham turnoff, the contact on the mesoscopic 
scale is irregular with local indentations of sheared shale into fracture 
limestone. Thin carbonate veins, probably healed features on a 
mesoscopic and microscopic scale, are ubiquitous in the sheared 
carbonates, and renders precise stratigraphic correlation uncertain. 
"The rock appears to represent the Middle Ordovician Trentonian, Black 
Riverian and Chazyan limestones which in neighboring belts of outcrop are 
about 1200 feet thick below the Reedsville Shale ..... (Swartz, 1966). 
Swartz ( 1966) accomn:1odated these features as an attenuated drag beneath 
the Birmingham fault (see Figure lle). Rather than invoking a second 
thrust fault, Swartz (1966) has utilized some "thin-skinned tectonic'" 
concepts to accommodate the northwest dip to the Sinking Valley fault by 
curving it into the Birmingham fault as a downward splay at the fenster 
(Figure Uc). He also suggests that in both the Birmingham and Knarr 
windows "the Sinking Valley fault is presumed to be locally close to and 
not generally out of parallel with the Birmingham fault." This he shows 
(Figure llc) as a northwest dipping fault that transgresses Upper 
Ordovician and Lower Silurian beds. The present authors interpret the 
situation as a tectonically modified sedimentary contact on a series of 
closely spaced splay faults (Figure 4). 

It is unlikely that the final chapter on the Birmingham fenster will 
be written without additional deep drilling and deta.iled subsurface 
seismic profiling data. As recently as 1973 Ronald Schmiermund and Carl 
Palmer mapped in detail the underground entries of the mines on Pine Hill 
(reproduced in Smith, 1977) and they presented a geological map of the 
Birmingham area as part of the class project in Field Methods in the 
Department of Geosciences at The Pennsylvania State University. Part 
of the map, reproduced as Figure l2a, shows the Birmingham outlier as two 
discrete windows, with three small klippe of Gatesburg Dolomite to the 
northwest, straddling the Honest Valley fault. The implication of these 
data are that the Birmingham fault must be close to the present 
topographic surface and postdate the Honest Hollow fault. One way to 
resolve the time~space problem is to have the Sinking Valley fault as an 
antithetic uplimb thrust to the northwest and as a synthetic thrust to 
the southeast. The Middle Ordovician carbonates (Obrc) and underlying 
inverted section may represent intercutaneous wedges associated with a 
southeasterly dipping ramp fault. 
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fig1.1re 12b. Cmss-sectioU"D carrtooo dlepnctnU"Dg the !klippe of Schmierm~.md1 ami Palmer (above map), 
.amdl time IBn rmirogham window as an iU"Dterrcutaneow; ~Nedge that is ramped oo time SiU"Diking VaUey 
fa~Jh. A notable dleparhHe hom time model of Onadesworrtim and Gagnon (1985) (see !Fig. 5, in 
Cold and Pohn, this volume) is the steep irodill'lation to most of the bedls. 

Miles Interval 

38.65 Return to vehicles and continue southeastwards on 

38.85 0.2 
Rte 453S. 

Grier School on left is built on allochthonous Gatesburg 
beds. 
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Miles -----
39.25 

39.75 
39.95 

40.0 

40.35 
40.6 

41.1 

41.7 
44.35 

45.1 

45.85 

46.95 

48.8 
49.0 

lntetrval 

0.4 

0.35 
0.15 
0.2 

0.05 

0.35 
0.25 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0. 1 
0.4 
2.65 
0.3 

0.4 

0.05 

0.05 

0.1 

0.4 

0.1 

0.05 
0.3 

0.8 
0.8 
0.4 
0.25 

0.4 
0.2 

Note the cycles in the Gatesburg dolomite in the road-cut 
near the ridge crest. (Bedding, 070°/15°SE; main 
fractures, 140°/vert). 

Note drill-holes on left (for paleomagnetic measurements). 
End of road-cut. 
Road crosses the traces of the Shoenberger fault, which 

trends northeastward along the valley near the sign to 
Delta Quarry. This contact marks the closure of the 
Cambrian rocks in the core of the Sinking Valley 
anticline. 

Note the cyclical nature of dark (subtidal) and light 
(supra-tidal) dolomites of the Nittany Formation and 
southeasterly dips (045°/32°SE) over the next 0.3 mile. 

Bellefonte dolomites exposed in road-cuts. 
Bridge across Juniata River, with a very fine-grained 

dolomite (Tea Creek Member of uppermost Bellefonte 
Formation) on southeast side. 

Middle Ordovician limestones (Chazy Stage). 
Loysburg Formation. 
Ridge crest - Black PQver Stage. 
Thinly bedded limestones of Salona and Coburn Formations. 
End of road-cut near axis of Scotch Valley syncline. 
Arch Spring turn-off to right - remain on Rte 453S. 
Junction with Rte 45 - remain on Rte 453S to Water Street. 
Gently southeasterly dipping beds of Bellefonte Dolomite 

exposed in road-cuts for next 0.2 mile. 
Cross trace of Water Street fault near triangular 

intersection: overturned Reedsville Shale exposed on 
hillslope to left. 

Triangular intersection. Turn left to join Rte 22E after 
0.05 mile. The road-cut to the left successively 
exposes: 

Overturned Bald Eagle Sandstone (010°/73°W) to upright 
eastward; 

Red shale and sandstone of the Juniata Formation in beds 
5-90 em thick. Note easterly dipping extension faults; 

Scree slope of white Tuscarora Quartzite across river to 
southwest. 

Upright and gently easterly dipping beds (030°/17°E) of 
interbedded shale and quartzite of the Tuscarora 
Formation, conformably over Juniata Red beds. 

Turn left on :road to Alexandria. 
Railway line. Old Ganister Plant on left; the beehive 

like tops of the kilns can be seen through the trees. 
Left at first intersection beyond Mead Products Plant. 
Red shales and siltstones of the Bloomsburg (Lower Wells 

Creek) Formation. A bedding attitude of 040°/70°SE 
reflects the southeastern limb of the Round Top anti
cline. The prominent joints (140°/80°S to vertical) are 
similar in attitude to the Tyrone-Mt. Union lineament. 

Turn right 20 yards southwest of railway crossing, and 
park 0.2 mile to the southeast, in the field. Walk 300 
yards along the railroad tracks to the southeast to the 
cuts excavated into the low hill that forms the axis of 
the Round Top anticline. 
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STOP #5. BARREE SOUTHEAST RAILROAD CUT. 
Follow the schematic cross~section (Figure 13) in a 
traverse starting at Station Ill in thinly bedded shale 
and limestone of the McKenzie Member (Upper Mifflintown 
Formation), through the Rochester Shale Member (Stations 
#7 and #9) and into the underlying Keefer Formation 
(Station 1110) at the northwest end of the cut. In an 
earlier stratigraphic nomenclature these rocks were 
considered to be part of the Clinton Group. 

CAUTION: This is a busy railroad. Please watch for 
trains. 

McKenzie.Limestone Member 

McKenzie Limestone 

/ 

360 II 

180 ft 

360 ft 

-30 ft 

-20 

Figme 13. Schematic cross-section of rail road cut exposing the McKenzie and Rochester Mem
bers of the Mifflintown Formation in a complexly folded section overlying hematitic sandstone 
of the Keefer Format ion. 

THEME: 
- Disturbed zone with 4th and 5th order folds and a 

small back thrust fault. 
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Disharmonic mesoscopie scale folds, with curved axial 
surfaces that change vergence directions from south
east to northwest. 

- Local northwest dipping cleavage. 
- Early layer parallel shortening features such as wedge 

faults and snake-head folds, kink bands and box folds. 
- Algal head limestone (possibly boudinaged) with a 

small (mesoscopic scale) fan fold near Station #5. 
- Incompatible sense of folds (in the Keefer Sandstone 

with the 3rd order Barree anticline to the northwest. 

Diamond Valley 
Syncline v 

Lead~ 
Ridge 

Anticline 

Fig1.1re 114. Geology of the area arouu-ndl Barree, Peu-uu-nsy!Villu-nia, showiu-ng the structural seUir~g 
for STOP # 5, A <md B. Urn it symbols are: Ob - Bel iefonte Dolomite; Or - Reedsville Shale; 
O!Je - Bald Eagle Sau-udstou-ne; Oj - ju11iata !Formation; St - Tuscarora Formation; Srh - Rose 
Hili formatiou-n; Sk - Keefer Sa11dstou-ne; Sm - Miffiiu-ntown Formation; SIJ - Bloomsburg formatiou-n; 
Swc - Wii is Creek format iou-n • 
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NARRATIVE: THE JBARREE RAILROAD CIJT. 

Some of the best developed layer parallel shortening structures are 
exposed in two railroad cuts and one road-cut within one mile of the town. 
of IBarree. The unusual structural geology and geomorphology of the area, 
as well as the locali.ties of these outcrops, are portrayed in the 
accompanying geological sketch map (see Figure 14). The Spruce Creek 
Gap, through which the Little Juniata Ri.ver transgresses Tussey Mountain 
(Short Mountain) is evident to the northwest (direction of railway 
tracks). Although the location of the water gap is controlled by the 
Tyrone-Mt. Ulnion lineament, the exact course of the river is governed 
locally by two faults, the Water Street fault and the Spruce Creek Gap 
fault. The Water Street fault is a high angle fault with east side down, 
and it appears to be related geometrically to the Spruce Creek Gap fault, 
whose presence is inferred from contrasting bedding attitudes across a 
fracture zone in Spruce Creek Gap. This fault acted as a domain boundary 
across which the Bald Eagle sandstone beds were rotated from a gently 
southeasterly dipping attitude to a near vertical attitude (see Figure 
14). 

The railroad cut at locality A, "highlighted" in JButts' 1939 Tyrone 
Quadrangle Report, shows beds of the Tuscarora Formation thrust 
antithetically over the contact between the Tuscarora Quartzite and beds 
of the Rose Hill Shale (lowermost Clinton Group). This low angle fault 
is exposed about 20 feet above the floor of the railroad cut and cuts 
up-section but down-topography. As seen at other outcrops, this 
indicates that the major thrust fault formed prior to the regional Round 
Top anticline. To the southeast this back-thrust fault splits into a 
duplex-type system, with possible footwall under-splays in the Rose Hill 
shale beds. Drag folds in the Tuscarora beds, and a counter-clockwise 
rotation of beds in the duplex wedge, indicate a southeasterly transport. 
Some S-type folds (counter-clockwise rotations) can be seen in the small 
disturbed zone that has been "snow-ploughed" in front of the advancing 
thrust fault. The displacement on this "back-thrust" fault is of the 
order of 200 to 300 feet. 

About a mile to the southeast at STOP #5 is another railroad cut (see 
Figure 14) where the outcrops of "much crumpled" beds of McKenzie 
Limestone and Rochester Shale overlie Keefer Sandstone (!Butts et al., 
1939) are now interpreted as a disturbed zone. A structurally similar 
outcrop of these units is exposed at locality B, on the flank of Leading 
Ridge anticline. These outcrops are of interest for the mesoscopic scale 
analogs to those seen on some seismic reflection surveys. 

The outcrop at STOP 115 begins with the Keefer Sandstone, which is 
about 40 feet (12m) thick in this area, and contains some oolitic 
hematite beds. This unit was actively prospected and locally mined for 
its iron content during the 19th century. Note the wedge and tear faults 
near Stations #10 and 11. Farther to the southeast are the Lower 
(Rochester Shale) and Upper (McKenzie Limestone) members of the 
Mifflintown Formation. This formation is characterized by shales with 
interbedded limestones and some sandstones. Deformation of these 
interbedded competent and incompetent strata, yielded folds and faults in 
the relatively brittle units, and fan folds, boudins, axial plane 
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cleavage, and hinge zone thickening in the ductile units. Note the 
detached algal head masses that locally form boudins between Stations #5 
and 6. 

Some interesting mesoscopic scale structures are exposed along the 
contact between the Rochester Shale and the McKenzie Limestone beds, near 
Stations 116 and 7. The syncline portrayed at Station fl6 is concentric in 
nature, with an axial trace that crosses a bedding plane detachment and 
passes upward into an anticline. Similar patterns are seen in some 
seismic sections (the over-riding anticline may be a reasonable analogy). 
One meter to the northwest is a thicker wedge-faulted bed of limestone, 
that forms the core of a small snake-head anticline (Station #7). This 
anticline shows an antithetic vergence at the base. Higher in the fold 
the axial surface becomes vertical and near the top of the fold, the 
vergence is synthetic. Similar reversals in vergence are commonplace in 
this outcrop. The lower antithetic vergence may be related to the 
"back-thrusts" exposed about 1 mile to the northwest(at locality A), 
whereas the upper vergence may be connected to the general translation of 
the beds to the northwest, as part of the main Alleghenian movement. 

Several meters to the southeast. near Station 115, is an upright, tight 
to almost isoclinal anticline, with a small displacement fault across 
from the southeast limb to the northwest limb. Adjacent to this 
anticline is another syncline-anticline pair, whose lower beds verge 
antithetically and whose upper beds verge synthetically. These folds are 
incompatible in sense with, and appear to predate the regional folds. 

As you walk along the outcrop from northwest to southeast, note the 
following features: 

1. A kink fold in a limestone bed, that attenuates over a short 
distance normal to the general bedding surface. 

2. Mesoscopic faults in the core of 4th order folds. 

3. A fanfold and other disharmonic features associated with tight 
anticlines and synclines. 

4. Boudins and an axial plane cleavage associated with the 4th order 
folds. 

The road-cut at locality B, on the western flank of the Leading Ridge 
anticline exposes successively McKenzie Limestone and Rochester Shale of 
the Mifflintown Formation, and calcareous sandstones of the Keefer 
Formation above shales of the Rose Hill Formation. The Keefer Formation 
is only about 11 m thick, and locally contains oolitic siderite and 
hematite lenses. The competent beds in the underlying Rose Hill Shale 
are calcarenites 5-25 em thick. About 40 m of Rochester Shale is exposed 
overlying the Keefer sandstone in the core of an inclined 4th order 
syncline. Bedding-slip surfaces with slickenlines perpendicular to the 
axial line of the fold suggest a flexural slip mechanism. An axial plane 
cleavage, inclined to the southeast, is developed mainly in the hinge 
zones of the syncline and its companion anticline to the southeast. This 
cleavage is more closely spaced in the Rose Hill shale in the anticlinal 
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hinge than in the Rochester shale (3-8 mm apart) in the synclinal hinge. 
To the northwest, the dominant shale beds grade into thinly interbedded 
limestones and shales of the McKenzie formation. 

The sense of these mesoscopic scale folds is not compatible with the 
macroscopic scale anticlinal axis to the east. The westerly vergence of 
these mesoscopic scale folds and associated easterly dipping cleavage, 
suggest they may be part of a "disturbed zone" representing the upper 
portion of a splay fault at depth. Mesoscopic scale concentric folds, 
with a dominant western vergence, box folds, snake-head folds, and wedge 
faults are best developed in the McKenzie lithologies, and attest to an 
early layer parallel shortening event. 

Miles Interval 

49.2 0.2 

50.95 1.75 
51.55 0.6 
51.6 o.os 
51.7 0.1 

52.05 0.35 
52.95 0.9 

Return to vehicles, turn around and drive to Barree 
intersection. Turn left on road to Alexandria. 

Turn left at intersection near Mead Products, Inc. 
Turn right at traffic light. 
Cross over bridge to south. 
Take right fork at Y intersection to junction with Rte 

22E. 
At intersection, turn left onto Rte 22E. 
Stop in parking area on the left side of the road at the 

axis of the right-hand curve in the road. Walk across 
the highway to the exposure of limestones of the Wills 
Creek formation. 

CAUTION: We will be examining approximately 0.2 mile of 
road-cut on the blind curve of a busy highway. 

STOlP 116. CHARl.IE HILL ROAD-CUT. (Also see Figure 15). 
We conclude the field trip with an exposure of a 
probable "disturbed zone", that disappears to the 
northeast under the Broadtop synclinorium, and may 
continue southwestward as a branch of a major north
northeast striking thrust fault in the western part of 
the Spruce Creek quadrangle. 

THEME: 
- Disturbed zone with antithetic and synthetic faults 

and associated folds. 
- Kink band in the thinly laminated limestone/shale 

beds. 
- Variable attitude to axial plane cleavage, suggesting 

a late rotation along splay faults. 
- Cyclical nature of beds with 1ntertidal carbonates 

(algal limestone, mudstone, dolomite, shales and 
siltstones). 

- Solution pits (probably of evaporite material) 
deformed in axial plane direction. 
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Figure 15. Schematic cross-section for 450 feet of the Charlie Hill road-cut. The orange blaze numbers (1 to 
15) and letters (a to I) represent, respectively, marker stations and sedimentary facies units. The litho
structural units are labelled from 1 to 14 in the sketch above, and in white paint on the outcrop. The litho
structural units portrayed in the sketch may include more than one facies unit. Stratigraphically these rocks 
are assigned to the upper part of the Wills Creek Formation. 



Miles Interval 

-Late fractures trending 140°. 
- Variation in fold style from upright open to 

overturned tight in the same outcrop. 

QUESTIONS: 

- Do the ostracods (Leperditia in Unit 5 (STOP /15) 
represent a tidal environment? 

- Are the spherical quartz grain layers in Unit 8 near 
Stat .ion 112 w.ind blown? 

- Are the druzy vugs in Unit 8 deformed? 
- Do they represent dissolved gypsum balls or 

concret.ions? 
- Are the algal mattes deformed by a coarsely spaced 

(5 em) fracture cleavage? 
- Is there a bedd.ing fault or decollement between Un.its 

8 and 9? 
- Are the star-like forms a few mm across that occur in 

Unit 5 (e.g., near Station #3) relects of salt 
crystals? 

- Why are the kink bands in Unit 7 stratabound? 

NARRATIVE: CHARLIE HILL ROAD-CUT 

This outcrop is located about 6 miles (10 km) northwest of Huntingdon 
in the Seven Mountains anticlinorium, and we conclude the field trip at a 
road-cut (see Figure 15) in deformed cycles of dark limestone, laminated 
and massive mudstones, and light grey to buff weathering dolomite near 
the top of the Wills Creek Formation. We will look at depositional 
cycles, with both Wills Creek and Tonoloway affinities, that are repeated 
.in a "disturbed zone" with locally developed kink bands and axial plane 
cleavage. The geology of th.is outcrop will be treated in two parts, one 
dealing with sedimentation (by A.L. Guber), and the other with structural 
interpretation (H. Pohn and D.JP. Gold). 

Part 1: Late Silurian Shallowing Upward Cyclic Sedimentation at Charlie 
Hill 

lby 

Albert L, Guber 

Shallowing upward sedimentary cycles are characteristic of the rocks 
of Late Silurian and Early Devonian age in central Pennsylvania. but 
surprisingly few researchers have commented on their widespread and 
temporally pervasive nature. Swartz (1955) recognized "obscure cycles" 
in the Wills Creek and Tonoloway formations at Mount Union, Pennsylvania. 
His descriptions of the facies comprising the cycles were scant, and he 
attempted little environmental interpretation. His "ideal" Wills Creek 
cycle (see figure 16) would appear to contain a basal, non-laminated, 
argillaceous, dolomitic limestone which might be oolitic and/or 
fossiliferous and would exhibit a sharply defined base. This limestone 
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Tonoloway 
( 10!-L,Q') 

laminated 
dolomitic 
limestone 

banded 
limestone 

fossil 
limestone 

Wills Creek 
(5-25') 

mudstone 

laminated 
argillaceous 
limestone or shale 

argillaceous 
dolomitic 
limestone 

Fngu rre 1 6. Swartz ' s idea! Wi lis Creek <nrrod 
Tonoloway cycles. 

would grade upward into a laminated argillaceous limestone or dark 
calcareous shale which, in turn, would be gradationally overlain by red 
and green mudstones. Swartz's Wills Creek cycles seem to range from 5 to 
25 feet thick. 

Swartz's Tonoloway cycles (see Figure 16) would be similar to his 
Wills Creek cycles in that both cycles commenced with an oolitic or 
fossiliferous limestone. The ideal Tonoloway cycle, however, would 
contain no mudstones, and the basal limestone would grade upwards through 
banded limestones to laminated dolomitic limestones. More massive 
vugular dolomites occur in places in the upper part of the cycle. 

Gwinn and Bain (1964) and Gwinn and Clack (1965) interpreted 
Swartz's Wills Creek and Tonoloway cycles as shoaling upward cycles in 
which the salinity of the environment increased up-cycle. They 
considered the limestones to be subtidal and the dolomites to be inter
to supratidal. Vinton Gwinn spent a year at Penn State in 1964, during 
which time he gathered additional data and sharpened his arguments for 
thin-skin deformation of the central Appalachians. At this time he also 
persued his interest in cyclicity in the Upper Silurian rocks exposed at 
Mt. Union. This writer joined Gwinn .in v:l..siting the Mt. Union section, 
at which time Gwinn gave the wrlter several dittoed diagrams illustrating 
his concept of cyclicity .in the Wills Creek and Tonoloway formations. 
Unfortunately~ Vinton met an accidental death at a relatively young age, 
and~ as far as the writer can ascertain, did not publish the results of 
his cyclicity studies. 

Figure 17 shows Gwinn's ideal Wills Creek and Tonoloway cycle 
sequences as deduced from his analysis of the Mt. Union section. The 
most marine portion of both cycles is their basal part (symbol (a) in 
Figure 17 and this may be a fossiliferous and/or oolitic and/or 
intraclastic limestone or limey shale. The contact of this unit with its 
underlying facies is sharply defined in contrast to most other contacts 
in the sequence. Gwinn's ideal Wills Creek cycle would then grade upward 
into a vaguely laminated greenish-grey mudstone (b) to a greenish (c) to 
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reddish (d) and back to greenish (e) massive mudstone. The upper part of 
this mudstone is usually more dolomitic than the lower part which is more 
calcitic. The massive mudstones would grade upward into dolomitic 
laminated mudstones (f) and the Wills Creek cycle would terminate with a 
massive dolomite (g) whose base and top are sharply defined. 

the basal massive limestones (h) of Gwinn's Tonoloway cycle would 
grade up into laminated limestones (i), thence, to laminated dolomites 
(j) followed by a porous zone (k). The facies of the porous zone would 
include argillaceous laminated limestones and dolomites which generally 
are deeply weathered and poorly exposed. These rocks commonly are 
vugular and highly brecciated. The Tonoloway, Like the Wills Creek 
cycle, would terminate with a sharply defined massive dolomite (1). 

Tonoloway 
(3'-21') 

Wills Creek 
(5'-25') 

Facies Facies Type of 
Symbol Carbonate 

Facies .Facies 
Symbol 

Type of 
Carbonate 

massive 1 
dolomite 

porous k 
carbonate 
zone 
____ ..,... ____ _,_.. __ 

-----------
laminated j 
dolomite __ _,_ ______ """"_"""""_ 

r-----------
laminated i 
limestone __ ,__...,......,._...,. _____ r-----------
massive h 
limestone 

-----gradational contact 
C "" calcite 

D 

c or D 

1-----------
D))C 
C+D -

""""--=-------. 
C))D 

----------
c 

massive 
dolomite 

greenish gray 
laminated 
mudstone 

g 

f 

D 

D 

greenish massive e C or D 
mudstone 

reddish massive d C 
mudstone 

greenish massive c C 
mudstone 

vaguely b C 
laminated 
greenish 
mudstone 

dark shale + a C 
limestone 

~---sharp contact 
D = dolomite 

figure 117 • Gwinro al'ld !Bairo's ideal WiHs Creek and Tonoloway cydes. 

Shallowing upward cycles have also been reported from the Keyser 
Formation (Head, 1969) which overlies the Tonoloway and from the Lower 
Devonian Helderberg Group (Anderson and Goodwin, 1980) of New York state. 
In these formations, as in the Wills Creek and Tonoloway, a rapid 
transgressive stage is followed by a gradual aggradational shallowing 
upward stage. Anderson and Goodwin (1980) have referred to such 
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sequences as punctuated aggradational cycles (PACs). Such cycles are 
noteworthy in the central Appalachians because of their widespread 
geographic distribution, and their temporal persistence over the 
diversity of lithofacies embraced by the Wills Creek through Helderberg 
formations. 

At Charlie Hill, the uppermost part of the Wills Creek Formation is 
exposed, and interbeds of some of the Tonoloway facies are also present. 
Because of the presence of units from two different cyclic sequences, the 
Charlie Hill cycles are not as obvious as at Mt. Union. Most of the 
Charlie Hill cycles are incomplete, but all of the units of the ideal 
Wills Creek cycle shown on Figure 17 are present in the outcrop. Letters 
on the outcrop correspond to facies letters shown on Figure 17. 

Part II: General Geology and Structural Interpretations 

by H. A. Pohn and D. P. Gold 

In addition to the facies units described above, and identified by 
the symbols a to g in 450 feet of the road-cut at Charlie Hill (see 
Figure 15), 14 litho-structural units have been recognized and labelled 
in black (Numbers 1-14 in Figure 15). The typical sedimentary facies 
change upward from thinly bedded dark marine limestones and shales 
(locally with salt(?) crystal molds), through buff weathering grey 
oolitic limestone beds, edgewise conglomerates and shale, into finely 
laminated algal matte limestone and greenish mudstone that grade into 
massive green calcareous mudstones about 2 m thick. These mudstones 
exhibit similar coincidal fracture and plumose decorations on the joint 
surfaces to the overlying massive red and gray mudstones (about 5 m 
thick), followed by a green dolomitic mudstone about l m thick that 
contains druzy vugs, 2-20 em across, generally in distinct stratigraphic 
horizons. The top of a cycle is marked by a buff weathering fine-grained 
dolomite, generally about 30 em thick, that locally contains rip-up 
clasts conglomerates. 

The exposure at Charlie Hill contains an excellent example of anti
thetic folds and faults, formed in the hanging wall of a synthetic fault, 
possibly against a sharp flexure abutment. The southern part of the out
crop show folds shortening in wavelength as a small displacement fault is 
approached. The more northerly part of the exposure shows the wavelength 
again decreasing as the buttressing fault or flexure is approached (see 
Figure 18a). This is illustrated in the reconstruction sketch (Figure 
18b) depicting the northerly part of the folded sequence at some time 
prior to the development of the faults, but after the initiation of the 
folds. The dashed lines show the location of the incipient faults. The 
decrease in wavelength towards the bounding fault is so pervasive in the 
central Appalalchians that a fold train decreasing in wavelength 
(commonly attentend with an increase in amplitude) is an almost certain 
indicator of a nearby bounding fault. 

The variable attitude of the cleavage is perplexing, and suggests late 
rotation on splay faults(?). Small ramps and snake-head faults (Station 
#7), and uplimb thrust faults (antithetic and synthetic) attest to an 
early layer parallel shortening event. The wedge faults in Unit 7 in the 
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Figure 18. Schematic cross-section of part of the Charlie Hill road-cut, showing the present day configuration 
(a), and a reconstruction if the splay faults are removed. 
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hinge zone of the syncline at Station #6 are anomalous because they 
usually are found in competent beds coring anticlines. The kink bands 
are restricted to the laminated argillaceous algal limestone beds, and 
Faill (1973) noted that the asymmetry of the kink bands is a function of 
the dip of the enveloping surface. Local solution vugs, up to 20 em 
across, appear to be deformed and elongated in the direction of the axial 
plane cleavage. The conclusion that the leached material from the vugs 
is anhydrite or gypsum is not unreasonable when one considers that these 
beds intertongue with the Salina (salt) Formation farther to the west. 

This outcrop illustrates several space accommodation features 
associated with asymmetric and inclined synclines in the Valley and Ridge 
province, and in overthrust belts elsewhere. They are characterized by a 
single uplimb thrust fault on the steep limb and several uplimb thrust 
faults on the shallow limb, e.g., the synclines exposed at Stations #6 
and #11. Also note the tight overturned syncline that repeats Units 10 
and 11 near the road sign. Similar features have been noted in a 10m 
wavelength syncline, 1 km east of Keyser, West Virginia, and in a 200 m 
wavelength syncline north of the dam site at Medley, West Virginia, as 
well as in a 3 km syncline in the Brooks Range, Alaska (John Kelley, 
pers. comm., 1985). Recognition of the uplimb thrust faults in some of 
the larger synclines of the Valley and Ridge province of the eastern 
overthrust belt may be difficult unless there is duplication of a marker 
unit, such as the doubling of the Tuscarora beds at Judy Gap, West 
Virginia (Perry, 1978), because these faults (particularly on the steep 
limb) are nearly bed-parallel. Disparity in limb thickness might be only 
a few percent if the faults are nearly bed-parallel, but could be as high 
as several tens of percent if the uplimb thrust are inclined 20° to 30° 
to bedding. 

Miles Interval 

53.05 0.1 
2.55 
0.6 

56.3 0.1 

57.2 0.9 
63.7 6.5 
64.95 1. 25 

2.75 

1.4 
70.85 l. 75 
72.95 2. l 

Return to vehicles and drive southeast for about 200 
yards. 

Turn left on Petersburg road, Rte 305N. 
Bridge. 
Right turn, and cross over bridge. 
Cross over railroad bridge, and turn right at junction 

with Barree road. Follow Rte 305N to Petersburg. 
Left turn in Petersburg. 
Village of Neffs Mills. 
Mooresville. Leave Rte 305 at Y intersection and follow 

left branch to State College. 
Stone Valley Recreation Center; and outdoor facility 

operated by The Pennsylvania State University. Entrance 
to Civil Engineering Camp. 

Stone Valley Nature Center. 
Turn left onto Rte 26 at intersection. 
STOP #7. LOOK-OUT ON CREST OF TUSSY MOUNTAIN. 

This is an informal stop for a late afternoon view of 
Nittany Valley, an anticlinal valley underlain by 
Ordovician carbonate rocks. Bald Eagle and Tuscarora 
rocks are preserved in Nittany Mountain, a 3rd order 
syncline on the broader 2nd order Nittany Arch. It is 
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74e9 1.95 

76.2 1. 3 
77.15 0.95 
80.55 3.4 
80.65 0.1 

the first major valley into the Appalachian Valley and 
Ridge Province east of Bald Eagle Valley and the 
Appalachian Front. This areh terminates south of 
Birmingham, where the Sinking Valley anticline plunges 
beneath Canoe Mountain. The Birmingham fault, seen at 
Stop #3, has been mapped along the far side of the 
valley to a point beyond the line of site with Nittany 
Mountain. 

Village of Pine Grove Mills. Turn right at junction with 
Rte 45 at the traffic light. 

Keep left on Rte 26N at junction with Rte 45. 
Turn right at traffic light onto Whitehall Road. 
Turn left at traffic light onto Rte 322. 
Turn left into Holiday Inn parking lot - end of Field Trip. 
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FIELD TRIP #5 

ORIGIN Of THE MERCER HIGH-AlUMINA ClAY 

by 
E. G. Williams and William Rragonier 

Among the most unique deposits in the co a 1 fields in western Pennsylvania are 
the underclays which lie below the Lower Mercer coal; unique because they contain 
the minerals diaspore, boehmite. and gibbsite which occur together with kaolinite 
and are confined to one stratigraphic position and to a relatively restricted area 
in the northeastern part of the Appalachian Rasin, encompassing parts of Clearfield, 
Centre, Cameron, and Clinton Counties (Fig. 1). Clays of this composition are known 
from only one other area in the United States--the Cheltenham fire clays from 
Missouri. In both areas, the clays are the basis for an extensive refractory brick 
industry. The deposits in western Pennsylvania have been studied by Foose (1944), 
Bolger and Weitz (1952), Williaf'lS (1960b), Erickson (1963), and Bragonier (1970). 
These studies deal mainly with the genesis of the high-alumina deposits. Weitz and 
Bolger (1964) have prepared a geologic map of the Mercer clay horizon and associated 
formations and members (Pocono, Mauch Chunk, Lower Mercer coal, and the Lower 
Clarion coal in the four counties where the clays are found). This map is most 
useful in prospecting for the clays and will be discussed later. 

The location of the principal high-alumina clay deposits is shown in Figure 1 
and their stratigraphic position in Figure 2. The areas in Clearfield County (west 
of State College) and in Clinton County (west of Lock Haven) are commercial strip or 
deep mines and all contain both diaspore and flint clays. All other localities con
tain only flint clay. The exact stratigraphic position of the clay shown in Figure 2 
is at the base of the Pennsylvanian, where it overlies sandstones and red beds of 
the Mauch Chunk Formation. However, the correlation and identification of this 
sandstone has been a matter of debate, Edmunds (1968) calling it upper Pocono. 
Although differing as to formation, most investigators now believe such sandstones 
to be Mississippian in age. based on plant fossils. The high-alumina clays there-
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High-Alumina Clay 
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figme 2. Stratigraphic cross section of the Upper Mississippian arnd IPernnsyhtarniarn P'ousviUe 
rocks in ~A~estem Pemilsyivarnia. The Mercer high-ai!.Jmina day occurs bet~A~eEm Ci.HVIIeflSviiie and 
Renovo arnd is marked by x's. Aher WHiiams and others (1969). 

fore occur in the areas where the Pottsvi~le and Upper Mississippian formations are 
thinnest, a fact we interpret to mean that the occurrence of the clay has been 
tectonically controlled. 

A classification of the high-alumina clays is given in Figure 3. Flint and 
block clays are volumetrically the most important types. They consist of a very 
fine grained groundmass (10 microns) of well-crystallized kaolinite with ~esser 
amounts of coarsely crystalline stringers, veinlets. and patches of kaolinite. 
Flint clays are very dense, smooth. with a conchoidal fracture producing sharp edges 
and points, and frequently brecciated. The a~umina content of flint c~ays is about 
40 percent. 

Diaspore and boehmite constitute the high-al na minerals occurring in the 
nodule clay fraction of the deposit. Both of these minerals occur as fine-grained 
groundmass or as nodular masses in a kaolinite matrix. Nodules may become so abun
dant that they comprise the whole deposit. thereby producing what is cal~ed burnt 
nodule clay, a gray to brown. porous material with a cindery appearance, having an 
alumina content of about 70 percent. Quartz and il~ite, although abundant in the 
plastic clays. are absent in the high-alumina clays. However, tourmaline and zircon 
are common in the high-alumina clays and rare in the plastic clays. Pyrite. 
siderite, and limonite are the main iron-bearing minerals whose presence, generally 
less than two percent, is critical to the use of the clay in making refractory brick 
since these minerals have a pronounced, undesirable effect on melting temperature. 
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Organic constituents preserved within the Mercer clays occur as either remains 
of cellular tissues (mostly roots) or remains of microbiological organisms and lower 
forms of life. The general dirty appearance of kaolinite is believed to be due to 
the fine-grained organic particles incorporated within the groundmass. 

The local variation in the mineralogy of the high-alumina clays appears to be 
"largely controlled by paleotopography developed on the quartzitic sandstone which. 
in almost all localities, lies directly below the clay, usually with sharp contact. 
Figure 4 shows that the nodule clays of the Mercer are located on the sides of 

Nodule Cloy 

~~ Siltstcmt 

Flint Clay 

Shale 

Semi-Flint Clay 

msoii 
Sandlsto11e 

Figl.llre 4. A typic ad cross section of the lo\1\o'er Mercer high-aiumina day on the Al'lderson Creek 
a rea sever a! mHes north of Cur\1\o'ensville, Pennsylvania. 
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elevated areas and are absent in low areas in between. Observe that the nodule clay 
is bounded by flint clay, and that both clays thin toward the adjacent low. It is 
not clear whether the flint clillys thickened into the low and were subsequently 
eroded or were confined to the topographic high. However, it is quite evident that 
the nodule clays were developed on the more topographically elevated areas. Petro
graphic evidence shows that the diaspore and boehmite replace both the coarsely and 
finely crystalline kaolinite, so that we infer that this process was favored by more 
intense leaching on the topographic highs. 

Reference to Figure 1 shows the nature of the subregional variation in the 
Mercer high-alumina clay. In the northeast part of Clearfield County, the clay is 
absent and, as shown in Figure 5, replaced by sandstone. called the Upper 
Connoquenessing. The upper diagram illustrates the idea that the Mercer clays were 
developed over the eroded edges of several sandstone bodies within the Mauch Chunk 
Formation. The lower diagram conveys the hypothesis that the distribution of the 
c~ays is primarily controlled by Pennsylvanian erosion. This interpretation would 
imply that the clays are largely depositional features and that no major hiatus 
occurs between the clay and underlying sandstone. 

We tend to favor the first interpretation for the following reasons. Paleo
botanical studies quoted in Edmunds (1968) demonstrate that the underlying sandstone 
is Middle Mississippian and the Mercer clays uppermost-lower Pennsylvanian. In 
addition, the sandstone below the Mercer clay, at every locality, shows evidence of 
intensive chemical weathering; namely these sandstones, unlike any others in the 
upper Paleozoic, do not contain chlorite, have very high kaolinite contents, contain 
an abundance of chert cement, and exhibit, in the upper 20 feet. well-rounded and 
etched quartz grains as well as concentrations of well-rounded tourmaline. And 
although some of these properties might have been inherited from an adjacent. deeply 
weathered shield, al~ of them together suggest considerable in situ alteration. 

Because the high-alumina clay rests sharply on the underlying sandstone, whose 
composition prior to cementation by quartz and kaolinite was probably greater than 
90 percent quartz. many investigators (Erickson, 1963; Bragonier. 1970) have 
A0 A 

(A) 

(B) 

figme 5. A hypothetkad cross section thm8..Hgh 
Centre and Clearfield Cow1ties iilustrating the 
ideas that the Mercer days were confined l:o 
paleotopographic highs (SA) orr limited bv post
day erosion (58). line A-A 1 is shoWfl"' oo 
figure 1. Scales .are approximate. 
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inferred that the source for the nodule clay must have been colloidally precipitated 
flint clays, which formed by flocculation in swampy coastal environments, or perhaps 
a more complex detritus of illite. kaolinite, and quartz. which was purified by con
tact with organic-rich, acid swamp waters. One of the principal lines of evidence 
which suggests that at least a part of the clay was derived from rocks like the 
underlying sandstone is the presence, in local areas of the clay. of lense-shaped 
concentrations of rounded tourmaline, similar in size, shape, and roundness to that 
in the underlying sandstone. Surrounding all such occurrences are wavy and con
torted structures in the kaolinite matrix which suggest that there has been collapse 
and flowage. Since the volume of tourmaline in the sandstone is about one quarter 
of one percent. the removal of all the quartz would involve a considerable loss of 
volume, which might account for the flow structures. And lastly, the development of 
kaolinitic and bauxitic clays on quartzites is not so rare as might be imagined--the 
Gatesburg Formation, a formation consisting of quartzite and dolomitic quartzite, is 
the source for extensive kaolinite and local bauxite deposits formed during the late 
Tertiary in central Pennsylvania. Loughnan (1962) also reports thick bauxite 
deposits overlying quartzite formations in Australia. Given the high permeability 
of these rocks, sufficient water. and time. it is not out of the reach of prob
ability that the Mercer high-alumina clays were largely derived from the underlying 
sandstones. 

figure 6. Map of the distribution of the wdous 
day mineral fades in the Mercer underclay. 
From WiHnams and others (1969). 
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Figure 7. Map showing the distribution of 
the day types in the iower Pennsylvanian 
Cheltenham day. from Keller and others 
( 1954). 



and others (1954). Keller attributes the regional facies changes to increased 
intensity of leaching with increasing tectonic relief on the northern flank of the 
Ozark Domep as well as to increasing time of exposure to weathering processes. We 
believe that the regional thinning of the Upper ssissippian and lower Pennsyl
vanian sections in a northeasterly direction along the axis of the basin is caused 
by both erosion and nondeposition in areas of elevated topography. which existed 
d~ring the time of clay formation. Areas of tectonic doming in the northeastern 
parts of the basin d~ring the Upper Paleozoic have been disc~ssed by Williams and 
Bragonier (1974). 

We propose the following theory of or1g1n for the Mercer high-alumina clays. 
During late Mississippian and Early Pennsylvanian time~ the northeastern portion of 
the Allegheny Plateaij was a stable shelf or slightly elevated area as a result of 
tectonic doming in north-central Pennsylvania. This paleotectonic framework pro
vided the conditions necessary for the formation of the high-alumina clay; namely. a 
prolonged period of environmental stability. relatively large supplies of silica and 
al~mina and a relatively low amo~nt of detrital material. and extensive chemical 
weathering possibly enhanced by an underlying, permeable sandstone. The initial 
material from which the nodule clays were derived is not known. but might have 
ranged from colloidal precipitates of kaolinite and illite to quartz-rich sand. 
Within the clay-forming environment that existed over significant paleotopography on 
sandstones of the Ma~ch Chunk Formation. extensive chemical leaching took place, 
enriching the deposit in alumina. Ouring this sustained period of chemical purifi
cation. the clays were subjected to physical reworking. Alternative periods of 
oxidation and red~ction caused by water-table fluct~ations within the environment 
resulted in intermittent drying and shrinking of the deposit, especially near 
paleotopographic highs. These circumstances, combined with effects of minor en 
masse gravitational adjustments on paleotopographic slopes. event~ally led to-a con
siderable amount of fragmentation within the deposit. 

The dark color and the presence of root traces and dispersed organic matter. i~ 
the clay. s~ggest that the environment was both red~cing and capable of removing 
silica and alumina at the same time. Since it has been shown that organic com
plexing may dissolve silica and al~mina, a swampy. coastal-plain environment with 
some local relief and periodic change in the water table might be the environment 
envisioned as illustrated in Figure 8. 

The ability to predict the occurrence and properties of the Mercer high-alumina 
clay depends upon o~r capacity to relate these properties to features which are more 
easily observable. We have done this in the areas of good exposure of the clay and 
the following are the most usef~l exploration g~ides: 

1. The Mercer high-alumina clay is everywhere ~nderlain by a resistant. 
outcropping sandstone of distinctive mineralogy and physical appearance. 
in co~trast to other Upper Paleozoic sandstones, this sandstone is a light
gray orthoquartzite with a kaolinite and chert cement and containing. in 
the ~pper 20 feet, ro~nded and pitted quartz and tourmaline. This sand
stone formation lacks chlorite and low-rank metamorphic rock fragments, 
compo~ents which characterize almost all Mississippian and Pennsylvanian 
sandstones. Williams and Griffiths (1961) demonstrated that these charac
teristics statistically separate clay- from nonclay-bearing areas. 

2. Oistrib~tion of the clay on a subregional scale is controlled by the 
presence of sandstones which either replace the clay or erode it. Such 
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!Figure '9. Relation between the 
present topography and ~he dli st d
bution of the Mercer high-adumina 
day in a portion of the uses 7.5-
minutte IEilioH Park, 1Pennsyh1ania, 
quad rang ie. The shaded paUe m 
defines the area v11here the day is 
presel'nt. The stwctural dip is to 
the southeast. 



sa~dsto~es are typical 1ow-ra~k graywackes, co~tai~i~g chlorite a~d ab~n
da~t low-ra~k metamorphic rock fragments. Unlike the crossbed dip direc
tio~s of the Ma~ch Ch~~k sandstones, which are mainly so~thwest. those in 
the graywackes are mainly northwest. Their presence below the Mercer coal 
mea~s that the high-alumina clay is abse~t. 

3. The ~od~le facies are most ab~ndant in the vicinity of paleotopographic 
highs, altho~gh often the thickest nodijle sections occur on the slopes near 
the higher areas. rather than directly over the summits. This is especi
ally tr~e on the more significant paleotopographic s~mmits where the nod~1e 
facies may have been entirely removed by later erosion. 

4. Us~ally both the size and percentage of nodules increase upward through the 
clay. although a deposit of flint clay often overlies the nodule facies. 

5. In general, iron-bearing minerals are more prevalent in paleotopographic 
lows and also increase toward the bottom of the deposit. 

6. In areas where the Mercer coals and associated rocks occur on the highest 
parts of hills, as is the case in anticlinal areas, the present topography 
may reflect the pa"ieotopography which existed d~ring and after the forma
tion of the high-al~mina c1ays 9 as illustrated in Figures 4 a~d 9. The 
reason for this association is that the high-al~mina clay is more resistant 
than siltstones and shales which filled the adjacent paleotopographic lows, 
so that upon expos~re to later Mesozoic and Cenozoic erosion, sediments in 
the low would be more easily removed. The res~lting topography therefore 
represents exhumed. early Pennsylvanian topography. 

Application of the above criteria to areas shown by Weitz and Bolger (1964) to 
be underlain by the Mercer coal leads ~s to believe that there are still relatively 
large quantities of flint and diaspore clay yet to be developed. 
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ORIGIN Of PlASTIC UNOERClAYS 

by 
E. G. Williams and Philip Holbrook 

Many of the shales~ underclays. and coals of the Pottsville and lower and 
middle Allegheny of western Pennsylvania exhibit systematic mineralogical changes 
from basin margins to basin center; namely shales and underclays contain higher 
amounts of illite. chlorite. and pyrite in the basin center in contrast to the 
margins where kaolinite is more abundant. and pyrite and chlorite are low or absent. 
Coals show the same trends in addition to petrographic variation where vitrain is 
more abundant a1ong basin margins. The causes of these regional facies changes in 
silicate mineralogy have been variously interpreted as due to differential settling. 
differential floccuijation~ different sources, authigenesis in marine and freshwater 
environments. diagenesis. and in the case of the underclays, weathering before. 
during, or after peat deposition. The main purpose of this paper is to make a 
regional analysis of a single underclay in order to establish the standard against 
which to compare other underclays. Accordingly. quantitative X-ray analyses of 70 
sections of the lower Kittanning underclay. taken at 1-foot intervals, were made. 
The sampling localities are shown in Figure 7 and the stratigraphic position in 
Figure 1. 

The lower Kittanning underclay can be grouped into four main classes as 
illustrated in Figure 2. Because chlorite is present in almost all Pennsylvanian 
sediments. its absence in underclays suggests weathering. Accordingly. we first 
grouped the clays into classes without chlorite and those containing this mineral in 
some part of the profile. Next. each of these groups was further subdivided based 
on whether a distinctive vertical sequence of minerals was present. As shown in the 
figure. four criteria were used to determine if in situ weathering had occurred; 
namely, an absence of chlorite in the upper part of the profile, a progressive 
increase in the kaolinite/illite ratio upward, an increase in vermiculite upward, 
and a decrease in mica basal spacing upward. The underclays without chlorite and 
exhibiting this vertical variation were interpreted to have formed in situ by 
pedogenic processes; those underclays without chlorite or a discernible vertical 
variation were thought to represent transported clays derived locally from the 
residual clays. Clays containing chlorite but lacking any vertical variation in 
mineralogy were thought to be unweathered. And lastly, those underclays containing 
chlorite and exhibiting some vertical variation were thought to have undergone some 
weathering but less than that experienced by class 1. 

Figure 3 shows a typical example of a weathered profile and Figure 4 the 
corresponding X-ray patterns. Kaolinite-mica ratio increases exponentially upward 
and mica diminishes in thickness of basal spacing in the same direction; vermiculite 
increases in the upper part of the profile; and chlorite is absent through the 
entire section of clay. In contrast. Figure 5 illustrates a clay which shows no 
systematic variation in clay mineralogy but contains no chlorite, conditions we 
interpret to mean that the clay is a transported one whose source was an adjacent. 
deeply weathered soil. 

Figure 6 shows the appearance of a typical chloritic underclay. The upper foot 
is p1astic, light gray, rooted, and contains no chlorite. The lower portion of the 
profile is medium gray (N-4). hard, and has a laminated structure. Siderite nodules 
are present below the fifth foot. Here, as in most chloritic profiles. the mica is 
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figure 1. Stratigraphic column of the Pottsville and Allegheny Series in 
Clearfield County, from Williams, Bergenb.aci<, Falla, and Udagawa (1968). 

better crystallized with sharper X-ray diffraction peaks and greater apparent mica 
thicknesses. 

Table 1 summarizes the mineralogic properties of the four underclay categories 
classified in Figure 2. The parameters describe the average clay mineralogy of each 
category as well as parameters sensitive to weathering within profiles. The 
weathering ratio is the kaolinite/mica ratio of the top foot of a profile divided by 
the same ratio of the bottom foot. The mica-loss ratio is the cubed basal thickness 
of the mica in the bottom foot divided by the same value in the top foot. Both 
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NO WEATHERING 

1. ABSENCE OF CHlORITE IN UPPER FEET OF A PROFilE. 
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TOWARD THE ClAY-COAl CONTACT. 

3. INCREASE IN VIERMICUUTIE TOWARD THE ClAY-COAl 
CONTACT. 

4. DECREASE IN "APPARENT MICA" THICKNESS TOWARD 
THE ClAY-COAl CONTACT. 

N0(31) --< >--VIES NO---< 
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T 
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WEATHERED 
TRANSPORTED 

SOil 
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T 
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T 
D 

UNWEATHERED 
BEDROCK 

figure 2. A classification of lower Kittanning underclay profiles. 
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Figure 3. Underclay profile char
acteristic of deeply weathered soil, 
dass A on Figure 2. 
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Table 1. Summary of the clay mineralogy of the various categories of the 
lower Kittanning underclay and associated Allegheny shales. 

Weathering 
Average Average ratio Mica-loss 

P rofi 1 e kaol ./mica percentage Kr x Ms ratio Number of 
type ratio of chlorite KB x MT (TMs)3/(TMr)3 profiles 

Deeply weathered 
son {A) 1.39 o.o 2.29 6.66 26 

Weathered trans-
ported soi 1 (C) 1.27 o.o 1.16 3.03 31 

s 1 i ght 1 y weathered 
son (B) 0.97 2.0 3.92 9.30 3 

Unweathered 
bedrock (D) 0.61 7.5 1.41 4.28 18 

9 

ratios are designed so that a value of 1.0 means no vertical mineralogical gradient 
and therefore no evidence for weathering, a conclusion which assumes the clay-rich 
sediments were deposited without a vertical mineralogical gradient. 

The foregoing analysis of vertical variability has shown fairly strong evidence 
for weathering. Two new parameters, weathering ratio and mica-loss ratio. were 
designed to document this vertical variability. These same parameters also permit 
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the study of areal variability. Where these parameters are areally related to each 
other and to paleotopography, weathering is a probable cause of some of the regional 
vari abn Hy. 

Contoured on Figure 7 is the average kaolinite/mica ratio for the Lower 
Kittanning underclay. Kaolinite/mica ratios are high along the northern basin 
margin. and also high in the folded Allegheny Mountain region to the southeast. 
IJnderclays that occur in the aforementioned basin axis have the lowest kaolinite/
mica ratio. Thus, there is a general correspondence between paleotopographic 
control as defined by Williams and Bragonier (1974) and average underclay 
mineralogy. It is suggested that kaolinite content is greater on paleotopographic 
highs because these sites have better soil drainage and are exposed for longer 
times. Also observe that the sections containing chlorite occur primarily in 
topographic and structural lows where the K/M ratio is less than l, whereas flint 
clays (pure kaolinite) occur on topographic and structural highs where the K/M 
ratios generally exceed 1.50. 

i 
i MAP Of THE AVERAGE KAOLINITE/MICA RATIO l _____________________________________________ 4 

4 < 4 

I 

••• 

o STATE 
COLLEGE 

CIIILII!IOlE ll'RfSUill' 

4 4 

A!IEAS lllill'li Wllf!EIII ®Iii@ FIEri' 
a!F S1J'li!IIIICTIII!i1Al RIH!U 

AIIITOCLRIIIAIL AlliS liiOiTill 3110-®®lil FEU 
IIIIF S11'BIU1:11"111ML llUIU 

fogll.lrre 7. Map of the average kaolinite/mica rat no for the lo\J\I'er Kittanning ll.lnderday, showing 
distribl.lltions of chlorite, flint days, and major stmctmad elements. 
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Figure 8 is a map of the weathering ratio of the Lower Kittanning plastic 
underclay. There is a great deal of similarity between this map and the average K/M 
map (Fig. 7). Weathering ratios are highest (>3.0) along the stable northern basin 
margin, and lowest in the basin axis where the 1.0 value indicates that no signifi
cant weathering has occurred. These different weathering ratios probably reflect 
different soil drainage conditions which can be inferred from paleotopography. 

There is a striking contrast between the tectonically passive northern basin 
margin and the more deformed eastern basin margin. Average weathering ratios are 
much lower and more variable along the eastern margin, although most of the values 
are above 1.0, indicating that some weathering has occurred. Third-order paleo
topography as well as sedimentary cut and fill probably controls much of this local 
variability. Our sampling is sufficient to demonstrate the aforementioned regional 
paleotopographic controls but not to demonstrate local paleotopographic ones. 

. MAP Of THE WEATHERING RATIO l KTOP X MBOT 
KBOT X MTOP 

1.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·---·-·7 4 
• 4 

SCALE (MILES) 

o STATE 
COLLEGE 

4 

figure 8. Map of the weal:hedrng-ratio irndex based oo the kaolinite/mica ratio in the top foot 
of the unde relay divuded by the kaoiirn ite/mka rat no in the bottom foot. 
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Figure 9 is a map of the mica-loss ratio. It is simnar in many respects to 
the weathering-ratio map (Fig. 8) and the average kaolinite/mica ratio map (Fig. 7). 
The variability of this parameter can also be related to paleotopography. The 
sample locations along the northern basin margin generally have high mica-loss 
ratios (above 5.0), whereas the lowest ratios are in the basin axis. Values near 
1.0 indicate negligible mica loss. 

As in Figures 7 and 8, the mica-loss ratios are lower and MOre variable along 
the eastern basin margin. The Allegheny Mountain region to the south has high 
mica-loss ratios (above 5.0). suggesting a strong second-order paleotopographic 
control. This region also has a relatively high K/M ratio as shown in Figure 7. 

The determination of the exact amount of weat ing would depend on estimation 
of the regional variability of unweathered parent material of the underclay. 
Williams and others (1974) have studied such variations in the shales and siltstones 
above the lower KHtanninq coal. rocks which varv froM marine to fresh water from 
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basin axis to margins, and wh-ich we believe would approximate the composition of 
parent material for any of the lower Pennsylvanian underclays. The kaolinite/illite 
ratios for the shale vary from 0.20 in the basin center to 0.50 along the northern 
and eastern margins. lliams and others (1974) believed such variation was 
probably produced by selective size sorting or differential flocculation. Corres
ponding values for the Lower Kittanning underclay are 0.43 and 1.50, respectively. 
Thus, approximately 30 percent of the regional variation in the underclay could have 
been inherited from the parent sediments. Furthermore. compared to the shale, the 
kaolinite/illite ratio has been increased in the underclay by a factor of 2 in the 
basin center and by 3 at the margins. a condition which supports the differential
weathering theory developed from the weathering and mica-loss maps. Figure 10 
illustrates the relations in graphic form between underclays and shales from which 
they were derived. The form of the underclay curve resembles that of the shale. 
Williams. Bergenback. Falla. and Udagawa (1968) concluded that the variation in the 
clay mineralogy of the sha·le is caused by differential settling or differential 
flocculation of kaolinite in the nearshore environment. thus accounting for the 
lower mica/kaolinite ratio at the margin of the bituminous coal basin. The dif
ference between the shale and the underclay. which is greatest at the elevated basin 
margin. we believe has been produced by in situ weathering. The remainder of the 
regional variation in the underclay is produced by inhe tance of the mineralogy 
from the underlying shales and sandstones. 

Of great significance to the theories of underclay genesis is the length of 
time required to form underclays. An attempt has been made to estimate this 
duration by comparing the potassium loss between the top and bottom feet of the 
underclay with corresponding values from accurately dated Wisconsinan tills. where 
Hensel and White (1958) found an average loss of 0.1 percent K20 per thousand years. 
Table 2 gives the estimates for the sections that showed evidence of weathering. 

Despite the evidence for strong weathering in many sections, the underclays do 
not exhibit the marked zonation of modern well-drained soils. which led McMillan 
(1956) to interpret them as analogues of modern gleys. which are gray. poorly 
drained soils. Because the gleying process involves mainly the removal of iron 
PITTSBURGH POTTSViLLE 

figme 10. Graph showing the regioi1la~ variation 
li1l day mineralogy of the lo>Ner KlUai1li1lli1lg under
clay and associated sha ~e aa1d its relation to the 
position of madne ai1ld contim:•nta~ sedimentattioi1l 
(modified hom WiUiams aa1d Oldham, 1977). 
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Table 2. Estimated ages of the various weathered profiles of the 
Lower Kittanning ~nderclay as determined by potassium 
oxide loss. 

location 

4-59 
6-50 
7-69 
9-58 

13-75 
32-91 
35-95 
39-85 
45-43 
45-81 
48-85 
50-79 
52-62 
53-65 
57-100 
58-93 
66-81 
67-46 
68-53 
68-77 
69-84 
70-75 
71-65 
73-82 
77-78 
79-88 
79-96 
82-90 
85-106 

AVERAGE 

Foot Top 
below foot 

5.20 
5.13 
4.70 
5.04 
4.45 
4.52 
5.38 
4.70 
2.82 
5.22 
4.87 
4.10 
4.10 
3.59 
4.65 
4. 71 
3.93 
4.86 
4.95 
4.18 
5.30 
4.61 
5.45 
4.78 
4.44 
4.52 
4.86 
4.35 
4.27 

(2.22+0.33) 
1.54 
2.90 
3.50 

( 1.88+0 .18) 
2.39 
2.05 
2.82 

(1.37+0.18) 
(1.63+0.18) 

3.16 
3.08 

( 1.46+0 .15) 
(1.62+0.21) 
( 1. 11 +0 • 80 ) 
(3.50+0.33) 

2.99 
(1. 79+0 .33) 

2.90 
(2.48+0.21) 

4.86 
(3.50+0.21) 
(2.82+0.42) 

3.42 
3.59 
3.59 

(2.48+0.09) 
2.39 
2.82 

Oi fference 

2.65 
3.59 
1.80 
1.54 
2.30 
2.13 
3.33 
1.88 
1.27 
3.41 
1.71 
1.02 
2.49 
1.16 
2.74 
0.88 
0.94 
2.74 
2.05 
1.49 
0.46 
1.49 
2.21 
1.36 
0.85 
0.93 
2.20 
l.q6 
1.45 

2.04 

Estimated 
age of 
profile 

26,500 
35,900 
18,000 
15,400 
23,900 
21,300 
33,300 
18,800 
12,700 
34,100 
17.100 
10,200 
24,900 
17,600 
27,400 
8,800 
9,400 

27,400 
20,500 
14,900 

4,600 
14,900 
22,100 
13,600 
8,500 
9,300 

22,900 
19,600 
14,500 

20 400 

Depth of 
foot 

il"lmediately 
below 

weathered 
zone 

4 
6 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
5 
4 
5 
2 
3 
3 
4 
6 
4 
2 
3 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
3 
3 

3.5 

under red~cing conditions, it does not seem likely that it can account for the 
strong mineralogical gradient observed in some of the ~nderclays. Accordingly, we 
envision a two-stage process of underclay formation similar to that initially 
proposed by Williams and others (1965); namely, a well-drained phase of podzoliza
tion followed by the poorly drained gleying process. the former occurring during 
times of highest relief prod~ced by either tectonic or sea-level lowering, the 
latter during the period of lowest relief when peat swamps transgressed across the 
region of low relief. The gleying process wo~ld remove the iron oxide zonation 
prod~ced during the phase of podzolization. 

In addition to vertical and lateral variation within particular ~nderclays, 
there also occ~rs variation between underclays, the most notable examples being the 
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contrast between the lower and upper All the basin margins in the 
eastern part of the Plateau. In contrast ghly weathered, noncalcareous, 
kaolinitic underclays the ower 1 e r Allegheny clays are largely 
unweathered, illitic, and calcar~.~ous. Fi H ows typical examples of the Upper 
Freeport underclay. which shows a character stic increase in the illite/kaolinite 
ratios toward the top of e s in the last foot or so there is a marked 
increase in kaolinite. Beds limestone occur throughout the lower and 
middle parts of the clay. The limestone. the relatively high illite 
content. and the fact that e a 1 rature variety which increases 
upward. are an interpr'eted to mean rmed in alkaline lakes under-
going high rates of evaporation during the dry season a monsoonal climate. 
During the wet season. the lacustrine would be leached of carbonate in the 
upper part. But consi ng e e it. ic processes would be 
inhibited by the re-latively large amount limestone and calcareous clay. Only in 
the upper foot or so. ere ca onate was lea • was illite altered to kao-
linite. Here the rate of kaolinite increase is as as that exhibited by the 
lower Allegheny clays over a much r ickness interval. suggesting that the 
Freeport clay may have experien a comparable pe od of exposure. 

In order to determine the extent weathering in the center of the basin com-
pared to the margin. vertical ll'li 1eral chemical profiles were made on six 
underclays selected to encompass entire nsylvanian and range of paleoenviron-
ments. The Waynesburg. Pittsbu r Freeport underclays all occur in 
sections containing beds of nonmar1ne or,g1n, reas the Upper Mercer. lower 
Clarion. and Middle Clarion relays are associated with marine shales and lime-
stones. Table 3 summarizes the results this analysis and Figure 12 shows the 
clay profiles. In addition to the mineralogical c teria for weathering applied in 
the Lower Mttanning study, a set of chemical criteria is also presented. The 
presence of chlorite in some part of all the p iles. and the fact that all but one 
of the underclays show no increase in illite/kaolinite ratios. suggests that 
these clays are less weathered an the lower ttanning along the basin margins. 
However. the Allegheny undercl exhibit most of the chemical criteria for moderate 
weathering. Thus. although e ower ddle legheny clays are characterized 
by extensive weathering along basin margins. ere is evidence to suggest that some. 
but lesser. weathering has taken place n basin center. Conemaugh and Mononga-
hela rocks have been eroded along the basin margins so nothing is known about the 
soil-forming processes in these regions. However. based on the similarities of the 
underclays to the Allegheny and Pottsville cl s. we surmise that the regional 
pattern of the former ght ve been si lar to that of the latter. 

Recent work by Busch and llins (1 ) concludes that the interval between 
coals in the Pennsylvanian of Appalachian coal basin represents a transgressive-
regressive cycle produced glacial sea-level an over a 400,000-year period. 
Critical to such a theory would be e occurrence of a or disconformity within 
the sequence. Estimates of e times required to deposit the sediments of a single 
coal-measure cycle are based on the sedimentation rates of Sadler (1981) and are in 
the range of 20.000 to ,000 years. The dif renee of approximately 350.000 years 
must either be accounted for by dist buti it among numerous bedding planes or 
assigning it to a single surface erosion or nondeposition. We believe that the 
weathered. residual underclays and their correlated erosion surfaces beneath some 
sandstones might represent is single surface. Our estimates of the average and 
maximum length of time of underclay formation 20,000 and 40.000 years. respec
tively, are much smaller than the postulated time interval. However, it is possible 
that the erosional hiatus between coal ay is much longer than these 
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Table 3. Criteria used to determine the degree of weathering undergone by 
underclays from the Pittsburgh area (from Oldham. 1979). 

Criterion WB PB UF MC lC IJM 

_J Presence of chlorite X X X ){ ){ 
o:::t: No chlorite at top X X ){ X u ,_.., 

Decrease in IlK upward ){ (..') 

0 Increase in vermiculite upward X ){ X _J 

o:::t: Decrease in mica thickness upward X X X X X 0:: 
w Decrease in kaolinite thickness upward X ){ X X X z: ...... Decrease in quartz upward X X ::E 

Increase in A1 203 upward X ? X X X 
_J Increase in Ti 02 upward X ? X X X 
< Decrease in Fe 203 upward X ? X X ){ X u ,_, Decrease in MgO upward X ? X X X X ::E 
w Decrease in CaO upward ? X X X :X: 
u Decrease in K20 upward ? X X ){ 

Decrease in MnO ueward ? X X X X 

X •••••• Present WB •••••• Waynesburg MC •••••• Middle Clarion 
- •••••• Absent PB •••••• Pittsburgh LC •••••• lower Clarion 
? •••••• Not available UF •••••• Upper Freeport UM •••••• IJpper Mercer 
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values. Williams and others (1965) have shown that in some areas in western 
Pennsylvania the hiatus between coal and underclay is represented by at least 35 
feet of sediment, the removal of which on lower delta plains might require a 
relatively long time. The estimate of 200,000 years for the formation of the 
underclays made by Weller (1930) does not, therefore, seem excessive. However, even 
if this longer estimate is not deemed realistic, the shorter ones would seem to 
create some difficulties for the theories which produce coal-measure cycles by 
periodic, lateral migration or switching of delta lobes, similar to that proposed by 
Ferm (1970) using the Mississippi delta as an example. In that delta complex, 
subdelta migration occurs every 500 to 1000 years, which would not be sufficient 
time to develop the thickness or mineralogy of the type of inferred soils observed 
in the coal fields. Therefore, we conclude that the coal-measure cycles are caused 
by more regional tectonic and eustatic factors. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION Of SUlFUR AND CARBONATE MINERAlS 
IN PENNSYlVANIAN ROCKS AND THEIR SIGNifiCANCE 

IN PREDICTING ACID MINE DRAINAGE 

by 
E. G. Williams. A. W. Rose. s. A. Waters. and J. Morrison 

It is probably not surpr1s1ng that research on Pennsylvanian rocks has dis
covered that the principal factors governing the production of acid mine drainage 
are the amounts and types of sulfur, especially pyrite. and the amounts and types of 
carbonates, especially calcite. The purpose of this report and the associated field 
trip is to demonstrate that the abundance of these elements and minerals is closely 
related to specific rock types and inferred paleoenvironments. Because the latter 
have been accurately mapped in western Pennsylvania and other areas in eastern and 
central United States. estimates of pre-mining acid mine drainage can be made by 
comparison to laboratory and controlled f·ield experiments. 

The first attempt in western Pennsylvania to relate sulfur to specific rock 
types and paleoenvironments was made by Williams and Keith (1963). who concluded 
that coals overlain by marine shales or limestones were higher in sulfur than coals 
of the same age overlain by freshwater beds, a condition attributed to the higher 
content of sulfur in sea water. Reidenouer and others (1967) studied the controls 
of local paleogeography on sulfur distribution in coals, and found that sulfur and 
the amount and types of clay minerals, as well as coal petrography, were correlated; 
high sulfur was found with dull coals containing the highest illite/kaolinite 
ratios. whereas the lowest sulfur values occurred with brighter coals having the 
highest kaolinite amounts. Generally, the highest sulfur occurred in paleogeo
graphic lows. 

These results were explained assuming that the distribution of sulfur in the 
form of pyrite was controlled by the presence of iron which was brought into the 
swamp in oxidized form attached to detrital illite. Upon encountering the reducing 
environment in the coal swamp, the ferric iron was reduced to soluble ferrous iron, 
part of which migrated into the peat, where it reacted with sulfide formed by 
sulfate-reducing bacteria, to form pyrite. This action occurred preferentially in 
topographic lows where detrital clay was most abundant, presumably carried into the 
swamp during periods of higher water. a time when the peat was undergoing some 
oxidation, thus explaining the association of the high sulfur and dull coal. During 
periods of quiet water in the swamp, pH and Eh conditions were lower, favoring the 
formation of kaolinite, and brighter coal with lower sulfur compositions, which also 
were favored in paleotopographic lows. Dull coals, which occupied the adjacent 
highs. were lower in sulfur hecause they lacked the detrital clay component. 
Reidenouer and others (1967) concluded that the distribution of pyrite in coal was 
controlled by the pH and Eh of the swamp environment, and the concentration of 
sulfur and iron, all of which were related to rates of water movement, depth of 
water, and water chemistry, factors which themselves are dependent upon paleo
geography. 

The first detailed study of the distribution of sulfur in the detrital rocks 
and inferred paleogeographies of the intervals between coals in western Pennsylvania 
was made by Guber (1972). He found that lingula-bearing shales deposited in 
brackish conditions contained the highest amounts of sulfur (greater than 1.5 
percent). whereas marine and fresh shales and siltstones were low in sulfur. Guber 
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ained these relations showi that i ronments would contain 
gh concentrations of both sulfate and iron under reducing conditions, the 

situation most favorable for the production of py Guber and others (1971) made 
first controlled field study of acid mine drai in western Pennsyl a, 

n results ich are shown in Table 1. p nes containi only nonma ne 
rden, such as the Freeport, produced no acid mine drainage; mines contai 

bracki shales, such as the Kittanning and Clarion, produced large amounts of 
, sulfate, iron. Most interesting is the fact that the method of 
linq seems to have li e effect on acid mine drainage abatement, a 

e 1. st uent rip nes ng to 
coal seam and method of amation of spoil (after 

r 1). 

1 2 3 
Contour Normal 

backfilled back lled Untouched 

pH = 6. pH = 6 .. 24 = 6 .. 97 
Ta = 10 .. 69 Ta :::: 7 .. 54 Ta :::: 5 .. 80 

Freeport Fe = 1 .. 27 Fe :::: 81 Fe :::: 1 .. 12 
Al = 0 .. 36 :::: 0.40 :::: 0 .. 0 

1 Ca :::: 37 .. 64 Ca = 29 .. 10 Ca :::: 17 .. 67 
Su :::: 599 .. R Su :::: 275 .. 5 Su :::: 119.7 
N :::: 11 N = 10 N :::: 3 

pH :::: 4 .. 65 pH = 3 .. 94 :::: 3 .. 38 
Ta :::: 153.6 Ta :::: 141 .. 3 Ta :::: 970 .. 9 

ttanning Fe = 2.28 Fe = 10 .. 53 Fe :::: 297 .. 4 
Al :::: 21 .. 47 = 19.86 :::: 83.20 

2 Ca :::: 39 .. 64 Ca = 42.67 Ca :::: 40 .. 60 
Su :::: 1075e7 Su :::: 878 .. 4 Su :::: 1766 .. 6 
N :::: 11 N = 18 N :::: 5 

:::: 3e20 pH :::: 3e52 pH :::: 4 .. 35 
Ta = 156.7 Ta :::: 340.5 Ta :::: 79.46 

Clarion :::: 2.16 Fe = 20.95 :::: 7 .. 05 
Al :::: 28.00 :::: 56e20 :::: 7 .. 

3 Ca :::: 50 .. 00 Ca = 24.82 Ca :::: 13 .. 88 
Su :::: 1385 .. 00 Su :::: 11 .. 0 Su = 365.5 
N :::: 1 N = 5 N :::: 4 

1 units except pH in parts per million 

= titratable acidity 
Su = sulfate 
N = no. of observations in cell 

1) land restored to origi topographic contour 
2) Coal covered n five feet of spoil 
3) No backfilling; coal exposed 
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Tabl 2. Summa~ry of the minerilllorgy~ liUwlogy 9 paleoenvironments, arudl water q1.uii1Hy of effluent from strip mines 
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237 
10 

213 
10 
99 
44 

16 
13 

6 

13 
11 

8 

5 
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4 

10 
2 
3 
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1 .. 82 

29 

99 
93 

2 .. 70 
4 .. 34 

0 .. 45 

0 .. 51 

o .. 
0 .. 37 

0 .. 45 
0 .. 51 
0'"24 
0 .. 56 

15 

0 .. 25 

2,.15 
0 .. 90 
2 .. 72 
0., 

1 .. 89 
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o .. 

o .. 
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0 .. 15 
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on of iphatic CH3 groups at 2956 cm- 1
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is, , a prominent trend ch is not related to 
r CH 3 groups increase rd the center of the basin in 
values near margins; ate ~ are 

io to make an interpretation there. is trend can be 
i erpreted as having a chemical cont related to the paleoenvironment. The 
highest ues for aliphatic CH 3 groups are in brackish facies and lowest 
values are in the freshwater facies. Varying conditions in the peat 

pres , gi ng se di rent 
groups. St others (1975) have observed that coals 

y more marine~i envi en in 

Distribution the 
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~ 

Km 

area of aromatic stretching from 
Figure 13. Distribution of ali
phatic CH3 groups at 2956 cm-1 
for channel samples and facies of 
shales above the lower Kittanning 
seam (facies distribution from 

3100-2990 1 for channel 
samples of lo\1\ier Kittanning 
seam. 

Williams, 1960a, and , 1967). 

stribution across the area of aliphatic stretchi at 2853 cm- 1 ~ repre-
senting the symmet c stretching of CH 2 groups, likewise i cates that the 

ronment of deposition have exerted a control upon the chemist of coal, 
although a major part of distribution is still explainable by regional rank 
pattern. Fig. 14 shows this trend for the channel samples, although a similar 
pattern was obtained for the vit te concentrates. The high values for aliphatic 
CH2 coincide wi the marine facies. As was the case th the iphatic CH 3 groups, 
it seems that an enrichment of aliphatic erial could have occurred as a result of 

re to a ati more marine influence. 

In speculating as to how such an chment might have occurred, one recognizes 
possibility that at relatively higher pH, bacterial activity would have been 

increased resulting in a more extensive breakdown and loss of humic mate al. e 
more resistant pl tissues are likely to have been those ich were relatively 
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Biofacies map shale in western 
ia.. Calcareous brachiopods are marine; phosphatic brach

pectins are brackish; estherids are freshwater.. Bloating 
are coof to the marine area (from Williams, 1960) .. 

cks meet r 15 expansion requirement 
the brick to gas.. Only bricks th less than 10 

exceeded 15 percent linear reheat expansion .. Percent reheat expan-
so a function of the volume of gas eased .. 

velopment of low porosity is a function the mine ogy of raw 
Clays wi gh plastici can be pressed into less porous green bricks .. 

of mica in an unde is critical, because it forms the glassy phase 
lls open pores, s decreasing porosity .. Bricks ch exceeded 15 percent 
expansion could be separated from those that led to meet speci cations 

85 reliability, using 37 percent (mica culi ) as a scri 
3 is the ree agram kaoli -(mica+ ve culite) .. 

are defined on this as imum 01 and 01 Useable clay .. ou 

areas n over rcent + verm~culite).. imum clay has over 



II Non Bloating ll 
Thill Study Holbrook (19]3) 

0 0 

3 Three phase mine Ul rating the iooship between mine 
expansion of ladle bricks"' Open dots indicate have experienced more 

r reheat expansion; dosed dots are those samples experienced less 
Circles are data from Holbrook (1973); squares are data hom Onasch (1976)., 

percent i te (to maintain high P .. C .,) and less than 25 percent quartz; quartz 
has a marked detrimental effect upon porosi useable clay has less than 
percent quartz and less stringent kaolinite requirements., 

opment of the above neralogic criteria for ceramic behavior allows a 
rati geologic-mineralogic prospecting technique"' The kaolinite/(mica + ver= 
miculite) ratio and the percent quartz in the Lower Kittanni underclay were 
mapped roughout western Pennsylvania., Seventy-eight locations were sampled in 
order to construct the maps shown as Figure 4., In general the kaolinite/(mica + 
vermiculite) ratio decreases from the basin margin toward basin axis., The 
u relays around the basin margin contain too much kaolinite, and those in the 
basin axis contain not enough to meet the defined mineralogic criteria"' The area 
rna wi vertical lines contains a generally satisfactory clay mineralogy., 
ever, the percent quartz exhibits much greater variation than does the clay mineral-
ogy and refore cannot be accurately predicted on a regional basis., Hence, 
a favorable location has been selected on the basis of clay mineralogy, additional 
tests for quartz must be made. 

Parts of the results reported here are taken from Lithgow (1972), Holbrook 
(1973), Oldham (1979), and Onas {1976)"' The research was supported by the neral 
Conservation Section and Small Industries Research of The Pennsylvania State 

versity. 
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ion 

19 surface coal mines covered over 4000 km 2 of Appalachia (Gregory and 
li , 1973) th the possibili that al disturbed area could double by 

the turn of the centu (National Research Council, 1981) .. In an attempt to reduce 
surface erosion and acid mine drainage surface coal mines, federal and state 
agencies promulgated regulations require the reclamations of mine pits 
and spoil banks. The general reclamation procedure is designed to return all dis
turbed areas to their approximate original contour by transporting, back-filling, 
compacting, and regrading spoil to eliminate all highwalls 11 spoil les, and 
depressions .. After grading, all surfaces are covered th topsoil and revegetated .. 
Regrading overburden and topsoil to the approximate original topography requires the 
passage of heavy machinery whi results in compaction of the replaced topsoil to 
such an extent that infiltration rates can be significantly reduced (National 
Research Council, 1981, p .. 138) and the volume of surface runoff is materially 
increased over that of ungraded spoi 1 (Sawyer and Crowl ~ 1968).. Comparison of 
hydrographs for mined and unmined watersheds in Kentucky (Collier and others, 1970) 
and Tennessee (Minear and Tschantz, 1974) shows a considerable difference in the 
response of these basins to intense rainstorms. For a given intensity of precipita
tion, the mined basin hydrographs for sediment concentration and water discharge 
have sharper peaks and attain much greater magnitudes than those of the unmined 
basins.. Furthermore, compaction and lack of moisture retention greatly reduce both 
the survival and growth rates of vegetation planted on graded spoil, thereby 
delaying complete reclamation and extending the period of surface erosion, sediment 
production!) and increased peak discharge (Sullivan, 1967; Sawyer and Crowl, 1968) 
for periods extending over tens of years (National Research Council, 1981, ch .. 6) .. 

High rates of water and sediment discharge per unit area are manifestations of 
landscape instability which exists to varying degrees on many reclaimed surface 
mines (Fig .. 1) .. The causes of, changes in, and appropriate reclamation design for 
this instability are the subject of this paper .. 

re 1.. During a typical summer 
derstorm turbid water plunges over a four
meter-high waterfall into a gul iy formed 
in a reclaimed surface mine.. The gully 
network is eroding through a convex-up 
toeslope of overburden reclaimed five 
years earlier.. large sections of the 

ly wall have collapsed into the channel 
supplying large \Oiumes of poorly sorted 
sediment to the ephemeral stream .. 
used to measure discharge is visible in 
upper left corner.. The gully drains 0., 2 
km2, has eroded 2100 m3 of reclaimed 
overburden, and is 660 m long .. 
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, data indicate that channelized ow in the form of gullying can produce much 
more sediment in long term, and s is more deleterious to spoil stability and 

stream ecosystems than sheet wash ( g. 6)e This is particula y true with 
increasing drainage basin size and drainage integration. 

ng rst several years amation, sheet wash is the nant 
surface process, eroding an order magnitude more sediment than gull ng. How-
ever, as a vegetation mat and su armor develop, sediment contribution from 
sheet wash falls off drastically. On larger surfaces generallj exceeding 25 acres 
(10 hectares), sufficient runoff is available to produce large gully networks on 
convex-outward slopes in ree rs. These unstable gully networks, 

ch form as a consequence of runoff ume and slope configuration, continue to 
in a itive feedback 1 , an increase in gully devel 

more cient drainage integration and sediment transport, in turn causing more 
gullying. This model explains the rapid increase in the volume of eroded sediment 
(Fig. 6) and the transfer large volumes of sediment through the gully network 
onto alluvi fans adjacent to the mine site ( g. 7). Studies of gull fan systems 
on reclaimed surface mines in central Pennsylvania (Gryta and Gardner, 1983, 1984) 
have documented cyclic episodes of degradation and aggradation which occur during 
fall rough sp ng and summer seasons~ respectively (Figs. 8 and 9). Gully lling 
is initiated in the fall by mass wasting of sidewalls during periods of low
intensity steady rain and accelerates in the nter and early spring from freeze-
t cycles. During the fall nter-spring cycle most sediment is stored within the 
gully although higher intensity storms can cause local erosion along oversteepened 
channel slopes in the gully. Along fans episodic cutting or filling occurs simul
taneously during individual storm events in the fall-winte~spring cycle depending 
upon storm characteristics and local slope (Fig. 10, see time= T2 for an example). 
During more intense summer thunderstorms, gully channels erode (Fig. 10, time= 
T3 and T4 ) but fans alternately cut and fill (Fig .. 10, time= T2 , T3 , and T4 ) 

producing a complex sequence of cut-and-fill terraces (Fig. 11). 

Rapid evolution of these disequilibrium gully-fan systems permits analysis of 
the allocation and grain size distribution of sediment in fluvial storage sites. 

Figure 7.. large gully-fan system on 
convex-out toeslope of a five-year-old 
reclaimed surface mine as seen during a1 
average summer thunderstorm. Note coa 
lescing a! luvial fans at bottom of photo-
graph.. See re 1 for ly size. 
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ENVIRONMENT OF OVERBURDEN 

MARINE BRACKiSH FRESH WATER VARIABLE ROCK TYPE 

high volatile med 'I?Oiati!e low vo!atile ~ank COAL 
84 88 88 % vitrinite DO 

20~30 >40 <20 % in ash 68 

45 <40 >50 % total tlay i11 ash 61 

>20 <10 <10 % q11.11artz ilr11 ash li 

20-30 20..30 30..40 % kaoi in He in ash no 

framboidai + + framboidai + el.ihedlrai pyrite type 69 

<24" 24~39" 3~55" thickness ii 

>3:1 2:1 <1:1 illite/kaolinite ratio UNDERCLAY 
present + + present + absent chlorite 09 

absent absent presel'lt vermitll.ll!ite on 

mme moderate JUOOOII.IIII1Jted vertical cha111ge Ui 

5-10 10-20 20-40 age (years x 1ol) on 

<2 2-4 5-6 ~hiclmess e»f 00 

weathered zom~ 

6:1 4:1 3:1 WHe/kaoli111ite ratio SHALES 
<15 15-30 >30 % qjl.llalftZ li 

0.95 2.40 0.15 % sadhllr 09 

abll.ll111dant framboidls ab11.mdl amt fr amboid s rare framooids pyrite nn 

1110ihJJiar hmtitll.lliar bamdled siderite morphology no 

0.65 0.16 0.54 % tinbomllte carbon ii 

0.26 0.06 0.11 % calcite on 

4.05 L79 5.41 % siderite iU 

0.74 0.48 1.59 %dolomite 08 

2.435 2.502 2.633 i:wlk de111sity Cha111ne! Samistom:~s 
8.7 6.3 2.0 porosity % 8i 

absent to serio1.1s serioll.lls atlsel'lt to mod. acidl mine drainage 

properties 
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11.. Map of sect ions of the Mercer day associated rocks (from Wi I Iiams, 1960) " 

in e 1 and gure 13. high quartz content, absence of lorite, high 
ite, and large proportions of rounded tourmaline plus the southwest crossbeddi 
directions all suggest that the Lower Connoquenessing was derived from a craton 

spersal system and deposited in a tectonically stable environment® low 
z, gh illite and chlorite contents, angular tourmaline, and northern cross
ng directions point to a southeastern tectonic dispersal system for the 

ing sandstones At almost all localities where the rcer gh-al 
s present, the upper 10-20 feet of the Connoquenessing contains 

rately 1 rounded tourmaline. ieve that the above data show 

Table 1. Summary of petrographic data for the lower and Upper Connoquenessing sandstones 
(from Williams, 1960). 

u .. Connoquenessing 39 30 30 30 39 39 10 
87% 6% 47% 47% 0% 5% 20% 

l .. Connoquenessing 82 58 52 52 82 82 22 

figure, number of samples analyzed .. 
lower figure percent of samples possessing sedimentary property .. 
*N~8 (neut color shade) .. 
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